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_ABSTRACT
From 1972 through 1975 Austin College conducted a

Total Institutional Project that dealt with the fundamental issue of
edicational roles. The fundaaental nature of the changes sought vas
for students to become sore self -directed.in their learning, for
fiCulty to become more skilled in facilitating the learning and
atutation of students, and for the college to lecome-more capable of

sustaining institutional self - renewal on a long-term, continuing
basis. A redistribution of educational responsibilities was to come

_laplenentatioszan_nni_fied_ the
concepts of individualization, the changing Mature of the educational
task, and adaptability for the developing needs of the future. This

i project report disduvbes the program impact on the student, the
faculty, and the college. Strategies used and insights gained are
also discussed. 1Aithor/R2)
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Dedication ,
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Frank-C,Edwards-
-, A

Professor of Chemistry
Dean of- Educational Research

and Development
Director of the Austin College

Total Institutional Project

His habit of wholehearted
involvement and hiSAetermination
to "turn problems into
opportunities': found expression
even insturnmv the problem of his
final illness into an opportunity to
participate in medical research until
his death on July 5, 1975. In his
deep concern for people and for thi
realization of their full potential, he
embodied the spirit of the Austin
College Total Institutional Project
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Preface

4

This is a-repoft-of-an-unusuattindeftektng-by-a-gfetip-of-people
who believe something fundamental is happening in higher
educationso nething that is changing the educitional task and is
also -Changinhe roles of student faculty, and staff. They undertook
to try to tihderstand thechanges,in our society and the new demands

/On education and Co, devise a very prictical response for a college,
not in sonfe faddish way but in'solid educational-policies and
programs. Theyattempted to put it all together at one point in time in
a -do leyourie (with a lot of help) college self-renewal approach.
This response was the Austin College Total Institutional Project and
tbs report is the story of that educational struggle intended as a way
dfaharing what happenednot as an answer for others, but asOne_,
attemptio respond to these &landing conditions and needs. The ....A_

report IS alsothe sharing of a prOcessandean approach that we hope -

N. may be helpful tkthose hearty souls who continue the educational_
struggle

ny of the people irlviolved had great faith in the validity of the
ideas n especially in the ptocess.of working together with a
comm ent to find a better and more effective way to deal with thy'
ensuino complexity of the educational problems of today and
tomorrow. Dr. Frank Edwards, the Dean of Educational Research and
Development,land the Project Director, was such a key person who ;
believed str4ngly and gave himself as a chemist and scientist to the
leadership of a project dedicated to a total institutional approach and
to wholeness of life and to individual and institutional chariges and
self-renewal 'His untimely death during the last year of the Project
was a great loss, not only to us at Austin College, bathe loss of a

-creative leader to all gf highereducation.
Anothergreat loss duringiuthe Project was Dr. Paul Beardsley,

. ',whose.sudden death from a heart attack deprived4he-College of a
leader who had filled many roles including Director of the Project's
Educational Resources Service Unit. Dr. Jon Erioh came to direct this
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Service Unit and has provided for the Project's media needs The
other Service Units have been provided leadership by Dr Paul
Thomas for the Development Research and Evaluation Service Unit
and by Dr -Tom Kimes fof the Interactive Computing Service Unit

The person that held the Project all together wasDr.'Jack
Jernigan, the Project Coordinator We are especially indebted to Dr
Jernigan for stepping into a difficult situation and providing unusual
leadership during Dr Edwards' period of Illness I am especially
indebted to him for helping me in the final months of the Project to
bring it to a proper conclusion and in the preparation of all of the
reports and for his special contribution to this report. We are
indebted to the Executive Vice President and Dean of the Faculty, Dr.
Dan Bedsole, for his support and leadership throughout, the
pre-project'plarnin4andthe Project, but especially for his additional

--asststance4n the completionef the Projectand the preparation of-this- ------
report. Dr. Jack Carlson, Associate Dean for the Humanities and
Director of the original NEH,Planning Grant project and now Director
of the related Program Management Project, has played a Rey role in
the entire program Dr. Lloyd Gourley, Associate Dean for Science,
Dr Kenneth Street, Associate Dean for Social Science, andDr.
Howard Starr, Associate Dean for the Advising System, have all
provided key leadership, not only for their bperabons, Out IP the
general policy and integration of the entire Project and new
programs.

This was a broad -based project anti could not have been carried
out without so many groups that were dedicated and worked so very
hard on the various programs and problems. The faOultydid a
marvelous job in facing new ideas, wrestling with fundamental
educational issues, and developing new programs. Through their
individual self:renewal Austin College has developed a faculty of not
only competent specialists, but real educators. The students provided
a creative and cooperative force that was essential and made a major
contribution in various contexts throughout the Project. The specific
committees, taslt forces, and advisory groups, and especially the
125th AnniVersary Commissionall had an important impact on the
process and the outcome The Advisory Panel made a very special

contrtbution, both as individual consultants and asa group, and we
are especially indebted to them for their patience and understanding
and for their advice and leadership. A special word of recognition and
appreciation for her services as a writer over the years of the Project
goes to Suzanne Starnes, one of our graduates who has helped
document, summarize, and communicate this Project in so many
ways and has been so helpful in the drafting and editing of this
report.

Because the concept of tins effort was a "total institutional"



approach, much had to be done that was not specifically financed by
the two initial grants We are indebted to those who helped
underwritispecific efforts tharled to our ability to undertake such a
total institutional project We are especially indebted to those who
helped underwrite the'matching portion of the grantsMr Toddle
Lee Wynne for the basic matching of the NEH grant, and the Clark
FoUndation for the Library materials grant. Our ability to carry out the
Project also owes much to the Ford Foundation for the Venture Fund
grant, and to the gortless other individuals and foundations that
during this period rekponded to the Campaign of the 70s for facilities,

-equipment, program operating funds, and endowment funds
that really helped make possible the new IDEAS programits
installation and its future. -

Central not only to this Project on which we are reporting, bOt to
.

the entirekintiotaking and commitment to.the College's role,
philoiophy, and'perpetuation, is the Board of Trustees. Their
involvement, their understanding of the changing society and its
educational Tt eeds, and their willingness -to ,plan for the future 'end
take necessary risks are undqubtedly among the most important
factors in the readiness of Austin College to engage in a Total
Institutional Project.

To the Bold, the Faculty, the Students, the committees, the
Constituencies, and especially to NEH and NSF that made

- this Undertaking possible, we express our thanks for the chance to
engage in the exciting struggle in education toward personal and
institutional wholeness and self-renewal: We invite others to joinin
this process,

John D. Moseley
President and Project Director
Austin College
Sherman, Texas
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Introductiori

From 1972 through 1975 Austin C011ege conducted a Total..1\
Institutional Project. supported* major funding from the National'
Endowment for the Humanities, and the National Seience Foundation.
The Project aidpd implementatiorr of a new educational prograrri
celled IDEAS (Individual Development: Encounter with the Arts-and
Sciences)

The subtitle of the Project indicated its.thrust, 'Xhanging Tasks
and Roles in Higher Education." Working together owl.' four years,
faculty and students-in a serves of six-week Summer Resource
Laboratories examined and restructured nearly every course and
educationar program. New syllabi were developed, many with new
ways of organizing classes More broadly, sever depeittmental or

,program curricula wire completely festrmytilieCr-in an attempt to keep
pace with the changineeds:151shidents. -

,

The progress roadel&iaid efiarige of tasks OKI, rotes and how it
canaelabouttnalce*UP this striry ape Total Institutional Project. It is
basically thestory bf the operation of the Project and its impact on
people, prograrns,.and the institution.

Chapter 1 is a general description of the chronigogy analt,
mechanics o the Projecl. Key features.includeci are the tlackgraeld
of Aystin C Ilege; immediate prededents of the:Project, preparation
for the PT ect, Project rationale and goals, operation and
organization of the Project, main.activities of the Project, interim
reporting on the Project, and summative evaluation and reporting
procedures.

Chapter 2 describes the impact Of the Project on students, using
curricular developments to support and explain that impact. The

4P-iixicourse interdisciplinary core program of IDEAS receives particular
411.1shtion in thii.chapter, as does indrVidualitation throughout the
curriculum and'in-programs and courses. This chapter is structeed
around a broad goaPiwhich expressos the Project's concepts relating
to students, rather than around a more conventional programMatic

" s..
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apdroach, The primary focus of attention thus becomes the broader
Project goal, with courses. programs, and structures described as
they are-introduced secondarily to support and explain progress
toward the broader goal A similar thous on broad goals of the
Project is uted in Chapters 3 and

Chapter 3 'deals with the_tmPact of the Project on faculty: It
provides exampfes of inaidual and'group involvements in the
Project to demonstrate the fostering of faculty development
by the Project.

Chapter (concernSthe impact of the Project on the institution.
incliided are Programs and structures introduced concomitantly With
the Project-related eduCatioralchanges. Although some of these
programs and Structures Were not part of the Project per se, they are
related philosophically an represent the means to continue the spirit
of the'Project Specific Partsof thiechapter deal with the Office of
Educational Research and 'Development, the mole of outside reviewers
and consultants, College support'for the professional development of
faculty and staff, andanewsystem for,omating Programs and.

- .-..
Chapter 5.mentions strategies and insights learned as a result of

the Project, and they are grouped around the general topics of
prograrris, processes, and people. A final section attempts to "putt!
all together" by outlining a self-renewal system for a college.

Since almost the very beginning of the Project, Austin College
has received inquiries about it. There have been 183 direct inquiries
from over 40 different states and from Canada. There were also 21
visitation groups from educational institutions ranging in location .
from New York to California from North Dakota to south'TexaS.
On a broader scale, informs on about the Project and the program it

implementing hasbe disseminated through faculty
participation in various association meetings and through the
pbblication of:journal articles. And the requests contintle. -

Austin College has fried to respond to all requests appruiately.
. This report represents another step in the process of communication.

This report is also one of the final steps in reporting to the
landing agencies. The NEH and NSF cooperated at an
Unprecedented level in helping to fund the Austin College Total
Institutional Project, and that cooperation symbolized the
comprehensiveness of what was underway at-the College. Dealing
with two agencies, however, also presented problems for the College.
These included the necessity of coordinating and checking plana .

`0,rith-both agencies, and difficulties in scheduling the beginning and
ending points of the Project due to different time periods for fhe-
different grants. Nevertheless, advantages far outweighed
disadvantages, as each agency contributed its distinctive viewpoints

4
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in oversight of the Project
Trying to communicate what happened during a four -year project

encompassing allparts of a college is a challenge This report tries to
do plat anti to bring to fire the real "people involvemenW by using

, case studies and larteferillugtrative examples of individual activity.,
the complete' document:hopefully, wil4 not only tell the story of the
Austin College Total Institutional Project, but will also have value for

. others undertaking edutational and institutional renewal.

A
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Chapter 1

The Project as Pivcess:
General Description-and.Operational
Details
From JUnd': 19 2, through Novernber, 1975, the Total Institu nal
Projett was the highest brioritiof Austin allege -Tfiii h
sgniftcance was due in part to the fact at the Pr ct was installing
the newlgueational prbgram IDEAS at Austin Ilege. More
fundainentally, however, the Project r re fed -the process of
changt That process is the subject/6f this chap ear.

,ltackgrouitd: Austin College and e' Last 2 ears
Try

.
submitting_thaproposai for th Total stitutionai Project, President

John D Moseley wrote, "There corn a moment in time and a point
in readiness with both ideas and I- dershipthat present a unique
opporthnity to move to higher 'els of achievement That "moment
in time" and "point in read' ss" iMpokant to undefitand, for/.
without the prior develo ent at Au4lin College, it is doubtful tha 'the
Total Institutional Pry ect cOuld,have b n conclikted, .

_ The heritage innovAtioh and purp seful change began 'the ,
11950's then Aus in College embarked on a series of manage ent/
studies and self xaminatioris. There were numerous experi ntaf
projects, each pecific in focus and dealing with One aspect tithe
educational o ogram.

Several Creative approaches of the 1960's' illustrate tJre C
activity, T re was intreasnernohasis on interdstiplinar courses
and meth dologies, with much of this effort centered in e
humanit s or some form of West Civilization cours . Different
freshm n year programs were tri d in order to'preci tate the new
stude 's thinking about his or er oih education philosophy.
Calendar reform,occurred, as t e College moved om a conventional
two$emester'calendar-to the ow Atidely,used 4- -4 calendar.
Significant interinstitutional r atidnships began with the
establis ment of a two-way, teractive televisiOn network linkirig
sever Colleges, Universitie , and industries in north Tomas. The
Coll, es own creativity an planning were increased, first by the use

12`
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of ad ti c groups and later with the institutionalization of that functidn
_itzfough t creation of in executive office of shared leadership

.. and clecisio along i
Thrognout elkof its recent history the College benefited from

venturesome trustee d presidential leadership Those responsible
fiiir the College were will to take risks for the sake of program
development In turn they a cted and recruited others faculty and

r- sstaff who were dedicated to Cr8 ve strategies to improve education
at Austin College ..

The immediate Precedents:`1969 - 1971
In 1969 the Danforth Foundation awarded a grant for a
leave-of-absence to President Moseley He used this grant,toStudY
trends of higher education in both kngland and the United States
Returning to cliipus in the spring of 1970. he held a series.of
discussions about the future of higher education in generll and the
future of Austin College lei part-Ti -tall_there was a
consewus in the College administration that the time had come fora _-
map; re-evaluation Of the entire educational program of Austin
College

As eresult, there was launched a planning process Balled
"OPENS.': Operation Planning Educational Next Steps The central

',focus of 0 ENS was consideration of what the College could do now
tp help pre are students for m ningful lives in the year 2000 For
example. how could the Colleg prepare students f ives of
constant change" What edpcation should stude have toAMeet the
challetuges of the future and to be ready for s that n g no
names' '7

Standing committees reviewed Collegprograms ten in - t
-existence Special task forqes el-both faculty and students examine

, the liberal arts approach to education, new teaching and learning
strategies. the-concept of a freshman year program, and student

/involsrent in the educational and operational Aspects of the
campus In addition, extensive discussions werOveld with faculty,
students, and staff,. with recent alumni, with visiting consultants. with
ibnovators at other colleges: and with the Texas Education Agency,
the state agency overseeing elementary and secondary education.

In DeceMber. 1970. apprommatbly ten weeks after OPENS began,
the Ford Foundation notified Austin College that it had been selected

tN for a Ford Venture Grant, one of several Venture Grants made to a
'''. select group of institutions providing innovative leadership for higher

educatio9.The grant was an endorsement of the past commitment of
the Colligeto innovation as well as its continuing commitment to
purposeful change through the OPENS process. This grant provided
key support for committees and tasiCtorces throughout OPENS. ,

}*
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By the beginning of spring 1971 reports with findings and
recommendations were submitted to a Steering Committee for
synthesis and integration The result was a 100-page report of
recommendations grouped into seventeen categories and touching
every aspect of the Austin College educational program These
Ls-commendations were offered to faculty and gtudents and studied

.5nd debated for one month After extensive deliberation. the faculty
legislated broad gurdelines defining the fundamental directrOn of a
new program for the decade of the '70s

Components of the new program included a freshman year with a
freshman colloquium and a sequence in cu./Rural heritage, an
educational tutorial involving planning throughout the student's..
four-year college career, three different degree planning options, a
policy research experience. and revised yearly and weekly calendars.
Seven task forces then worked throughout the summer to develop
the details of the broad program guidelines

At this time the College received anbiher crucial grant It wase
major planning grant.from. The National Endowment for the
Humanities and was designated specifically for the development in
detail of the freshman year features of the new program This NEH
planning-grant also made possible the development and operation of
pilot versions of some of the proposed freshman courses in
1971-1972.

The results of the summer task forces constituted a new
educational program for Austin College This program was debated
and discussed in the fall when faculty and-students returned to
campus. By the end of the fall term, all the proposed changes were
approved by the College's legislative bodies, including the Board.of
Trustees.

The legislation created the IDEAS at Austrn-C-ollege-.ectut na
Lprogram, and set its inaugiltscion for September, 1972. IDEA'S at

Austin College included not only-new core coursesIndividual
Development, Communication/Inquiry, Heritage of Western Man.
Policy Researchbut also a 2-2-1-4 academic calendar, a flexible
daily class schedule, three degree plans for a baccalaureate degree,
and the reconsideration of all courses and programs for added
individualization and flexibilitrtossenhatly, IDEAS at Austin College
called for change throughout all partof the curriculum, with new
designs centered more closely around tudent needs and major
adjustments in the traditional roles of faculty and students.

The installation of the IDEAS educational program was projected
over a three-year period, with a need for major support to provide
opportunity and assistance to faculty and students to help them
restructure courses and activities and assume new roles.
Accordingly, the decision wai made to apply for substantial funding

3 14
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ffom outside sources tossupport the implementation of the IDEAS
program The proposal for the TotalInstitutional Project was _-
therefore prepared and submitted to the National Endowmeff for the
Humanities and-the National Science Foundation The submission of
the proposal to two agencies for joint support underscored the
comprehensiveness of the proposed Project

Thus, the Total Institutional Project did not "just happen." From
twenty years of creative-experimentation and development work,
through two years of intensive study-in the OPENS process..to the
n IDEAS at Austin College educational program already legislated;
and cheduied foil-implementa tiuill-Austrreotlegewas truly at a-

ue point in preparednes or basic change when 1r rrts75514ced on

the Total InstitutiOtial Pr ject

Preparations for the TOtkktnstitutional Project
The Total institutionaiProject was scheduled to begin in June:1972,
but much preparatory Work was denianded prior to that date Austin
College assumed the cost for these plan ing activities throughout the
first half of 1972 During this time. activi s of the first surritner of the
Project were planned in detail. inclticlin arrangements for visits by
consultants Serving As a consultant. D Warren Bryan Martin
advised in planning The dpile and hel d set abroad context in
which to view the plans an purposes of the Project

Original plans called fig the Project to be operational through
three summers Austin College had hoped to gam full funding for the
Project from NEH and NSF by the start of the Project in the

msumer, 1972 In addition to operational expenses of theP , the
es' grants were to provide stipends for faculty and student

invol .ement during the summers Although the NEH awarded a
Dev lopment Grant effective at the time the Project began, the NSF
wa still considering the proposal Austin College committed its own
fu ds and the remnant of Ford Venture, ndt so that science faculty
spends and other Project evensernot covered by the NEH grant,
could be included. After the end of the first summer, the NSF
awarded an Institutional Grant under its College Scienoelimprovement
Program (CoSIP). roviding three years of funding for various'parts of

**, the Project Adj stme ere then made. and the Tota Institutional.
Project was extended this gh 1975

Rationale and
Twb features
distinctnie
fundament4 ue of educational roles. The titi 'Teta] Institutional

ats of Total Institutional Pro
the Total Institutional Project were uly
omprehensweness and its dealing ith the
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.'Projett reflected the comprehensiveness Many strategie4s for
reform were combined some common and others uncommon, in a
comprehensive effort involving all members of the institsition and
touching all courses. activities and programs This total approach
was con red most effective for long-lasting change Narrower '
Isola cts seemed vulnerable to being lost in the whole
frarnew of only having little impact on others but even gradually
losing their own vitality

The fundamental nature of the changes sought was apparent in
the goals of the Project .-for students to become more self-directed ip
their learning, for faculty to become more skilled in facilitating the
learning and maturation of students and for the,College to become
more capable of sustaining institutional self-renewal on a long-term.
continuing basis The subtitle of the Project summarized the goals
Changing Tasks and Roles in Higher Education

A redistribution of educational responsibilities was to come about
in the implementation of IDEAS atAustm College. Education was
affirmed as a continuous process of intellectual and personal
development. not merely the acquisition of knowledge provided by
others Focus on the growth of each individual student meant a
different sharing of educational responsibilities. with the student
assuming more responsibility and the teacher helping the student
learn to access and use information, to organize tasks, and to
manage educational activities, all within the framework of moving
toward individual career and personal goats. And with the focus on
overall development. the student would be befit prepared for living
effectively in a work of constant change and being responsive and
adaptable to changing times and situations now unknown. ,

Another important aspect Of the Project was renewed emphasis
on thWimportance of the intellectual disciplines of the humanities and
the sciences and their interrelationships These were to receive

through a continutrigon consideration of values and on --
increased attention in the newintecd4sciphnarrcore courses, partly f

sbentific methodologies.
Thus, the Total Institutional Pioject. Ithpfern

Austin College. involved new strategies tb deal with fundamental
issues. All were unified around the concepts of indwidualizadion, the
changing nature of the educational task, and adaptabikty for the
developing needs of thefuture.

Institutional renewal was to be approached by providing
opportunities for faculty to be skilled in processes of goal-setting and
evaluation. 'More important. the process of participating in the Project
would make individuals competent in directing meaningful change.
Also) thrusts of the Project would increasingly be dove - tailed with

5
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newly developed. continuing programs of reform.

General Operation and Organization of the Total Institutional Projett
The Total Institutional Project was operated by a Project Office with a
Director, Coordinatoi. and appropriate staff A major focus of activity
was the planning and management of a Summer Resource
Laboratory (SRL) during each year of the Project, in which faculty
and students worked together to design new courses and programs,
to restructure existing ones, to exchange insights, and to learn new
educational strategies. Three Resource Service Units --;EducationaK
Resources, Interactive Computing, and Development Research and
Evaluationprovided back-up support during the SRL's and technical
services throughout ttie academic year. And, beginning in 1973, the
NEH awarded a sizable gift.and m Ching grant for library materials in
support of the humanities. An Ad isory Panel of outside educators

, and consultants provided advice nd assistance in planning and
operating the Project, and the C _liege's Program and Project_
Steering Committee served as a ?ridge betweerl Project activities and
regular activities of the College A separate research contract

li'provided for developmental work on the Birkman Method and
aim n ar. Each of the major parts of the Project is-described in

greater detail in later sections of this chapter.
The fiscal structure of the Project included approximately equal

sharing of costs among the College, NEH, and NSF, with a gradual
rease in outside support over nearly four years. There was a

separatiori along disciplinary lines relative to faculty
*ends the Resource Laboratories_ Otherwise, the

t+irtding was separat aldng broadly functkina lines with specified
utional cost-sh ng in most of the su lons,of the budget.

Major areas of N H funding were (1) s g and general
operating expenses o Project Office; (2)1 brary matenals; (3)

_leadership, consultants, student participants d Humanities Area
faculty participants in the SummeKResourc, Laboratones, and (4)
staffing, operating expenses, and media s6ftware of the Edu4tional
Resources Service Unit. Major areas of NSF.support were (1) student

faculty participants from theScience and Social Science Aptas.)n
the ummer Resource Laboratories; (2) media hardware to

t a major institutional expenditure for such equipment; (3)
ial staffing and operating expenses for the Interactive Computing
ice Unit; (4) partial staffing and operating expenses for ,he

Development Research and Evaluation Service Unit, including a.
portion, of the operating and data-collecting expenses relat to the
Birkman program (5) the Birkman-Mefferd esearch Conti t; and
(6) an.evaluation component including an A isory Panel, s mmative
evaluation and Various. forms of _reporting.

1
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Activities of the Summer Resource Laboratories (SRL)
The Summer Resource Laboratory was a Six-week period of specially
organized intensive effort each summer, when faculty and students
were free from their usual academic loads A wide variety of aids and
assistance were made available to support groups and individuals in
trying new approaches, putting courses together differently, and
testing alternative methods and processes. The impact of the SRL is
indicated in Other parts of this report, particularly Chapters 2 and 3.

A significant characteristic of the SRL was its inclusiveness, for
all faculty and many students were working together in the Project.
This inclusiveness matched the total approach of the Project,
fostering change throughout the institution instead of in separate,
isolated departments or courses. The structure of each SRL involved
a deliberate mixing of faculty-with students, and of individuals across
discipline lines. The hope was that the impact would be multiplied,
with individuals substantially influencing one another. More
important, however, "That's what the Project was all about." it was all
going about educational tasks together,'faculty and students
planning and learning together.

From year to year two evolutionary changes in the SRL w
most apparent. First, there was a shift of emphasis from the.
College-wide interdisciplinary courses, from group work on the core
courses taught by faculty teams (or teams of faculty and students) to
faculty and student work oriourses that were the responsibility of
individual faculty members. end second, there was a shift from
adMinistrative assignment of faculty and students to SRL
responsibilities, to grassroots participation in individualized planhing
to determine SRL responsibilities. These two shifts occurred
simultaneously, and both gained momentum and beanie more
pronounced each year. ;

40! Just as significant as what happened in the SRL was the way it
happened, the style of the SRL. -In essence, the style of the SRL was
exemplary of the classroom stylesppromoted by the IDEAS program.
Cgpperative, supportive measures were used in a participatory way
with decreased prescription. This was the How do we approach with ,

emphasis on the we. All along and even intensifying as the Project
progressed, collaboration arid team-building were the standards, not
authoritarianism.. The starting point was where we are now anti taking .

logical next steps, not imposing preconceived goals and methods on
all with no regard for their current level of development. Thus, the
administration of the SRL supported and reflected the Project's
goals. The belief was not only that this style for the SRL could have
serendipitous effects whOh'would emerge in the claisroom, but also
that it was the right and sensible way to proceed and would yield the

-best results. Al _excerptfrom material used in planning the 1973 SRL

7
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lights the importance of this style for the operation of the SRL.

This planning process will be complex'and it will not be easy to
. do, but we believe it is essential to proceed in this manner. If we
are successful in working through this together, our summer
assignments will better match our needs and where we are at this

-timeand that'S sound educational philo-stphy in harmony with
institutional goals and the criethods and style of the Total
Institutional Project

Another way of-stating this is to say tha(the most important
factor`for participants in the SRL was considered to be the procets,
the affective experience of participation, rather than producing a
certain course or creating a particular product. Revising courses was
seen as a continuing task of faculty, with changes to be Called for in
the future just as they had been,in the past. BUt thinking about the
way a course shOuld be approached, considering different
alternatives, trying new strategies and doing all this cooperatively
within the framework of broad goals for student 'and facultxthese
types of concerns were thought to be lasting. The importaote of ire,
process of the SRL was its giving faculty experience in and h i gto
make them comfortable with the roles and attitudes implicit in these :1

concerns. The experiential factor was at least as significant
new.syllabi or other such p Qducts. /
The 1972 Summer Resource Laboratory (SRL)
the primary emphasis in the first six-week SRL:was-on the broader
institutional needs, first with regard to the changing educational
context and next with regard to the preparation for full-scale
implementation of the six new core courses. Partiapants included 65
faculty and 25 students. This number included all faculty not
previously committed for the summer. The students were specially
selected4or their potential contributions to different efforts in course
development. As in all SRL's, both faculty and students received
stipends for their six weeks of work.

During the first two weeks, participants met together and with
consultants in a workshop format to discuss general topics central to
the Project. Each topic was considered an issue pertinent to all the
work of the SRL, in the redesign of each course and activity. On the
topic of "Changing Tasks ancoles," the consultants were Lewis B.
Mayhew, Harold L. Hodgkinson, and Billy Sharp. For "Use of Media
Resources and Technology," Phillis Kent dealt with computing,
Darrel J. MOnson with instructional media in general, -and Ward
Weldon with modular designs for instruction. An additional consultant
on,"Nontraditional Study" was Warren Bryan Martin, and one on
"Evaluation" was Kenneth Eble.

8
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rollowing th'Workshop, participants served in fbur Task Forces
to apply the concepts discussed and other ideas. Each Task Force'
had both faculty and student members. The groups were (1)
eommunication/Inqyiry, Communication/Leadership, and Individual
Development, (2) Heritage of Western Man; (3) Policy Research, (4)
and New Designs for instructron. The first three worked on the core

urses, including the preparation of syllabi. Much of the work of the
fourth took place in sub-groups developing new models for *

departmental 'courses which incorporated individualized instruction,
new approaches for large classes, modular designs, and vertical
coordinatiOn of pre-professional study. To assist these oups and
individual facully members as well, a stkcial library on ucational
topics and issues was available throughout-the SRL.

The three College-staffed Resource Service Pnits provided
consultations and demonstrations on request. Educational Resources
set up media equipment in a convenient location to show its services,
and it trained and assisted participants in producing a considerable
amount of software for use in specific courses. Interacti;e Computing
communicated the educational potential of the comp ter and f
equipped nearly one-third.of the faculty with.basesliiillirilhe APL
interactive language, including faculty-student leadership teams for
Communication/Inquiry. Development Research and Evaluation
monitored changing attitudes by administering various tests to the
SRL participants, conducted training sessions to develop campus
"lay leaders" for the Birkman Seminar, helped in devising validity
and reliability studies for the Birkman, and helped individuals develop
better evaluation procedures for courses and programs, including
explorations in the use of performance objectives.

In 1972 the three core course Task Forces designed those
courses in detail and produced these materials:

CommuniCation /Inquiry 11. Handbook for Faculty
and Student Leaders. a .

thdividua I Development 97.,Statement of Guidelines
and Procedures.
Heritage of Western Man 11 and 12. Syllabi.
Heritage-of Western Man 21, Tentative Syllabus.
Policy Rftearch 78. Guidelines and Handbook. -

A,

.
In addition, there was role training for mentors,. ,
Communication /Inquiry leaders, and Policy Research faculty
members. '

Achievements from the New Designs for Instruction Task Force
included new designs directly affecting eighteen coursesten in the
Humanities, four in the Sciences, three in the Social Spiences, and
The Birkman Seminar is 'described later in this chapter

.
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one interdisciplinary course

The1973 SRL
-,_- -

,The SRL's focus shifted in 1973 from the core courses to ,
departmental courses. The shift brought mire attention to broad

// particOtionri planning the SRL. Within the general frarnework of
the goals of the College, and of the Project, participants helped to,
define their own tas'lls and plans.

Planning for the 1973 SRL began with a series of-
communications in early 1973 from the PrOjeat Office to fadulty and
students. These solicited each person's ranking of fifteen institutional
priorities and.an indicatiOn of his or her own level bf interest in each.
Results led to the design of atwo-dimensional framework for the
1973 SRL, organized around Learning Modes (how people learn) and
Program Elements (specific needs of the Austin.College curricuitirt*
Interrelationships Were obvious, for nearly all learning modes_' Could
be applied-to each of the College programs, and M.Wrifthe programs
provided a practical context for del/eloping the teaming niodes'.Thxis,
the normal patternsof assignment piked eadfiiaculty participant with
one Learning Mode griper) an,d one Program Element group. Each
was also responsible for planning individual goals. The definition of
specific respimsibilities was then negotiated,. based on individual
intereste and emphasizing goal-setting and evaluation. Stud nt
applicant were selected by a process involving their state ent of
pertinen skills, interests, and'faculty references. ff

The were 61 faculty and 39 dents-in the six-week 1973 SRL.
'Partici nts served in both Learni g Mode groups and rogram
Element groups. Learning Mode coups included the I troduction
and Use of Computers, Integral n of Films ancrRelat Media,
Formulation of Program Objec ves, Student-Paced ming/Tinge
Blocks and Calendars, Educational TV, Peer Tephin and the Social r
Science Laboratory, One-To-One Relationshipilnclu ing fl
Mentorship, and Special Assignthentq. Program Ele ent groups'
included New Designs in Depaitmental Curricula, Heritage of Western
Man Courses, Policy Research, Communiceon/Inquiry--
Communication/Leadership and Group Interaction, Planning
Involvements for Non-Concehtrators, and Vertical Articulation of
Pre-Professional Education. There was also time for individual work,
with L arning Mode involvement being especially applicable to the
indivi al's departmental courses and other activities.

T e weekly schedule allotted time.for group.work, individual
work, ptionatSpecial Eventscasome two to four hours per we*,
and r uirecl General Sessiglii for exploration of special eittphases
with c nsultants. Each Ortheconsultants met with, ne or more
*smalle groups and most were also featured in the General Sessions.
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Robert McGlone, Executive Director of Training -Epterpnses/News
Techniques, was a consultant on how people work together.
effectively in groups. R. Gene Geisler, a Professor of Political.
Science, dealt with the potential and importance of computing as a
tool of leartilnd and research. Advisory panelist' Wayne Holtzman.
dealt with variousissues in educational evaluatiop, including the uses
of questionnaires and psychological tests in educational advising.
Craig Eisendrath, one of the author.? of Out of Discontent: Visions of
a CoMemporary University, discussed the Oses of peer resourcqsand
strategies for institutional self-renewal4Acivisory
Seashore dealt with issues ofgroup dynamics and interpersenar
skills, and Panelist Frederic Ness interacted with the Boarcj of
Trustees: Ron Ave4rt worked with faculty and students iri revisions_ of
the History program, and Albert Seay served as a consultant in a -
broad -scale redesign of the Music rriculurn. - . -

°lb The three Resource Service ts;coritinued their demonstration
and support efforts. Educational R sources conducted film previews
in preparation for an experimental film leasing arrangement for
1973-74, gave presentations on the classroom use of film, produced
softviarejor new and revised courses, and trained faculty and
students in-equipment op ration skills. Interactive Computing worked
closely with the Learning-Mode grpup on the Introduction and Use of
Computers, conducted a General Session on computer,psage in the
curriculum, and ran a 16-hoOr Workshop on interactive computing
and the APL language with "hands -on" experience for faculty and
students. Development Research and Evaluation provided
consultations as requested, helped evaluate the SRLat itS close, and
assisted with several General Sessions, such as those dealing with
the Birkman Seminar and the review of prior evaluations.

The 1974 SRL

In preparation for the 1974 SRL., there was a proceis of ap plications
from faculty and students, negotiation based,on these applications,
and the involvement of those selected in the detailed' planning of the
SRL. For faculty, emphases on goal -se toils and qval ation increased.
Specific criteria for individual faculty projects were etermined, and
all faculty were invited to submit proposals in accd dance wittt the
criteria. A critical analysis of each proposal was de by thfaculty
inember's Area Chairman, the Provost and Dea of the F ulty, the
Projectpirector, and the Project Coordinator. Faculty sel ctions and
assignments were negotiated on the basis of this proce .Nearly
all who wanted to participate in the SRL were included, With some on
a halftime basis.

Student selection was both by nomination and'by open application.
'The Advisory Panel is described later in this chapter.

T
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Participan s were chosen on the basis of planned involvement with a
faculty m mber's individual proposal, willingness to train as a Peer
Leader APL computing activities, and speciOlabilities such as
graphs s production or televjsion or film_experience.

A er participants were designated/their suggestions concerning
the s ructure of the 1974 SRL wereziou6ht. As defined in detail, the
Stru ture included general meetings, Consultants pport services,
an 'topical Workshops for specific Motes and skirdevelOpment.
S me Workshops were organized around the functions of the three

source Service Units, and others'were specially designed to match
needs and interests of the SRL participants. The Workshops ran
independently of one another, varying in length, schedule, and
number of people involved.

There were 50 fealty ind 33 student participants. They attended a
general Session each Monday morning for communication about the
`schedule and other common interests. Later in the SRLthe General
Sessions were also used to report the individual-efforts of SRL
participants. In addition,.each week therewas at least one Open
Session where all,interacted togetherWith consultants. The
consultants also worked with individuals and small, groups.

David H. Bayley, author pf "The Emptiness of Curricular Reform"
(The Journal of Higher Education, November; 1972), was a. consultant
on the need for changing tasks and roles in higher education.
Panelist Edith Seaghoreidealt with the problems andprocesses of
role change. Herbert Gross, Head of the Department odactics at
the University of Bristol, conducted a workshOp ror the Modern
Language departmttit; Robert G. king, Professor of,COmmLinication
Arts at Bronx Community College, was a constiltant in the overall
renovation of the curriculum in Communicatiop Arts. Alan Platt, a.

legislative assistant to Senator Edmund Muskie, was a consultant to
the Policy Research program. Robert J. Toft, then Dean of College IV

of the Grand Valley State Colleges, discussed the theory Anil practice
of the modular curriculum of his ieatitution. On plans for the overall
evaluation of the Project and the/College programs, there were three
consultants: W. T. Martin, then Head of OS Division of Study and
Research in Education of the Massachusetts Institre of Technology;
Gordon W. Sweet, Executive Secretary of the Cormissiospii
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and SaiCiilt and
Advisory Panelist Martha Peterson.

\

I

With this multi-resource arrangement, mos participants workedl
in tasks they had chosen and planned, drawing on Workshops#nd-
Individuais as needed. Once,again there was located in a conitenient
browsing area, a special Collection Of literature On educational
change, innovation, and, reform.

Support by the tC Resources Service'Units was intensified
-
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dur. g'-this SRL. Educational Resources provided drop-in and
a. dintment consultation services, helped participants learn both use,
nd production ofmedia, and gave a series of Demonstration

Presentations in Open Sessions to show the characteristics of
various media and the advantages and disadvantages of each in
different learning situations. Interactive Computing held training
sessions for faculty and student Peet Leaders and also assisted SRL'
participants on any matter utilizing computer technoldijy..
Developert Research and Evaluation helped participants witk,
alternative evaluation methods and continued work in evaluatiOridt
courses and the Project as a whole, including revision of Birkman
Semi aterials.

he 1975 SRL
Planning for the 1975 SRL built toward the conclusion of the Project/
on foundations laid in the previous years.

Most faculty were by now keenly aware of many of the
changing needs in higher education and of their own continui g
need for renewal'in a broader sense than merely updating th Ir
acquaintance with subject matter in their discipline.

The IDEAS program was installed and had operated over
three-year period, and it was appropriate to take stock of it
progress and any refinements needed.

The practice of learning from each other so as to maxi, dze the
rt available modes of learning throughout the various edu tional ..

programs and disciplines was widely accepted. ,

.
i

There were useful examples of individual planning, aluating,
and reporting; and a general understanding of the pe &for creative
leadership and accountability had been developed,

The 1975 SRL 'capitalized on these advances, integrating the
evaluation and reporting of the Total Institutional Projedt with
orlgoing structures for institutional self-renewal. Highedt priprities
were given to institutional needs to fill gaps, to integrat the results of
the efforts of three previous years, to prepare reports of the progress
made during these years, andlo project realistically the goals and
methods for sustaining this progress beyond the period ofspeiial
unding. Thus, many of the assignments of faculty during the 1975
RL were determined much less by individual interest than by the

needs of such evaluation and reporting. There were opportunities,
however, for a number of faculty to identify needs and to propose
activities that the administrative leadership might otherwise have
overlooked

. Participan*,- included 59 faculty and 39 students, many on a
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part-time or short-term basis (two or three weeks). Vost,of these
faculty had previously submitted ideas and applications for

_ participation in the 1975 SRL Although the main emphasis was on
taking stock of the progress already male as a basis for continuing
the momentum Of institutional self -ren al, there was a considerable
variety of individual and small group activities focused,on specially
identified needs in program development.

A somewhat larger special effort involved preparation for a
change in the facilities for interactive computing. Needs could no
longer be met satisfactorily by the microwave connection with a
regional computing center.Austin College's on-campus comPuter,
an IBM 1130, did not function in an interactive mode.) So, during the
summer of 1975, the College acquired a new computing syStem, an
Interdata 7/32 system, capable of handling both batch - processing
with the use Of the FORTRAN language and the'interactive mode wit
the use of the BASIC language. Since the interactive language
formerly available was APL, there was a need both for special
attention to instruction in BASIC and for the development of new
programs in BASIC to replace some of those created in APL. Much
the work of the Interactive Computing Service Unit was focused on
these needs"and included a specially scheduled Workshop to
acquaint-a selected group of student leaders and facility With the ne
equipment and with the BASIC language.

Most of.the efforts of faculty and student participants in th 197
SRL, however, focused on the preparation of program developer ent
reportsanalyzing, describing, and providing rationale for reC'
develOWnents, and projecting future directions and needs in each
part of the educational pillgram':Afrsharing of feelings and airing of-
ideas in the College Workshop in Mat 1975, had provided some ritpw
perspectives for the analysis of program development. Preparation of
the program development reports was integrated with a proc4dure for
installing a more effective system of program operation as a liasis fort
continuing self-evaluation and institutional renewal. Proposed but not
fuhded as part of the Total Institutional Project, this "Program
Management System" received a grant from the W. K. Kellogg
FOundation, effective August 10975.

-A different strategy for broadening perspectives, capitalizing
again on the common interests of the whole institution, was a
College-wide survey of instructional methods conductegaby the
Project Office and r ported to participants-irl the it Meeting of the
1975 SRL,

°A part of the complex plan for evaluation was the study and
interpretationof prior evaluation materialsincluding statistical data,
results of questionniiires, interview reports,.and program
development reportsrby groups of students, faculty, and

14
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administrators.' er each_group had
With

a separate study and
interpretation,/ three groups met With the Project staff for a lively
and enighten g interchange' of perspectives.

Co suit is in the 1975 SRLincluded Phillip Hanson,a
psychologi- and manag- "IconSCiltant, who directed sessions.of
departs e ch m and then faculty serving as program directors

'to cons r J ods for ombining leadership accountability with
broad : patron in program evaluation and develop

and in.

ent. Nelson

e cation,
Morn

ion a management both in industry
i 1' yslerns analyst experienced in computer-bas d systems of

inf.
p' jo, ed Lion tion at various levels to develop an understanding
.f ys which the new computer could facilitate storage, retrieval,

an lysis of data, for more responsible and effective-program
cisions. And consultant Susan Wittig provided information and

emonstrations of computer- assisted instruction in basic writing skills
(composition).

1 Although neither Grover Andrews of the Southern Association of
*Colleges and Schools nor George Hanson of the Kellogg Foundation
wins, of consultant to the Project in a technical sense, each brought a.
special expertise-and focus to a part Of the summer's activity,Dr. r .

Andrews helped to sharpen the focus of the AuStin College
non-traditional self-study, and Dr. HansOn probed the potential of the
system for program-renewal. ,

.

Broader Involvement! Special Roles for Three Groups
Throughout the Project the leadership used,three groups in advisory
ways, espeCially in planning and carrying out the SFILAajh year
since 197..The Program.and Project Steering Committee was
composed of-the College executives and was the bridge between,,
regular program operations andithe special activities of the Projett.
Here ideas for the SRL were discussed and needs arising 'from
regular operations were idetitified- for at ention

The Project Ornm ationaklyis,ry'ctimInittie net weepy
dilringthey3 ' Ii=filiduently during the acadeticaear_ta----
achtfie-the Project 1e dership; particularly on communications to and
from faculty arid ietudents. It was, composed of infocmal leaders of the
faculty, one from each Area (HuManities, Science, Social Science),
and of seleoted,student leaders.

The Advisory Panel served a.continuing consultant role for the'
Project and was a channel of communication between the College
and the funding agencies. The Panel concept was the means to
extend experimentation to the role of consultant, as each pang,list
served in a continuing relationship with other consultants and with air,
involved in the Project: students, faculty, Projectleadership, the
inatitution, and the two major funding agencies. The Advisory Panel

15
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was a further test of the little used methodology of using consultants
collectively over an extended period of time rather than using them

only singly or for a limited time. Th`e hypothesis was that with
collective arid extended consultant roles and relationships, with
consultants interacting not only-with campus constituencies but also
with one another, the institution would gain more than if consultants
had been involved only separately or in single ;rsits to the campus.

Membarsof theRipelOviied the Project leaddrship in all areas,
were a sounding board for ARLpiansTAnd individually were
consultaritsloyspecial Ale SRL, such as evaluation,
interpersdnal skills, or

The Formation of the
The NSF first advan
as a part of the evatua
negotiation about the
fall of 1972. The agen
College.to observe an
with the NSF. DUring c
suggested that the Pa
expanded. NSF agr

Austin College a
initial list of nominees
campus were consult
for nominees were
of the Project, such as
relationships. There
sciences and one for t
-including breadth and
appropriate feature of
individuals each a str
distinctionto work toi

The full list of thred.
Panel was submitted to
early in 1973 for their a
and by early February
approved by allNSF,
extended invitations, a
by May when it began

Members of the Advisory P
Dr. Horace Hartsell, Direct
Instructional Development
University of Texas at
Houston, Texas 77025

Panel
Advisory Panel concept, to be budgeted

mponent, during the latter stages of
Institutions! Project in the summer and
posed a Pan?I of individuals outside the
se the Project and to provide a liaison
eration of the proposal; Austin College

Iso relate to the NEH and therefbre be
NEH endorsed the concept.
the responsibility for developing an

e Panel. Individuals aid groups on
d asked for suggestions, and categories
ed to insure coverage of major filatures
la, evaluation, and personal and group

a category for a representative of the
manities. Many factors were considered,

of reputation, validated expertise in the
, and the need for the several

r in his or her own area of
ffectively in a group. .

eesfor each of ten positions on the
m Officers at the NEH and the NSF
nd clearance. Adjustments were made,

a list of nominees and alternates.'
Austin College. The College then

ne-member Advisory Panel was formed

el included:
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Dt Harold L Hodgkinson, Director ,

National Institute of Education
Washington, D C. 20208

Dr Wayne H Holtzman, Director (Chairman)
Hogg Foundation for Mental Health
Austin, Texas 78712

Dr. John W. Macy (original Chairman, illness prevented continuing in
that capacity)
Former President of the Council of Better Business Bureaus
1127 Lang ly Land
McLean. Virginia 22101.

11,

Dr. Frederic W. Ness, Presid nt
Association of Arterican Col es
Washington, p. Q 20009

Dr. Martha E Peterson. President
Beloit College
Beloit, Wisconsin 5,.3511

Dr. Jack W. Powers, Vice President
Research Corporation
405 Lexington A4enue
New York, New York 10017

Mrs. Edith W. Seashore
Private Consultant - Psycho gist
Washington, D. C. 20007

Dr. Joseph F. Wall
Parker Professor of History 1
Gnnnell College
Grinnell, Iowa 50112

The °waft,' of the Advisory Panel and Review of Activities
As a group the Advisory Panel met on campus twice a year,.risually
for two-day visits. The Austin College Project Office made
pr rations and completed necessary staff work for/the Panel, but
th anel had t latitude to help define and implemant its own role.
The agenda for ch meeting was formulated ahead of time by the )
Project Staff in nsultation with the PanerChSirman. Designated
jointly by the. agencies and the Goflege,-the Ch rman served as
Vie contact for operations between sch meetings.
Substantial amounts of written materials were sent advance to
facilitate the effective use of time during Par*? ngs.

Advisory Panel meetings included various activities: (1)

17
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presentatio by stud , faculty, and staff in general session
011ovide information an understanding of developments at t e

_College, both within the educational program and in other important
areas; (2) involvements by Pariel members individually in classtdorn
visitations and small group conferences to observe and interact NOP ,
students and faculty, (3) use as a sounding board, in a group -and
individually, for problems and ideas identified by the project
leadership,' particularly plans for the yearly SummerAesource
Laboratories (SRL's), (4) planning for evaluation of the Project,

'especially plans for in-depth intervis: and (5) participation in the
Berkman Seminar and exploration 6f possibilities for its use1/4with

college students on a continuing basis.
- In addition to the six group meetings, Panel members tvere .

involved individually for special purposes, especially when schedule
conflicts prevented meeting with the entire Panel. These rividual
constating rotes included:

Horace Hartsell' Media usage and instructional de ign

Bud Hodgkinson: Evaluation, changing tasks and les,
symposium address to." 25th Anniversary Commission itled "National
Perspectives on Higher Education and the Liberal Art

Wayne Holtzman. Evaluation, guidance as Chaiim'an

jqPR Macy College governance and Project reporting

Fred Ness Interaction on campus with faculty' and students in an
SRL, and in a workshop with the Board of Trustees

Martha Peterson: Student participatton in governance, changing
roles of women on campus, evaluation

JackPoWers. Professional developmenfof science faculty

Edith Seashore' Personal and group interactions, Program
Management, evaluation

01,

Joe Wall. Interdisciplinary cooperation and curricula

The Birlunan-Mttlerd Research Contract ,....
A spec- I emphasis of the TVtal Institutional Project was the

I Birkrha erangesearch Contract, funded separately by NSF. This
contract provided for Validahon of the Birkman instrumentand
studies related to its adaptation for use with college students.

Austin Cottage had experimertted with the use of this inatrument \
prior to the beginning of the Total Institutional Project. Until that time

C.- the Sidman Method and Seminar, a personality profile and .

' *proceAtre.had been used primarily with business management and
had proved useful in personal adjustment-anthiffective job

,
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assignment. Austin College had used it with administrative and
faculty groups, student andfacult, planning groups, and with
students in pilot phases of new courses.

A pertonality tool such as the Birkman was seen as potentially
beneficial for use with collegefreshmen. It was felt that this could be
one of a variety of.techniques used with entering students to improve
setf-understanding and interpersonal and group relationships. The
problem was that much work was needed to make the Birkman
suitable for use in academic settings. It needed to be drastically

A

reduced, and its written materials and oral procedures needed to be
adapted for use with college students of the 1970's. Thus, research
on the Birkm. an Method and Seminar became part of the Austin
.College Total Institutional Project under the separate research
contract.

Work during the Project included collection.and professing of
validation and reliability data, preparation of a technical report on the
reliabilities and validities of the Birkman Method for use with college
student% substantial revision of the Rickman interpretive manual and
oral presentations to address them more directly to a collegiate
audience, planning for development of a career guidance component
separate from the personality analysis component, and training of
Austin College faculty as "lay leaders" for the Seminar. In all these .

activities Austin College provided significant guidance and
aOistance, including help from the Project Office,. Development /
'Research and Evaluation Service Unit, and Advisory Panel. A
sepa to report on the Proieit activities concerning the Birkman is
bein Ubmitted to the funding agencies alon4 with this report on all
part of the Project.

A at liesou9ces Stimulated by the Pro
During he Proje4 and as a resutt of it, Austin a eived
additionaliresources.,T,sa included an NEH Library Grant and an
N§F grant for equipment for Psychology.

A few months after awarding the De4elopment Grant, the NEH
notified the College of its eligibility for a supplementary grant for
Library materials. A proposal was prepared, submitted, approved, and
funded according to thalGifts and, Matching Grants guidelines. The .

matchingportion of the grant was met with a donation from the Clark
Foundation tifi Dallas. rhi4 grant "represented a major undergirding of
the whole effort in the Humanities Area and in the core courses.
Many booki, periodicals, and non -print resources op film and tape
were obtained. Perhaps the most impressive addition was the Library
of.American Civilization, a usefully indexed 'u the collection of

. thqusands of out-of-print bOks and period' netformertyvailable
in any one place, not even the finest libraries.



In th Psychology program, a faculty member applied for and
subseq tly was awarded an instructional scientific equipment
grant fr m NSF. The proposal was predicated in part on the new
directio s fostered by the Project. The addition of this equipment to
the program allo `for more laboratory emphasis and more
opportunities for strident research from the introductory course level

mall thk_way through the advanced laboratory courses.

Interim Reporting on the,Project
During the course of the Total Institutional Project, Austin College
began reporting on its activities. This interim reporting included
communications both to the funding agencies and to othersin the
broad field of higher education.

The College routinely sent to NE/1 and NSF materials desbribing
the activities cif the Project Occasion y there were overall progresst'l

reports, such as "The Impact and Visi, city of the National
Endowment for the Humanities Development Grant to Austin
Coilege,y- submitted to NEH -on -FebruAiy 13,- 1974. Similarly, in April.-
1974, the College submitted to NSF a
Set of indexing statements indicating'.

-,t . , project. The abStract am:n(1'0109$

Abstract of the Project and a
features emergihg from, the
ants were requested bh

NSF to aid searches for information ar outedcicattdnei innovation
change coming out of projects-eponeoredbythe Foun'dation's
College ScienctImproyenierit ProgreM.:There were:alsciPetsehal
visits to NEH and NStiri Wiishingtby iAustinCcillege'persoiMel.

A major effort in interim reportioe NO*Iimbet1.7719,
i 974. At that timethere was an oniiite visitation by an NEIIIPtcgiahf,
specialist and -tiro NEH consultant$. The team did much observing,
probing, andque.stioning onileo#n: including class Visitations and

./interviewe%4ith students and fEiciiity. Substantial-amounts of material
were prepared for this visiCanitiVen more was Scent to Washington
after andas a result of the visit.:

Another significant steel% _;riporting took place in the spring,
1975 then the Advisory PaniOf the frojectapproved and s

.,to the funding agencies an irOrim Report of which the main
I wits a aeries of statue repollSon,v,apous parts of the Profec
:etatutiteiporis were prepared by IhelndividuatPaneii4te

connection with .donferences,sinti inquiries condUcted dining 'their
previous meeting.

liunenallvo Evaluation Reporting

The matte for-evaluation of the Total Institutional Project and
-1 'reporting on it were recogniied since the Project's Conception, and

4freireforeesome evaluation, procedures were in progress since the
.Start of the PrdieCt Forexamplo, prior to the first Surtier Resource
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-Laboratory in 1972, efforts were made to gain a profile of attitudes
and perceptions as of the beginning of the Project This was done by
having faculty and a significant number of students respond to two
Educational Testing Service instruments, the Institutional Goals
Inventory and the Institutional Functioning Inventory. Other
monitoring occurred throughout the four-year Project through the
efforts of the Development Research and Evaluation Service Unit.

In 1974, work in summative evaluation and reporting gained
momentum. With substantial input from the Advisory Panel at its
meeting in 461 of, that year, an -overall "working plan" was prepared
to conduct the end-of-Project evaluation and reporting. Other input
came from consultants for the 1974 Summer Resource Laboratory.
By the fall, the plan had been submitted to NEH and NSF as the
working basis on which evaluation and reporting would proceed
through the end of the Project.

Sbveral principles were followed in the evaluation and reporting
of the Project (1) Evaluation was viewed positively, as a helpful tool

-for-ascertaining -next steps in program-development If was-to include--
self-examination, feedback, and assessment indicating both
strengths and weaknesses, and thus be a suppOrtive and learning
process to help the College contineally move toward its goals. (2)
Because the Project' was so centrally aimed at changing attitudes and
riptivettOnt.the affective, dirnenSions of the learning environment had

t to receive doge attention. (3) There had to be broad-based t,
participation by faculty and students,not only as sources, of data, but

- also as eiganizeikahii interpreters of date. (4) Evaluation of the
,,,,,,,Birkman Method and Seminar was a separate activity because of

special contraci68larrangementt. (5) Evaluation activities were
planned to mesh with-a non-traditional Self-Study for reaffirmation of
'accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges and SchoolS
which o9erlapped in time this latter phase of the Project. Austin
College propoied and received approval for a Non-Traditional
Self-Study partly because of the broad-scale evatuatiens of the Total
Institutional Projett (6) A multi:faceted, action-oriented process4 with
different kind of activities involving various groups and individuals,
was necessary r morethorough and better balancedfesulfs.

Those prince were followed in theltctual evaluation.
procedures. These procedures included the preparation of a general
descriptionOf the Project; the collection of program reports.and
syllabi to show the impact of the Project on the curriculum; the
reporting of institutkinal data to Show the general characteristics of
the College during the time of the Project compilation of 'faculty
participant abstracts to illustrate the work that occtirred, in the
Summer Resource Laboratories, the preparation df a research - report, ,"
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involving routinely administered tests, such as the InsttutioAal Goals
Inventory and the Inttitutional Functioning InventprV, the reporting of,
the Birkman program including the Research Contract; the
conductingrof in-depth interviews by untracted odtside
professionals to learn more from faculty and students about the
subtler aspects of Change; the use of faculty, administrative, and
student groups and the Advisory Panel to give their own
interpretation to.the evalu ion of the Project; and the synthesis of
much of the abovelin this mmary report to give some overall
interpretation and analysi

Many documents and much material were generated by the .
evaluation procedures, and some are refe.rred to in the later cpapters
of this report. These include the Institutional Functioning Inventory
and the Institutional Goals Inventory; In-Depth interview Report, and
Constituency Group Interpretations (the response o Project materials
by three groupsstudents on the Student Pmgra Advisory
Committee, faculty, Review and Advisory Committ e, and
administrators on the Program and Project Steering Cofnmittee).
Other materials-are also used in trying to tell the story, of the Project,
including routinely prepared reports of faculty members and the
Advisory Panel's Interim and Final Reports.

OA final Project-related activity was an Invitational Conference or
"Changing Taslira and Roles in Higher Education," March 25-27,
1976. Heldat AOstin College and co-sponsored by the pouthern
Regional Education Board, the Conference brought together a wide
range of people involved in educational reform to deal with the'
fundamental Issues indicated in the title of the Confel'ence. The
Austin College experience with the Total Institutional Project was
used in a case study format as a springboard for discussioff. The
ConferenCe provided'a .means for Austin College to report its
experience to the broar world of higher education, and also
provided en opportunity for participants to consider next steps in
their own'situatioris. Tho\Conference was an appropriate culmination
of the four years of the AUStiCollege Total Institutional Project an&

s a different way of communicating the impact of the Project
indicated in the ft:ilkwing chapters of this report.

-"How do we ... ?" Process, Adtlon, and Invohrement

All the kei issues in the Total institutional Project-were addressed as
qUestions begibning "How do wd . . . 7' How do we project theluture
heeds of students? How do we assess the needs Of individuals, of
programs, of the C ege? How do we marshal the necessary
resources, gain the rsonal commitments, install the programs and

structures needed to eet this challenge2How do peconduct
planning, operations commUnicatioh, and evaluationeo that the.

22 3-
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process buildsra momentum for on-going self-renewal of the College
and its people/

These questions r f c everal related assumptions. Like- - .
education itself, the renewal of educational institutions and programs
is a process that calls for the active involvement and commitment of
everyone concerned. Therefore, rather than in discrete (and possibly
isolated) parts, it is be pursued on .,a total institutional basis dispite
the complexity' of str ture and operations that the total institutional
basis entails.iln fact,.this involvement was broader than the
institutionnot only faculty, students, and administrators of the
College, iso consultants and Advisory Paneligts, along with
program off ers of the- NEH and NSF were viewed as colleagues in
this enterprise:it waS assumed that everyone invplved was making an
investm intrt/ the Project and that it was just and reasonable to
expect e commitment of individuals and their cooperation with each
other on the groundsrof their common interest in its success.

Thus the structole and style of the Project were designed to
exemplify the educational processes necessary to the program it was
helping to install. The process of working together in the Total
Institutional Project was itself a significant and affective learning
experience anticipating the greater sharing and participation in the
new rotes for faculty and students.
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Impact of the Pr jest on Students
Statement and Amplificati n of the Goal Relating to Students
From its inception, the IDE S at Austin College program was
designed to be student-cen ered. Important considerations of
knowledge goals, needs an orientations of the academic dis iplines,
and faculty and_administratt e_preferendes.were to be relat: :t6 the
primary focuitn the individ al student: his background, Oties,
motivation, needs, interests, oals, and potentials. Whil snstaining
high stan ards for programsland seeking optimal on s for
student hievement, the fa ulty recognized the c I importance
of starting with each individ at student where ti = is. it was concluded
that inte al rewards and s f-motivation be emphasized more
than ext rnal rewards or to cher-initiated tivation.

The PrOjadt goal relating to students -xpress this thrust:
To foster st dent role-change toward greater self-direction and
more indep ndent learning, all /Within thitmoilvating framework
of meeting the needs and pyreuing the educationalzraisld the ,

' /

- Many concepts were volved in this broad goal, and some were
stated as sub-goals th highlighted or brought out for emphasis ,

important features the broader goal. These included:

. a. To activ e students in the learning process through
individ ization, peer teaching, group activities, greater
ind ndent learning, and otherwise assumption of' more

sponsibility-for planning and carrying out edudational tasks.

b. To cope with the loneliness of the freshman student,, aiding the
connection and transition to the academy, and doing this with .

;!.

This exact stalitment of the goal di' t evolve until the last year of the Protect and
such is the case,also with the f ity anctoristitutional gbals expressed at the beginnings
of Chapters 3 and 4. In case, however, they express that which has been attempted
throughout the Pr as undicaled by use of excerpts of the Protect proposal,
written in 1971.
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respect f itthe individuality of the student,.

c. To co bat feelings of deper onalization throughout the
college perience arld thereby increase the student'S interest
and mots ation.

d. To ex and advisirigto inclu us aspects of student
growth nd development and egrate that expanded version
more fundamentally into the e ucational process so that the
student can better direct his/her course of progress.

e. To make the best traditions of liberal arts education more
meaningful for the modern student by recogniiing cognitive and
affective aspects of learning and by adding emphasis on the use
of the arts and sciences and teachings in many disciplines to
meet the demands for effective and creative living'in today's
world.

f. To preSent general education in a context sensitive to values,
hers _and skills with .a focus .on responsible.citizenship and
wittOekpect for the students individuality.

e broad goarand sub-goals were originally expressed in terms
of'the anticipated outcomes of the Project, as shown bi this excerpt
from the proposal for the Project:

The student will have a rich agenda of quality courses and
experiences available to himboth on and off campuswith the
necessary support to aid him in relating advantageously to them.
He will have a more individualized program which he will design
and-adapt for his changing needs. Consequently, he will be more
actively involved, have more responsibility and support for his
education,:and will be able to make earlier and wiser choices
about his life in terms of vocational direction and style.

He will gain insight and understanding about himself, his
relationships,to others. his cultur.al roots, and the complexities
and special nature of his time in history. His confidence in
himself and in others wit) grow as he integrate) understanding
with developed skills in many forms of communication and
engages, in intellectual inquiry in a variety of contexts.

The student will learn to evaluatehimself, others, situations,
opportunities anti thereby gain competency in understanding
the importance of both processes and information; and he
should.Learn better to cope with change in his life and in society

-as he anticipates and prepares for an uncertain future.

Together, the broad goal, sub-goals, and proposal excerpt,
indicate the impaet4he Prbject was to have on students. A variety of
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approaches were used to effect that impact

Approaches Used to Reach the GoOl

IDEAS at Austin College (individual Development Encounter with
the Arts and Sciences)

- 5
The overall educational program that the Project was implementing,
IDEAS at Abstio College, was the curricular expression of the goal for
students. Through its efforti to implement the IDEAS program, the
Project sought to give vitality to the concept of education as a
continuous process of intellectuatanpersonal development, implicit
in the first tiro words of the program's full title, Individual
Development. And the rest of the title, Encounter with the Arts and
Sciences, was also implicit in the Project. Growthfor the student was
to come through liberal education, based on the wholeness of life
and the interrelatedness of knowledge, and characteritedby the
ability to write and think critically, a sense of history with an openness
to the future, intellectual vigor and discipline, and familiarity with a-_

variety of fields of knowledge.

The Interdisciplinary Core Courses of the IDEAS Program
Baiic to the Project's student goal and to the IDEAS program is the
set of six core courses. Together, they form a nucleus expressive_
both of the Project and of a solid liberal education', dealfi with,

'ideas, inquiry, serious personal involvemen , exposure to priers-
cultural' heritage,and consideration of values.

The core is consciously designed to make sense as a whole and
to have continuity throughout the six courses. The beginning courses
stress basic tools for life-long learning, such as critical reading,
writing, discussion, and analysis, and the later core courses help the
student sharpen these tolls through use. The core also stimulates by
being modern, trying to help prepare the student, for the future by
emphasizipg processes, such as problem -solve g and group work,
and inter- disciplinary approaches. And final'', each core course has
its special place, with one course building on the previous one and
preparing the student for later ones.

Another crucial concern recognized in the core has been
surfacing for several years at Austin College, as at many other liberal
arts collegesthe growing concern about the overall structure and
impact of theistudent's first yeir on campus. It was apparent that the*
first year represented a_critical transition for the new student.
Consequently, a committee on the Freshman Year Was created early
in 1971. After three months of review, evaluation, and discussion,
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duo

several proble
committee. Su
document (Ma
entering fresh

All indicat
increasin

s at Austin College hadbe
sequent study led to Indus'
, 1971) of the following analy
en:

ns are that freshman classes
heterogeneity in background,

identified by this
n in the OPENS' planning
sis of the needs of

of the future will show
levels of achievement,

motivetio , and interest. Nonetheless, most first year students will
probably continue to share certain basic needs, inc dirt needs
foro ,mor
a. AsSistance toward transition from high schmienvinonment to
college environment, community living, social experiedces,
recreational opportunities, etc.

b. Aid in developing one's identitya personal value system and
personal goals in education and vocation.

c. Am exposure to a number of different disciplines and the
methodologies peculiar to each.

.

d. An exposure to several different types of "study-learn"
situations, including perhaps seminars, lab work, lectures, use of
computers, etc.

e. Development and understanding of communications
skitiewritten and oral.

f. A foundation in Western cultural heritage.

g. Active discussion of academic and intellectual issues.

h. An exposure to independent-learning and preparation for
learning as a self-imposed goal.

i. An understanding of (and a desire for) a liberal arts education.

j. A ssistance in' ducational platming.

k. Individualized counseling.

Be
va
pr
to

, pro
' hou

ause of the greater diversity, the intensity of these needs will
considerably, increasing the importance oft freshmart
ram which pr vides for a perdonalized, individual approach

dvising, coup ling, and learning. For all, however, the
ram should b reasonably manageable in terms of number of
s of doss andindiVidyal commitments.

'OPENS, Op Planning Education& NextSterts, was a two-year study and
plannin rocess involving ail parts of the tollege oonmunity. It resulted in the
legislation of the IDEAS at Austin Co#ege program in 1971
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The overall picture whichemergeslis a freshman year
characterized by found3tion and exposure'within the frameirk
of flexibility and individualization. The sophomore and junior,
years would focus on concentration and exploration; with the
senibr year emphasis being summation and integration.

In response to these needs, the IDEAS core provides a special
freshman year emphasis throu0 for of the core courses. An
integrated group of courses pr rams, these give the freshman a,

_different transitional exp and a flexible context in which to
assess and meet individua ds during the first year on campus., -

The cow courses are lndiyidual DevelopMent, Communication /Inquiry,
Heritage of Western.Man (3 urses), and Policy Research.

. Development the new program also resulted in a serious look
at restructuring th weekly an yearly calendar and the lenSth of
terms. This devela ment was escribed in the OPENS planhing
document As folio s: .

It was only a er much of th new program design ha 'been /
substantially ompleted tha the question of calendar rose as a
matter of decisive importan . After reviewing the sit tion it was
concOled that the current c lender would not provid the ideal
framework for the operation f the newly designed program. The
proposed calendar appears t bind together all of the program
elements'into a cohesive whole. In short, concern for.people
dictated the design Of the new program, and cancer for the
optimum operationzf the program motivated the se rch for a
better calendar, 'aria which would provide a suitable framework
for: the funclons and approaches involved.

The resulting calendar revision was described in t hk Project
proposal as follows:

The framewcirk,for the program is a combination f calendar
innovations which yyillfoster a considerable degr e of course
restructuring. The first calendar revision ivides he fall term into
two seven-week sessions during which each stu ent will take two
courses at a time. The result is a yearly calendarIbf 7-7-4-14
weeks, which'may be expressed in terms of studimt course load
as 2-2-1-4. Equally important is a change in the daily class
schedule which will utilize much longer class periods (two to
three hours). This will encourage movement away from the
lecture method toward greater use of group participation and
individualized teaching techniques.

In ttirms of the core, the new calendars are especially relevant for
the freihrtian. The relevance goes beyokl providing variety of
learning experiences, in part to allowfor individual eferences in
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student's., The additional hope is that the calendar will be a factor in
the student's motivation andsetting a style of serious study early in -
the college career. The theory is that,itt(beginning courses of seven
weeks' length; the student will have to confront the requirements of

_college study earlier in his career and thus realize sooner what
college, is all about. This kind of early understanding on the part of
the student can open a new era irr educational effectiveness.-

a. Individual Development
The Individual Development (I.D.) Program, a comprehensive but
personal planning and advising approach carried out by each student

-.with his faculty mentor, is central to the IDEAS program. It is a key in
working with attitudes and roles, for through it the student not only
deals with his development in various aspects, including thoSe
usually found outside the classroom, but also examines his needs
and goals and designs his educational program in light of these. That
individualized program, in turn, is a positive motivating factor in
-turning the student ori" to the college experience.

Moreover, the personal relationship between student and mentor
is also important. The student is involved with a facuity-member
whose focus of concern is the student's grqwth in self-appreciation,
self-motivation, and self-direction. The support of the mentor is
another positive factor in the student's moving toward a rasponsible,,
active, and constructive role in the educational process.

Mentor and student begin by jointly assessing the student's
current level of development, not just in the intellectual realm, but in
other equally important areasthe vocational, aesthetic,
religious/philopophical social /societal, and physical areas: With this
assessment the student and mentor plah the steps needed to reach
personal goals Vend the educational Standards of the College-Such
assessment and planning, including the preparation and regular
updating of a total educational plan, continue throughout the
student's college years. The student receives -ohe course credit at the
endof the senior year for having been actively involved each year in
such planning and for having participated in various activities to
achieve growth in the, different areas of development.

Personal interaction and mutual respect are significant parts of
the Individual Development Program. And the role.of the mentor in
holding up the standards of liberal eduCation to the student/provides
a service that too often is missing for liberal arts students.

Considerable thought was given,to the issue of evaluating the
student's depth of serious participation in planning educational goals
over a four to five year period. Eventually it evolved into the current
system in which,mentoreask students to give evidence of thoughtful .

participation in all areas of persdnal development. Students are thus
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moving to a more active role in the advising system
With 1.D., the College is forcing a long overdue issue, student

responsibility for educational and life planning..Students are
suddenly finding that a simple fulfillment of requirements is no longer

suffic. Rather, an in-depth analysis of the "whys" and "for whats"
of oposed course is ,becoming general practice Faculty are
becoming accustomed to raising issues which previously were
usually ignored. In addition, the affective dimension of education is
now regularly dealt with and the College is emphasizing the
importance of the-whole person.
. Both mentors and students need special resources for their
expanded roles Two documents are proving to Ife of particular value.

the Curriculum Handbook, supplementing the Bulletin, and
Everything You Always Wanted to Know about I.D But Were Afraid to
Ask, the I.D. handbook for students. Revised annually, both
documents are available to Mentort and students. ,

Administratively, the Educational Advising Center serves as the
coordination point for the 1.0. program and as a type of ombudsman
station for students and increasingly for faculty. bs such rt -
supplements the role of the C011ege's CourtselinTCerifer,ivhiCh
focuses more directly on psychological ciztinseling. The EduCational
Advising Center maintains files including a central "porttatio" on -
each student The portfolio contains all academic performance .

information on the student as well as 1.D. critiquesand letters of
commendation or discipline. Each student may review his portfolio
and place statements in it -also. ,

The so-called "soft data" on each student iS expanding rapidly,
and the-faculty has access to interpretations by to
Advising Center that point out certain problems solutions in
reference to individual students. a reading problem, social
clumsiness, low self- esteem, undetermined goals, poor study habits,
or family difficulty. Now the faculty can know some of the -whys" of
student behavior and not just make ungrounded assumptions abut
observed behaviors. At the same time, therf are safeguards against
unwarranted inferences and amateur Psycfmanalyzitig. The soft data
can be inValuable in times of crisis, or lust in the event that more
information is need get to know a student.

The routine operltion of the Educational Advising Center has
grown from the Coordinator's seeing perhaps four students per day
to the present maximum of thirty a day. As the doors of

communication open wider betwe4n faculty and students, some of
the buried issues of interpersonal relations are beginning to surface.
The Coordinator of the Educational Advising Center serves as

facilitator and mediator in such issues.
From its beginning, the 1.D. program- has centered on /,
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individualization and self-development, but the-inherent danger of
encouraging dependency relationships has also been recognized.
Further, some students could be expected to react negatively to the
high one-to-one invotvement insisted upon by the I.D. program.
However, after thieeliears of development of the I.D. program, these
problems have been largely averted. While some.faculty have been
ineffective in the role of mentor, not serving as a guide, most facu
members have adapted very well to this new role.

There has been faculty concern about the increase in workload
caused by'this expanded approacti,ANkgenerally_mentofs-
have acknoWledged that the investment has been worth the effort in
view of the significant improvement in the quality and impact of
advising. Faculty members and students have grown to see that the
selection of courses is just one aspect in the comprehensive planning
approach needed for broad personal growth and development.

The early guidelines of the I.D. program indicated that the
student would typically relate to the same mentor during the
student's entire college career. A method for mentor change
available, but less than 15% of students ever changed ment even

-thougti-the mentor was not required to belt') the criScipline in Which
i the student was planning to concentrate.

.
After three years of experience. some seemed

fiappropriate. The Project's Advisory Panel recommended that the
student, as well as the mentor, submit written reports to the
Educational Advising Office to improve the student's abilities of
analysis and self- evaluation. And in the In-Depth Interviews, students

. cited the need for advising by a faculty member in their own fields If
concentration. The Panel also nqted concern about faculty load, as
18-25 students are not uncommon for one's 1.D. load. '

Thus, in early October, 1975, it was proposed that three
categories of mentors be created: (1) freshman level, (2) upper level,
and (3) transfer student level. After approximately-their first year and
one-half on campus, most students, under this proposal, would
change to a different mentor, a faculty member in thearea of the
student's concentration. The proposal assumes that the planning and
involvement of each student will still include all of the areas of
personal development as well as the professional and educationil
rittras, . . '

After the student's first year on campus, the style of reporting .

shifts from being faculty-originated to student-originated. This shift ,

should help to reduce any tendency toward dependency . .
relationships, a concern &pressed by some. Under the new
uidelines, the student writes the summary of participation in

Fling, and the mentor critiques that plan and offers suggestions.
changes arliottnLed to alleviate fhe-main problems identified
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by faculty and students.
During the life of the-Project, the Individual Development

Program with its heavy involvement of faculty has cost more than a
traditional advising program and demanded much frornbottriatatty
and students. But overall, it has been well received. The In-Depth
Interviews showed high acceptance of i.D. by both faculty and
students. The mentor system was rated as "most beneficial" or as

.-Laworting_well': by both faculty d students in the interview sample.
by the NEH

visitation team in the fall, 1974. The Advisory Panel made the following
observation in their Interim Report:

The faculty seem to do a lot of communicating about-students
(which may seemiike unnecessary surveillance to some) but few
students leave because of it, and it would be very hard for an
Austin College student to "fall between the cracks."

In a period of generaldepersonalization-and dehumanization in
modern society, Individual Development shows promise as a critically
important program for the development of liberally educated,
resp6hsible persons.

b. Communication/Inquiry
Student and mentor work off a base of understanding greater than
usual because their relationship begins in a course,
Communication/Inquiry (C /I), one of two courses the entering
student takes during the first seven-week session. C/I has three main
areas of concern: (1) developing the individual freshman's awareness
of his own values and personal identity, (2) developing his
acquaintance with the various, modes and principles of intellectualI
inquiry that characterize his new academic community, and (3)
developing his skills in communicationincluding reading and
writing, but also oral and non-verbal modes of communication. To
provide a common' ground of value orientation, inquiry, and
communication for each separate group of 18-20 freshmen, each
section has a topical focus on one or more contemporary
issues. With different sections structured around different social
issues, the student's choice of alopical focus (as explained below)
serves as Er motivational device. A further purpose of the course is io
provide the traditional orientation function for the new student.

Motivation is considered fundamentally important. As the fra
`Of thq course stated in 1971-, C/1 would be key first course to

aid4he entering college student in understanding himself, othe
his relationships with others, and the methods and styles of
intellectual inquiry and communication. This increased
understanding can help the student channel his energies in
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such a way that he can use his college years in the manner which
will be most beneficial for his own individuarlife. (Report of TO
Force on "Freshman Session" and "Freshman Colloquium.")

In other words, the theory is that by dealing in Cil with me I

personal issues which college students face, the students wil have
clearer direction and thus-be enabled and motivated to beco
seriously involved in educational activities. Like I.D., eii blend
affective and cognitive aspects of learning with the hope that more
active, self-directed ettdents and student roles will emerge.

Each section of Communication/Inquiry includes-approximately
20 freshmen plus a leadership team composed of a faculty mentor
and one or two student leaders. The effectiveness of the program
calls fa team-leadership in which decisions and responsibilities are
shared by the faculty and student leaders.

The mentor, however, is the official instructor for bet the
freshmen anel the student leaders, who earn one course c dit for a
related Communication/ Leadership course. These student leaders
are expected to 'participate in certain learning andcoordinating
activities during the_precedingSpring Term, during the week before
school-opens, and during the first session of the Fall Term. The
Communication/Leadership course thus focuses primarily on the
information, training, and 'coordination needed to help the student
leaders carry out their responsibilities in and
in comparable' leadership roles thereafter.

Elements combined in C/1 include the introduction of all
freshmen to interactive compUtiog, other modes of inquiry. vari us
media of communication, and a variety of psychologicaltoolsfo -
setf-awareness and facilitation of free interaction. In response to
varied interests of students and faculty, the various sections of the
Course deal vaiith different issues and utilize different strategies.. In
each section the faculty and student leadership team identifies the
topical emphasis for that particular section The interests of incoming
freshmen are polled so that each can be placed rri an'appropriate
section. The several' sections also differ in strategies used to reach
the goals, which center around the three emphases of C/1 and are
common to all se ns. .

Some of 'activities in Communication/Inqiiify are more closely
related to personality development than to academic knowledge or
skill. Assessment inventories and "sharing" activities, such as values
clarification exercises, are chosen with care after obtaining
professibnal advice Leaders are advised to consult with the College's
Counseling Center before undertaking psychologicaisroup exercises

-needing special expertise.
'One feature has been the participation by faculty, student
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leaders, and students in the Kirkman Seminar, a personality
inventory. Many faculty leaders have served as lay leaders of the
Birkman Seminars for freshmen, The goals of this psychological
instrument-and analysis are to help students (a) recognize their
behavior patterns indivi , (b) understand the variety of such
patterns o ers, and (c) practice relating to others on the

a mutual and non-evaluative acceptance of personality
differences.

For three yeerficre Bitkman Seminar was used by all
Communication/Inquyi groups. Special studies were conducted to
esfablis e validt and reliability of the Birkman psychological
profit strument in 'use with college students. Efforts were made to
ad t the i,pstrument with its procedures, originally designed for older
g ups within business and industry;to make them more suitable
or use With college students. During the fourth year the Birkman was

used in a variety of ways in 13 of the 19 sections of Communication/
Inquiry.'Other instruments and approaches for self- understanding
were used in the six other groups. Although the interpretive materials
for use in therBirkman program had been ada_p_10..aa.112at-they-we
much more acceptable to faculty, studentS, and the Advisory Panel

(as noted in it Interim Report), neither the questionnaires nor the
print-out mateials were yet affected appreciably by the research
involving the e perimental use at Austin Collegagram
evaluations and the In-Depth interview Report showed that neither -----
faculty nor students on the whole found this paft of the C/I program
to be very satisfactory in the context of khat course. On-the basis of .

what was learned throughthis experiment there are grounds for
expecting greater success in othei contexts. A more detailed account
of the procedures and ,results orstudies and experiments related to
the Birkman program and the Birkman-Mefferd Research Contract is
ih aseparate report to the funding agencies.

With regard to the introduction to the use of computers,
leadership teams are encouraged to develop ttpir course plans to
integrate computer use with other learninriences. The staff of
-the computer Center helps with such plans. The major emphasis in
computing within fheC/I coupe has been on using interactive
terminals, first with the 'APL language and now with the BASIC
language.

A dominant pattern of the course, dictated in part by the variety
of fadulty participating in it, is allowance for as much diversity as

:,06ssible in the strategies of the courses consistent with the stated
general goals and operational policies_ Several parts of the program
that were at first handled ter- common scheduling for all-groups have

--. -a
been converted to alternate forms for separate handling and
scheduling by individual groups. For example, a large
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approach to the initial phase of computer
Closed-cifcuit teleVision, was changed to

roduction, using live_
n approach using-aseries

of video tapes with small groups. Subs quently, th pproach was
Modified to depend more on specialpicoache eer- teachers
-working with individual groups. These mop cations have been-
accOmpanied by a gradual improv __on.be.gerzrerattriow rating
students have given to th odudtion of computing.

This empha diversity resulted in the reduction of preempted
time for ings of all groups together from eighteen hours in 1
Of ours in'1974, Another result has been that some CM ctions

ave been much more highly structured than others.
Fdrmal student evaluations undertaken syste ically each year

show that students are clearly supportive of general concept and
approach of Communication/Inquim:The Overall rating of the course,
to an unusual degree in c mon wittother courses, appears.to
be strongly influenced y faculty charisma and flexibility. Some
students, like cu ty, are dis sfied with the diversity of
str, rom section to section.,Studentppinion of the course is
generally quite positive,_particularly In relation to its affective
dimensions whictk seem to be less appeNing to many faculty.

'Among the elements of the course viewed most
students, nothing rates higher than the flay and supportive
concern of the faculty and stu eadership. Of course, tyre are,
exceptions to this gen endorsement, and somefaculty and
student leaders rated much ighir. than others in this
Some fa who work effectiv and--sensitively with nts

acuity mein
ui

ually and in courses in
less.effectiv& in a Comrnunie,

Qfpniunic-ationinquiry lead
or all faculty. However, an attern conclusion

possinfettkit faculty success in Comm nic

-fields seem m
"e"--

arle on traihmg and -etude than on
As -more e-t culty
_

some P i ing_with a d

so
inquiry depen4

rote

n brought into the program,
ee of reluctance and uneasiness, there

has bee nilicreasing-tendency for thecourse content to be split .

Into two parts; Man affective, developmental, and o6entation pqrt
and.(2) a cognitive part centered in the topical issue. Such splitting
has Created a number of problems. A frequent-problem may be ---'411
expressed in purely,hypothetical exa. 0: a geologist-us a topic

--
tieing

-- in geology .-histgroup would rase the time spent in a ective
learnin going this as an.sues rate from the cognitive teething
in.gediogx. As a result, .hewould devrop doubts about the
"academic respectability" of his Communication Inquiry' COWS%

Thus, the Cit cOurseihas had some problems of morale and
image, with some faculty and students expressing-concern about the
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'inconsistency in academic quality among t various sections, and
others about a neglect of the affective d' ensions This problem was
cited both in the Infiapth Interviewka in the report of the Student
Program-Advisory Committee. Dunn the time of the Prolent
course was asked to fill many nee . Apparently in some sec ,tio
acaderfiic needs were not met adequately, while otherS fell short of
some of the othergoals0 the prCgram.

Even with such R.1ems, the basic concept of the
Communication/Kuiry course seems to be generally well sr:cm:fled.
There are several questions still to be resolved concerning the
experimental elements contained in the course, its staffing and
scheduling, aria-its relationships with other parts of the freshman
year experience at Austin College. Still, overall the course seems to
be functions rgi Adequately and holds potential for making a difference
in thfstudent's r6le in education, though that potential has not yet

!tan* in all instances.

c. Heritage91 Western Man
Immediately following C/I, the student begins the Heritage of Western
Man (HWM) sequence by taking the first course during the second
seven-week session of the fall term. The theory is that after first
examining .a contempdrary issue, the student would now be

"interested in learning the roots of that problem and others and thus
be ready for a course that delves into the past. Moreover, the f. st
HWM course-continues thC/I emphasis on value considerati s,

'inquiry, and commynIcationktkills.
In content, tifi sequence is far more than a traditional set o

courses in Western civilization. Rather, it is a key part of the liber
education designed to involve the student in self-direction, for it
privides the foundation needed forvone's understanding of his.
current intellectual positi that understanding, the student-Will
be in a better position to ut education aggressively; and most
merlingfully.

'The Task for which designed the-HWM sequence -described',
this emphasiir---:---

"41-14entering college student) initial year on a campus he is
often conkanted with the quest for meaning-, asindependence of
self becomes a much greater reality for him. Thus he is ready o
relatehimself to similar quests in the past and to develop a
comiton universe of digcdtIrse with hisfellow students. TVs
endeavor reflects the concern of a Christian liberal arts college

.to liberate its members for the freedOm.and responsibility of
authentic- selfhood .

The-40MM should gain an awareness of = iMensions of
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western cultural development, new skills of critical thought and
expression, and a better understanding of the relationship
between his own values and those of his heritage. This cultural,
heritage sec.ience is Offered to him as a starting place from
which he vari continue his studies in greater depth and in new
directions.

To accomplish this goal, the HWM sequence explores questions ,
the meaning and purpose of humin existence through an

erdisciplinary study of the development of Western culture.
Throughout the sequence students are encouraged to grapple
critically with questions such as: Is it valid to assume that Americans
are deeply influenced by the Western heritage? What human issues'
permeate the development of Western culture? Whyare my values
what they are?

The courses themselves present the questions above in such a
way that each separateera'studied demonstrates a different aspect
of societal growth and interdependence. For that reason each course
is structured differently, although the sequence as a whole'observis
theove?all "time liinit" of Western man's experience.

The course structure of the Heritage of Western Man sequence
providesincreased flexibility withine required sequence and
maximum student participation."Theee different types of course
involvements are utilized.

Larg group presentations. The student attends sessions, held for
the entire group/of each coursevance cif twice a week. Econpmy of
course effort- stifies staff pfesentations in the form of lectures,
dialogues, panels, etc. Thecapability of the/Ida green CornmunicatiOn
Center-has brought increased use of films and other media.

: Inquiry se ipns. Once or twicia.week each student attends a
'one -hour Ingui session to fu et the basic experience Air:thawed'
itbe course, Vi, the ex nation of primary sources and oral and-!
Wntten expression. Ea acuity member in an HWM course typically
serves as the leade or two separate Inquiry groups of 20-4
studpnts each' i .kegroups the emphasis is on common inquigy, in
"(Nob stydents andstaff-share reactions kopresentations, iSsigned
readings, and papers. The facility leader is not expected tate the
"expert" in ail fields but serves to facjOttte the exchange Cipideas and
to increase the levet of common understariiiipg during the .Irritquiry
session.) /

The Workshop or mini-course!' in the HWM 2t courSead
Brest group workshops are formed by individual staff members.

t_thesalepritshopspuraue-critical-themeaer interpretations-ofa-
topic introduced earlier in the course. Other groups often it
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_ outside professors to meet more specialized grouP. interests for
tWo-week periods. .. ..

kIW1iil -41, PeriOectives on cultural Roots
taken by freshmen in the second seven-week session of e fall term,

tdthis coura eats with man's continuing_ quest for meanin through
anexami ion of the four fundamental cultures out Of h

Western values arose. Greek, HebrewoRoman, and Early Christian.
Related contemporagTes and values associated with antiquity are
elsoMcluded. . ,

.- The predeceSsor to HWM 141 was less concerned With
demonstrating the depepdenCe of contemporary Western culture on
its historical roots. Moreover, there was heavy reliance on the large
group leCture which was less effective in involving-Students actively
in intensive engagement with primary source material from the past. ,

In contrast; HWM 11 was designed to emphasize the relevance of
studying the past to one's understanding of the present. It was i
decided not to try to study the cultures of antiquity "on their own
terms" but rather to choose-aspects of those ancient cUltures.iMiCh
Piave dramatically influenced our pwriculture. From this premisiwas
devised what wasthought to be a functional approach to the use of
sources from Oraeco -Roman and Hebrew-Christian sources: the ..

method ofAuxtaposition;The entire course, as originally designed, .,N,,
juMaposed documents from antiquity with parallel documents from
the-present era in order to show the influenceof the past on the
present. Sections from Plato's Republic, for example, were in
juxtaposition with B. F. Skinner's Walden Two-to she the continuing ,
influerice of Plato's concept of an intentional community carefully
planned and structured in order toachieve the best huinan ends.

At the same time, the emphasis was chan'ged.from lecture .,

orientation to a pourse centered around the 'discussion groups called
Inquiries. More than half of the course was designed to take place in
those discussion groups. Meetings of the entire course continkied to .

be held, but these meetings manifested a somewhat different purpose
froni previous lectures: No longer was their purdOse almost
exclusively cognitive. They were to be "affective" in character, or at
least a attempt was made to Shift the emphasis in that direction
without eliminating substantNe materials. Greater use was made of
dramatic films, educational films, end filmstrips any presentations
*ere supplemeizted by the use of various media. ,

Alnajor conceptual chrtngein HWM 11 occurred in the course
for fall1973. At tat time the one-to-one juxtaposition of ancient and
contemporary ddeUrnents was abandoned. One reason for this Was
that students generally did not *se hOW the sources from antiquity ,, I"
had influenced-14o temporary gources. so. that the' purse pf . 4',
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using contemporary documents was not achieved: Mojeover, a
number of the juxtapositions seemed artificial and contrived, and 7'.
.merabers of the teaching staff felt that students needed a fuller - .

picture of the cultures of'anfiquity than allOwet by the use of so many
contemporary sources. Thus beginning in the fall, 1973, the ancient
sources were used without the pattern of-contemporary parallels.
Primary sources from the,twentieth century came only at the

, beginning and end of the course in order to show the general impact
of the past upon the present.

At the same time the step-by-step study guide formal for the
syllabus was replabed by introductions to each Presentation and
Inquiry in essay form. The earler form of the syllabus had been too
mechanical andhad sometimes given students the impreSsion that
they were being told how to think rather than encouraged toward

intellectual independence. Ah essay format appeared to be more .

,readable and enjoyable.
., In the new design of the course there was also a shift away from

tat affective emphasis in presentation. The course continued to use
,dramatic film presentationt andother formsb-Thiedia; but
increasingly the lectures werecognitive in erhphasis,empjoyi4,
media only when thete contributeddirectly tOlhetturpOses of the
feature.

While some facultY haveexpressed the Opinion that HWM 11 has'
been inferior academically to its predecessor,Vere has been near
unanimitythat the courSb offered since f Wp,has been more effective
with most students;The feeling is that theemphasis on the Inquiry
group and the - orientation toward personal values have given HWM-11
a place in the student's mind that the termer interdisciplinary 'course'
did not enjoy.

HWM 12, Dynamic* of Cultural' Development
The second course in the sequence, taken by freshmen in the
loirteen-week spring term, emphasizes those movements of mind;
sensibilities, and institutions assaciated-with the Renaissance (O...
1450-1550) andthefenlighientnent (d. 1709:14300). Concentrationon ,
thete two periodi, howeyer,ls.augmented by reference td earlier arid

ter periods in an effort to demonstrate the tensions Oj'changing
rig vieweitnclitflp interactions of various parts;of a Culture. In

isen'tQ its,:tredecessori HWM 12 heightens integrtion of
materieJ by seeking .thetulturefheritegosof-thernodern West rather
titan theeventeand proCesseSof-histdry per se, and the students are.
given a heavier burden in synthesizing the diverse elements in each
of the two cultural periods.

The new,HWM i 2 course is more sophisticated and more. .

. challenging than its predecessor; Students eiipunter such cultural
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elements as art, music, literature, philoso y, theology, politics,
gOvernment, economics, religiOn, popular thought, and social 7
.customs. The course is M ,'Mao less clearly ructured along historical /
lines. Although the syllabus provides so e structure for these
elements,,students are challenged to develop fresh ways of vie ing
the primary materials. The Inquiry sessions are open-ended
examinations of primarydocumente: z /'

film series Civilis tion and other historical and biogiaphit films,4ith

,Perhaps*the most significant special resources for HWM 1 haVe
been audio-visual materials. The feature film A Man for All ,Se Os.
has been used r ularly, ashave several parts of the Kenne CVaric/

some selegtions arying from year to year. Most other present /on

have been augme ted with slides, transparencies, audiotap a:nd
the like; and special arrangements have made I 555ssible the 'regular
use of a videotape of a segment from Alistaire Ooojoe'sk eric

Evaluation has indicated changes to be inade'eac _year. Results
of the early versions of the course were disappOinf g in terms of
Student interest in the course or student perp hot the course's
ehectiveneds. Ittshould be noted that thestaff evolved the first Year ,

thought the course had been effective. One significant change
between the.1974 and 1975 versions of the course was the '
replacement of the course final exam. Substituted as the major
instrumentsfor evaluation of student performance were synthesizing
essays. Another change was the use of faculty panels to help in
synthesizing material. 0 a

. In 1974 and 1975 an evaluation form was developedcandincluded
as, a part of the HWM Syllabus. The following factors were clear from
the questionnaire results: (1)emegative attitudes and student apathy
toward the codisa were increasing; (2) many students, fully 25% of
those who responded to the open-ended Sessions of the
questionnaife, felt that the course's being held at eight o'clock in the
morning affected their participation in the course adversety; (3) about

'equal numbers of students felt the course reading material vi9O
much, too difficult, or too dull; (4) many students experience
frustration at having to integrate and synthesize much of the priffiary .

Materials themselves, and they reacted negatively to that fru ation;
(5) student response to the increased use of media was e =nly
divided; and (6) by a ratio of more than three to one, st ents
perceived the Inquiry sessions as very successful.

-The.staff was both excited and frustrated. Th were excited by
, ' the consent and methods of the course, with most faculty saying they

functioned on a more informal level in the Inquiry sessions than they
did in a regularolassroom situation. they were frustrated, however,
by many students' failure to confrOnt adequately the primary
materials in the course. Some facility were disturbed by the'poPr
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HWNt 21, Alterniifives for Cultural Change
This third cburstin the sequence, typically taken in thesOring term of
the sophomore year, Ovelops critical perspectives concerning

JO- alternative or thought and action oPen to Western man in the //

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The also includes an
opportunitylor the student to explore some issue and alternatives of
particular interest to him, through self-selected' rnini-courses involving
students with a variety of faculty both within and outside the HWM 21
staff. Unlike thestage iitth.14WM 11 and HWM 12students are
allowed to substitute certain other courses in non-Western cultures in

,plazce of HWM 21.
HWM 21 presupposes that understanding the twentieth century

requires an understanding of cultural roots in the nineteenth 'century.
However, the readings and presentations are not chosen on the basis
of studying nineteenth and twentieth century ideas for their ov(p
sake, for some of those ideas have foundered. Rather, choices are
made on a twofold level: (a) philosophically, according to, whether or
not a selectiop represented an idea of continuing interest and ____

presented a strategy for future choices, and within that constraint, (b)
for a wide variety of practical reasons. The changes In selections
over the years, althoggh numerous, have not represented a
substantial change id course approach.

Several changes have occurred which were not content changes
but rather represented changes to teaching methods. Lectures were
replaced with Mint or multi-media presentations, primary readings
were augmented with secondary readings, teachers were recruited

at presentations, especially the Clark films:
ulty in the course have concluded thaTHWM 1215n:thably

resented in somewhat tob sophisticated a-manner for most
lege freshmen. Efforts have been made to streamline the
o inquiry topics were deleted, involving the readin

nts considered most difficult by students. Fresentat ns
Clark's films are more selective. Most of the films are used

ent lecture materials so that the number of presentations in
se is further reduced. Even greater is placed on
anel presentations that help synthesize m terials, and there

n a return to the use of mid-term' and final exanis. A ore
weekly pattern of meetings Was devised; and, perhaps most

antof all, the time of meeting was changid to later in the day.
terms of the'stUdent, HWM 12 required much ciraril dividual

is second semester of college. At "th same time, f culty were
aches, encountering some frustration, an possibly
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from all d
Indeed, the creative.and imaginative use of teaching methods has
been one of HWM 21's strong points, for effective use hall been made
of films and film strips, simulation games, lectures, discussions, role
playing, multi-facUlty, multi-media, and television, all designed to
increase students' individUal responsibility and allow choices
whenever possible.

-z-here have been numerous alterations to the syllab4 which
amount to little more than techrligal adjustments, but most changes
have occurred on the basis of student evaluation. For example, many
students thought that too much reading was required for HWM '21,
and subsequently the amount was sigrVficantly reduced. More films
and-media presentations have been inchkded, replacing some poorly
regarded large audience lectures. Other lectures have been

. redesigned.
Additional changes were more basic and less visible. For

example, the objective of maximizing student responsibility promoted
the use of role.playing and discussion groups in the bourse. However,
that objective pre-supposed that students were not only
self-motivated,and self-disciplihed; but also that they were capable Of
reading.the material with some degree of sophistication. Forcall but a
handful of students, these presuppositions were probably false.
Naturally then, students tend to view the Program as overly difficult
(HWM 21 particularly difficult because the testing methods were more
stringent than in the other core courses), and stifling because it :"
required mastery of a complexity of ideas. As a result, not only was
the amount of preparation reduced, but also the selections were
edited on the basis cd difficulty rather than importance, tests and test
procedures were altered, and the role of the instructor in Inquiry
groups had a tendency to become more of the traditional lecturer
rather than'a director of student dialogue.

Attitudinal changes have also evolved on the basis of
self-fulfilling hypothesis. Low student evaluations in HWM seemed to
signal lower enrollments in other courses taught by the same
instructors, and hence faculty were doubly reluctant to teach in the
program. Thiareluc ewhether justified or notcoupled with
unavoidable li ions in faculty competence, led to a poor attitude .

among,a fe instructors which was communicatedid'students and in
turn prodUced low student ratings. Faculty who became permanently
discontented with the course have not remained in it long.

Studdiits have also objected to the tests in HWM 21: for a variety
of reasons, some stemming from tire fact that-students had, in the
past, become accdstomed to-writing paperi in lieu of taking tests in .
core bourses.-Conseqtfently, objectiosetave arisen concerning -the
amount pf preparation required for tests and the actequaCy of testg.
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considered' Lt to be a sup cessful course, with many thinking it an
excellent course. Sever= I faculty members have stated that the HWM
21 prOgram in many waylptovides the.essence of a liberal arts
education.

Overall, the degree of favor toward HWM 21 by students has
been djfficult to assess. One result, though, shows that 78% of all
students thought that HWM 21, had helped make them more aware of
their own values and more aware of 'contemporary societal values
and Problems to a significant or very significant degreethis despite
the attitudinal problems involved.

And'also despite the complaints, Student evaluation has shown,
the HWM 21 enjoys a More favorable attitude among students than
other'Heritage courses. Several reasons are possible for this rating.
First, students bave now reached a higher level of maturity and
understanding which enables them to see the relevanceof HWM 11
and 12 to HWM 21, Second, the subject matter has more obvious
contemporary relevance: Third, students have had some de ree of
choice aboUt taking the cqrse, and thus evaluations have r b ed
the views of those naturally more interested. And fdurth, the variety of
methods used may have been appealing.i

th
G eral Commqnts on the Development of the HWM Sequence

.. the basis of the College's stance, Some positi4e alumni f edback,
a d some sixicess in dealing with student values, it can be xpected-,
t at the HWI4sequenem or a similar program will continue to bepart,

wo the stydeh 's liberal arts prodram at Austin College in the years s

a ea& ... -, c, 7
.

Of course, such interdisciplinarycourses are demanding of both
st ents and faculty. Many faculty had some insights into the 4
di icul ies of teaching beyond their own 'disciplines, but nothin quite

' prepa ed them for the more individualized approach of the HW
, sequ ce-The increased emphasis On smaU Inquiry groups b ought
a new level of difficulty to involvement of a broad range of; uity. _._2

The Student Program A iSery Committee's report and th In-Depth
Interviews bop indicate that the individual faculty mem "in the,. ;
Inquiry session was th ,determining factor in the student' reaction to
the course. Thus, the f culty's ability in this new situation seerned to '

'need further work.
0

It came as no sur rise that teaching this type Of interdisciplinary
course was a difficult task,, particularly for a faculty met-fiber who feltv--;-`
that his background ivas inadequate for deng with many, of Um
ideas and concepts in the particular HWM c urse. ltbivas difficillt to
function as a facilitatot of learning in an IN iry session since most . 7

faculty feltmticjornore comfortable and rei forced in the role of
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expert, where the to t was predomina4ly communicating his
insights. After awhile, it was we ng, on a faculty members
enthusiasm to be involved in ntially the same course year after
year, with the tourse content nd approach designed by a team of
faculty and students rather n by the individual ipstructor. When
students, increasingly cone reed about vocational pursuits
learning ofebviously relev nt content, were critical of certain aspects
of an interdisciplinary co se and gave it somewhat lower' ratings on
evaluation instruments, is also tended to discourage-the,facutty
member who was co entiouslx striving to create a usful,
student-centered cour

For such r,easons he fate of such interdisciplina , team-taught
-courses ib liberal arts colleges has alw ys been. rather problematic. ,,-
While there w4 a diversily of opinion a ut HWM among faculty at

_ Austin College, and indeed, among the WM facilty as well, faculty
commitment to the concept of the HWM uence remained high. Ar
one faculty member noted, the HWM staff ecognized its

,

obligation to stretch the students to critical and creative efforts
beyond what the majority of students perceive as their

. intellectual and creative limits but what should be realistically
withiniffuir-grasp. Real teaming with real intellectual and -creative
growth of necessity involves painfbl effort.

The expectation of the entire HWM staff-vilathat;such, Seri°
effort, though sometimes painful,-would prove to be an exciting
adventure which would begin in the innocence of many questions but
end with the rewarding sense that students haVe the rest of theWlives
to explore both the questions and the answers.

d. Policy Research
The other course in the core group, Policy Research, seeks not only
to draw upon the perspectives and knowledge gainedlrom the
Communicationilnquiry and Heritagefseries, but also to take the

:student a further step in learning to work on his own with information
and facts and in problem-solving in I/group. In Policy Research a
group of junior and seniorstudents,and facility members from several
Aciplines study v tustaspects of a contemporary public policy
question and formulate policy alternatives. The course stimulates
students to be involisod In the local community, to draw upon many
expert Private and governmental resources and to share the
experience of a team research e ortwithlother students who have
varying interests and backgroun .

. Policy Research is a capsto e coillise for the core, prodding
students-to take charge and be n their own educationally, Also in
terms of The core, els atulmin ion of valuei consideration, as the
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student has to take account of not only. his or her personal beliefs,
but also society's needs and expectations. Moreover, it is acapstone
course in the emphasis on processes: individual roles of
responsibilities, research, team work, interacting with those outside
the College, articulating ideas and positions in writitig and speech.

Policy Research has two purposes, one affective and one
cognitive. Students are expected to delve deeply and substantively
into a public policy. issue while at the same time experiencing the
satisfactions and frustrations of working within a group in order to
devise policy solutions. The quality of the policy suggestions,
therefore, should result not from the efforts-of any one individual
professoror student but rather from the totality of individual
contributions.

The general objectives of the Policy Research experience are as
follows: ,

(1) TO create an educational environment in which the student
uses his or her critical faculties in analyzing, formulating, and
evaluating policy alternatives and their consequences;

(2) To east the student in applying techniques acquired in a
liberal education to the study of contemporary social issues.
These techniques include not only modern research skillS but the
analysis of the ethical grounds on which policy is or should be
based; .
(3) To provide a link with the community beyond Austin College
so that students will acquire some working knowledgeof and
experience in decision-making in the broader,social system;

z- (4) To develop students' skills in working with groups in a
cooperative, largely self-directed, manner. Associated with this

.objective is t ' desire to bring together, jn a creative fashion the
perspectives nd skills of various disciplines in the solution of
specific soc it problems.

Typically, Policy ReSearch course is supervised by an
.door interdiscipbn team of three instructors who work with a group of

about 60 stu nts. Ttlese faculty teams vary ip composition from one
'term to anot r. When participatingn Policy Research, an instructor

usually has ly two other teaching iesponsibilities that term.
Eac cy Research course begins with a "public policy

qu n.' e question can be altered during the course of study; it
is merely ned to provide focus. One such prograVor example,
centered a and the question: "Would the 'establishment of a Health
Maintena Organization be ;tie answer to the improvement Of
health ca fiery for ttie residents of our county?" The ensuing
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term of stud was divided into three parts The first was an orientation
period in which the dimensions of the health care issue were

eyed and in which the contracting agent, the TexomaRegianal
Planni Mmission, 'suggested avenues of inquiry for student
research. After ientatign, the students divided into task groups
responsible for researching various areas of concern within the
publicvolicy question' Finally, there was a policy presentation period
in which the task groups wrote, presented, and defended Policy

-statements on the issue at hand. These policy presentations were
made before panels of visiting experts: and subsequently the revised' -11,
policy statements were forwarded to the contracting agent involved in
the,-real world" issue.

In any Policy Research'course the crucial part of the program is
the task group research. As the task groups organize themselves
around the areas of concern (e.g., the ethical, financial,
administrative, consumer, and medical personnel aspects of health
care), the faculty members recede into the background. The students'
choose their own leadership, do their own research (with technical
assistance from the faculty), and write and present their own policy
statements. This procedure presents major organizational pro ms

for the-group, but most importantly it creates the necessity ofiroup
cooperation and interaction as students jointly write a policy
statement. Ins also duljnig this phase that students go beyond the
classroom and theIibraft into the community, primarily through -

interviews with citizens and officials_Of various opinions. The faculty
members associated with the task grOup facilitates and monitors
these processes but is relieved of the traditional duties of lecturing
and leading classroom discussion ,

The use of the policy papers produced by the task groups
defends on the quality of those papers and on the receptivity oT the
contracting agent For example, as a result of one program entitled
'ilow should human sexuality be communicated to children and
young people in our society?" a nearby independent school district
subsequently employed four of the students to assist in its iservice
training on sex education.

Major emphases of Policy Research have been on group
processes peer teaching, issue orientation, team teaching,
community involvement, and new teacher/leainer relationships. The
basic objectives for the program, as stated above, have remained
stable throughout the last four years, though the means through
which these ends have been.attained have changed considerably;

a These changes have consisted cif process and structure alterations in
the following categories: (1) attempts to achlevetructural clarity; (2)
process training efforts; and (3) teaching/leaming experimentation.

Evaluation of The first policy Research course, -Biology and the
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Future of Man." prompted the Policy Research task force in the 1972
Summer Resource Laboratory_to create a Policy Research model to
provide students and instructors alike a guide to the processes
associated with Policy Research As a result, that summer's task
force produced a "Policy Research Handbook" which was further
divided by the 1973 Summer Resource LAboratory task force into a
"Faculty Handbook" and a "Student Handbook. '-'/As an outgrowth of
these efforts. Shelton Williams. Director of the Policy Research
program, wrote an article entitled "Policy Research in'Undergraduate
Education" which was subsequently publishedn The Journal of
Higher Education, April, 1974. These handbooks and the article were
intended to communicate more clearly the program's objectives, to
explain the group processes associated with policy research, to
clarity the roles of individual students and facility members in theie
processes, and to suggest alter title ways both to organize the
course internally and to relate the program to the off-campus
community as well.

4.6

One particularly difficult-Problem. clarificaten of the individual
'student's role in the group process, led in the 1973 summer school
Polity Research course to experimentation with more expliqt
individual written assignments. In'the 1974 Summer Resource

. Laboratory a supplement to the Faculty Policy Research Handbook
wag written to explain these assignments and make sbggesbons
about integrating better e individual student into the group
processes.

Since Policy Rese ch employs the task group approach to
problem solving and Si ce the students themselves assume the group
leadership roles, the olicy Research summer task forces were
trained in the rudiments of group process skills. They in turn
recommended that students in the course be given similar training.
Bob McGlone. Executive Director qf Training Enterprises/New
Techniques, consulter! with the Policy Research task force during/he
summer of 1973 and during theacademic year of 1973-74. He helped
to install a series of exercises designed to teach students basic
interactive and to help them initiate their group interaction,
select their group leaders, divide their functional responsibilities, and
effect intergroup communications. These exercises in modified form
became a permaneht featyre phase of every Policy
Research course. ceth
. Over the course of the last four years, several changes havi

been introduced We the teaching/learning dimensions of the
program. Most of'these were designed to enhance the range of

tacademiq choices available to students within the total Policy -
Research program. The task forces from the beginning of their
planning approved the concept of "alternatives" to the regular Policy
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Research courses In 1973 the task force elaborated the criteria that

such alternative experiences should meet. Specifically sanctioned
were "student-originated" Policy Research courses which meet !hese
criteria During the 1974 Summer Resource Laboratory a Policy
Research "intern" program was initiated with the Texoma Regional
Planning Commission The intern program was created partially to
follow-up on previous Policy Research course efforts and partially to
provide a more structured alternative than was then offered by the
student-originated program Internships for one to four students were
subsequently established with eight different local agencies during
the 1974-75 academic year

A persistent student complaint has been that a sizable minority of

students were "blowing off" their assignments, asit\Jation discovered
only at the end of each term, if ever. livesponse to this, written
assignments were included in each course to be graded by the

instructor. was felt that this would at least raise the minimum level

of accept le effort by each student. Even this approach-did not
co ely eradicate the problern of uneven workloads within the

t giOups, so an experiment with a different grading system was
tried. The system had previouely allowed only an S or U grade, but in

the-WI-6f '1975 legislation-was passed allowing students-in-Policy
Research the option of taking the course either on an S-U Oasis or on

an A-B-C-D-F grade basis. This option was allowed as a means of
providing more motivation for some student and enhancing the
academic quality of tt'ie course.

It has been especially important that a wide variety of alternative
Policy Research experiences be made available. Over a two-year
period students have had as many as 12-15 possiblePolicy Research
topics from which to choose. Even so, such alternatives have been
under-utilized and even in some cases abused. Models and
handbooks may need to be developed for them as well.

Alscfplanned is the designation of certain regular disciplinary
courses as "alternative" Policy Research courses, courses such as

Philosophy seminars on ethical choices in public policy, or a few
regular courses that meet the Policy Research criteria and objectives,
particularlyam relation to providing experiences in group

decision-making Such designation will occur o ly if the course
instructor is willing, to have the course so designated. ,

Evaluation of various sections of Policy Research has indicated

that both gtudeQts and faculty have varied considerably as to mastery

of group pkr.iCess skills. Instructors associated with Policy Research
classes need to be skilled at facilitating group discussions without
being either overbearing or underdtective. This was illustrated by the
report of an Advisory_Panel member who visited a Policy Research

class:
1
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During the time the students were alone, I was most impressed
with the liveliness. of the discussion, the degree of sophistication
of inquiry and probing an1d the testing of each other's ideas. The
students were going over their joint outline preparatory to making
their final report. The* were all in general agreement, but they
were very tough on each other as to the feasibility and
acceptability of each point in the outline. When, the faculty
member entered the picture, however, the students all deferred
to him and he dominated the discussion of one pointthe
feasibility of recommending that all nuclear tests (underground
as well as atmospheric) be banned. The strength of thisprogram
seems to lie in the independence of students working on their
own.

At least in this one case observed, students were operating
better before th acuity member entered into the activity on that
particular day. Stu nts have not judged Policy Research to be as
important as have t e faculty. This difference in ,perception was
reflected in both the n-Depth Interviews and the report of the
Student Program Advisory Committee. Further, the report of the
Prograih and Project Steering Cortimittee mentioned the probrem of
the students' shirking Policy Research responsibilities, possibly
because of th!group basis of work.

On the other hand, some of the results of the courses have
shown substantial and serious involvement by students. The report of
the In-Depth Interviews possibly identified the issue:

It could be that Policy Research is one of those programs whose
success depends heavily on who is teaching it and the nature
of the topic chosen.

Individualization ThroughoUt the Curriculum

0

While there is no doubt that the institutional strategy with respect to
the core is a key for fostering student development as identified in the
broader goal, it is also truelpt the core approaches have to be
.supported by similar approaches throughout the rest of the
curriculum. Individualization is a signific t part of this emphasis,
both in the broader framework of degree planning and in the more
specific instances of in-course work. The theory is that
individualization, by facilitating attention to the particular student's
interests, needs, and goals, will motivate more active involvement and
self-direction, all within the framework of the IDEAS program, and
With liberal education remaining the standard.

Overall, individualization is prided through three flexible
degreeplanning processes. TheSesic Program includes a six-course,
Exploratory Sequence, designel by student and mentor through
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which the student experiences disciplines outside his concentration.
For example, a science concentrator takes some Social Science and
Humanities courses. The Spe6a1 Program serves the student with a

nontraditional concentration The student negotiates a degree plan

contract with his mentor, selecting and combining courses frpli
standard concentrations to meet his needs and goals The Ain
Scholars Program allows the honors level student to nment
educationally. With the three degree plan options, stin College is
trying to meet individual student needs by prove g a plan for
different individuals with varying goals, and by building in flexibility

within each particular plan.
Most students takeihe Basic Program, and the educational

rationale underlying the IDEAS program is clearly seen in it Each

student's degree plan includes,the core curriculum and the
Exploratory Sequenceln addition, each student selects a field of
concentration allowing for depth study in an academic discipline.
However, to insure that this field of concentration does not displace
the balanced approach to learning, the maximum number of courses
allowed in any one field of concentration is set at eleven out of a total
of thirty-four courses required for the.B.A. degree. ,

Also to balance this emphasis on depth, the individualized
Exploratory Sequence of at least six courses is designed=to insure
that each student has more than a sample of exposure to several
different fields of study. The particular courses chosen vary
considerably from studentaastudent, but in the total sequence they

are to assure breadth and Ybalanced combination of all or most of
the following.

1. Learning about methods of investigation thafdiffer from those
used in one's field of concentration."kw
2. Learning by developing sensitivity to experience within the
framework of academib study.

3. Learning to define one's orientation to value systems and
religion within the framework of cademic study.

4. Learning further skills of com unication or awareness of
issues in communication

5.1..earintno more about the contests in which one lives.

, L This EXPloratory Sequence it based on a careful consideration of
what will-provide balance and wholeness for a particular student
'within the context of that student's background, interests, and

. .
eacpenence. The Exploratory Sequence is intended to be far more
than a check list; it represents a careful balance between a
prescribed pattern for all and an undirected elective block. It enables

".'
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the sttident to individualize learning and yet be assuted of both
breadth and depth in the development of the whole person.

Thementor obviously plays a key role in helping the student plan
his degree. He gives guidance and understanding of the nature of
liberal education, and relates that to the issues of what one really
needs and wants to do. Thus, the student can really take advantage
of the IDEAS program. One result can be internalized motivation for
the entire college career.-

Individualization and Self-Direction In Programs and Courses
Not only in the core courses, but throughout the curriculum it was
intended that /eachingilearning approaches would be reconsidered..
As outlined in the proposal for the Project, it was expected that
changes would be quite pervasive:

All courses and programs of study will be reviewed thoroughly
and redesigned extensively during the three-year ftoject. Given
the objectives of the new educational program and the impact of
the critical changes to be initiated at Austin Collegethe new
freshman year program, new intefdisciplinary courses, a new
calendar, and new approaches to educational planning by
studentscareful review and redesign are essential.

There was no-desire to achieve, any degree of uniformity in
Pedagogy. No particular approach was td be promoted over other
approaches. Rather, faculty studied and practiced a variety of
different teaching approaches, using appropriate resources and
backup. However, they were free to make4heir own judgments as to
actual changes4o be incorporated in courses and programs.

The workshop in the first Summer Resource Laboratory, as
described in the proposal, was intended lo get this process started
through a major re-examination of the tasks and roles of teachers
and students:

... The focus will be on the question of how the College can
create an environment conducive to individual growth of the
teacher and student A more particular question will be how can
the faculty member learn to be more open, flexible, and less
threatened.

51

Opportunities Will be provided for the participants to beconie
familiar with suppprtive instructional aids and materials, to learn
how to prepare course objectives which would be performance
based and translatable into learning modules, and to hear
student attitudes about approaches whichview the student as
the subject and_not simply the object of education. In these ways
faculty can be relieved of theressures of the "expert
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syndrome," and students can become more active, responsible
participants in their own education. EMphasis will also be placed
on promoting designs of instrucjion that will enhance the sort of
interaction that a contemporary student's,sensibility seems to
need. In general, teaching-learning designs need to be created
that will allow the student to derive via le forms of thinking, and
feeling which will make his education epart of his life rather than
merely a preparstion for it. Specifically, the designs should begin
With a fresh eA mination of college teaching and with a variety of
innovative possibilities from which the teacher can choose.

The amount of-such change throughbut the whole Curriculum
and in the day - to-day conduct of the educational program has been

very great indeed. The extent of such change was revealed in a
department by department survey of instructional changes,
condticted in the spring oM975 (details of which are given in the next
chapter);and can be shown here,by citing a number of specific
examples achange. The strategies in courses and programs varied
widely but the goal wags the-Same in each casemore active, more
effective involvement of Students in their own education.

Freshman Writing. The following excerpt is taken from a
facUlty-written report and constitutes a kind of casastudy of one
experimental offering of a freshrnanourse in writing. Although only'
a few students were enrolled in this experimental course-, the success

of this model has stcongly influenced bourse offerings. It
is one example of putting the concepts S into action and
St Ong toward the Project gbal relating to students.

I. introduction
The experiment was conducted by two instructors and eight
students: two incoming freshmen; a special student, a young
woman from Brazil; one sophomore; the others upperclassmen.

II. A Predecessor,. Freshman English
* * *

O ,

ill. A critique ot\English.11
* I

iv. Origin of 11* N Program
Communicationiln uiry took the place English 41. The writing
course became a elective and as suc wasdpen to a wide
varlets/ of studeo s and not restricted to incoming freshmen.
Students reque variety of writing., xperiences so that a
common course became impossible. In rder to accommodate
the varying interests and needs of the students, the coutsewas
personalized and adapted t; the needs andbornpetence of each
student. .ti
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V. The Writing Program

,(1) DIAGNOSIS

The studeht obligates himself to write every day in a journal on
any tork he wishes. He sets aside one and a half hours each day
for writing. At the end ePthe week, student and instructor`
examine the'journal together, assess the writer's initial
competence, discuss hisjnterests and previous writing
experiences, consider strengthdand weaknesses, and agree,on
areaS that can beexplor8d in writing. ,

(2) THE CONTRACT

The student continues to write daily as though he has to meet a
deadline for a column: He confirms to experiment with various
forms and areas of interest. He consults with the instructor
whenever he wishes. Two pieces of writing per week are selected
out of the journal for revision and these are submitted, tothe
instructor for closer examinatioh.

(3) THE CLASS AND THE CONFERENCE

Individual Conferences are held to aid the students at any point in
composition. Here the instructor may help to provide impetlis or
,even advice on a piece of writing. The class meetings are heldto
consider the two finished pieces of writing each student submits
pei week. The meetings are informal; here writers learn to
appreciate the efforts of one another and to discuss common
problems.

(4) THE WRITING INSTRUCTOR

The instructor writes along with the class and submits his own
work for scrutiny. He learns firsthand what it means to keep up
with a.course and experiences writing problems of his own'that
students can help him with.

(5) PEER-TEACHING

The writers meet in groups of 5-8. Discussion promotes a close
and specific awareness of waiting problems. More important, theme
group meeting helps to sustain m9tivation because the writer has
an audience of fellow writers. This helps the writer to take pride
in his work. -

(6) THE DOSSIER

. Writers keep their journals as well as copies of their work,
submitted in class. At the end of the course all the. material is
re- submitted to be assessed. °:

(7),6ssEasNiqtr A411,GRADING'
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, Both student and instructor build up rapport over the semester in
conferences and in Oss. At the end of the course, both

, re-examine the workand arrive at an assessment. The student is

./.'- ' encouraged to express his own opinion of how he has performed
. and in so doing helps to give a critique of the course.

4 .

The S/U grading system is ideal for a practicum course although
letter grading is posiible for those students who feel the
necessity tot grades.

Final assessment is a written repok that gives in de it the nature
of a student's ptrformance, hisrechievements an difficulties.

VI. Positive Responses.
1 sStudents discover that they dO have writing talent and that their

writing interests others. They like taking pride in ,their work and
they soon become motivated and want to experiment. Risk-taking
is encouraged and so are partial successes. At times an early
tentative draft is revised into a striking attempt. Students and
instructor come to know One another better because writing does
cause one to reveal himself.. Higher motivation and
self- dependence appear to help students deal better with
mechanics and pride makes a writer more meticulous. The
instructor can be supp6rtive and act as a collaborator when a
student has real difficulty wake piece of writing.

Moreover, the writer learns by d g and the whole course is ,
action-oriented. In\ ddition; tk work is pudlicizea: his peers read
it, so that the cours provides a forum and anOther motivating
force.

7,

VII. Difficulties
A personalized course offers many problems initially. To begin
with, the anonymity afforded by the lectuje format is stripped,
away. Students cannot be passive. At first they consider the
workload excessive and the action-orientation makes them highly
visible. Old wo7k habits have to be broken;.a student can't simply
work at crucial points such as the night before an exam..

Also, the discussion format begins slowly. Comments at first tend
to be reserved and tentative but the writing does hell) to break
down the reserve. Instructors need to be available daily but
conferences are work-sessions and Congenial because the
instructor is there to help. Individual idiosyncracies of thestudent
have to be respected but once the student feels respected,he
responds.
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VIII. Advantages of the Program
1. The program elicits authentic work from a student, writing that
the-student wishes to share.

. .

2. Increased-Wring facility carries with it an increase of
self-esteem and a feeling of.accomplisbment. The student is
encouraged andsometimes admohishbd by his fellow writers.

3. The program makes the student an active participant and it
eliminatei the passive lecture format.

4. The program produces a very str g sense of group iden 'tity
because all members are working i a spirit of collaboration.

5. The student does not feela ted frbm his work. Writing
authentically helps one to r blish contact with himSelf, .

his'creativity, his real se
r

6. The self-paced-nature of the course alloWs each studerit-to
proceed at his own pace on the basis of his own interests and

eariencesThe student "lens" what he knows in writing
out it. -

Space does not permit including as much detail for other
examples. Still, an abbreviated form does indicate some of the
changes made. Modules have been tried in various situations. Th'e
folloWing two examples illustrate the activity.

Biology. The modular approach has been a key factor in a
general renovation of the curriculum in biology largely because of
persistent and imaginative efforts to'develop effective mpdules in the
beginning course for freshmen. After three years of trial and revision,
the course, titl436agsic Concepts of Modern Biology, includes twelve
self-paced "le activity Units" with computerized examinations
for irrimediale feedback and involvement of peer teachers. A report of

" the third year's experience includes the followingcomment:
The,new format of the introductory biology course has provided
students with greater independence in learning the batic
-concepts of biology. Because-the course is now competency

, based, the student has a far better opportunity to master the
material-Withoutcompeting'against f students. The course is
'now:designed to help each student pr Tess as far as he is able
without the-failure-reinforcing elements of the traditional
competitive course structure. The hew testing method provides
the students with immediate feedback and reinforcembnt. Finally,
the course provides a 'mans by which more experienced
students are able to -share their skills with less experienced
Suderits.
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Modules. Some ofothe newer approaches that have not. produced,
the desired results have been revised or replaced. In the design and
use of instructional modules, for example, there hps been al great
deal of experimentation and not a little disappointment With the .

results. One language course modularized and then converted
out of the modular format to use more peer teaching. A professor of
music commented about the'mqdules he developed for Applied
Piano: "Modular units don't save any time. Unless I spend time
nudging and checking, they don't get done." On he otherhand,
modular instruction has been very successful in o er cases VS in

Music Theory, for exarhpie.
----Different forms of technology have been Used i other instaKces.

Some of these are indicated by the following four ex ples.
Economics. In the social sciences a computeriz conomic data

bank was prepared and used in correlation with the pre aration-Ofe
quarterly publication, the Sherman Economic Review.-Ekcerpts from
a report of this activity show its focus:

The purpose of this activity is to provide students with a practical
opportunity to apply their knowledge of social science ,

methodology by filling -a real coniMunity reseafch /feed and by
dealing with real economic problems. . . The data, including'
iryormation 9n some 40 indices of economic activity new.

.chnitructiOn, real estate transactions, sales tax collection,
deposits,in financial institutions, etc.are stored in a computer
databank along with data on fifteen indicators related to the
national economy.. . . The Sherman Economic Review and
Sherman Data Bank Project have offered students a number of
new,learning experiences. In addition to the selection, collection,
tabulation, analysis and storage of data, fhe students have
acquired the skills necessary to publish and distributer a

43 periodical., hey have also gained valuable insight and
experience in working with and interviewing Sherman's business
leaders and have confr 'led the problems involved in further
economic and consum r analysis. The PrOject hat also provided
Some students with the pportunity to develop 'skill in the
construction of reseafch designs and in the stuly Of computer
language. \
P ulation Biology. In some fields of study 01\0.00mo-titer has

peciall useful. f he following comment isfrom a member of
the biology f Ity who tauillhls course'in Popui tion Biology
during-Eip lod of half-time larnplayment in the Summer Resource
Labors ry: - . .

CoMputer prOgrams were developed (withlieassiitenee of
studentsin my,course).which illustrated two basiC principles ;
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of the evolutionary processgenetic drift in small populations, ,
and the effect of selection on gene frequencies. Since These
proCesses (selection and drift) are statistical phenomena acrd
cannot be observed directly, the computer application w
an ideal means of assisting students in understanding ese
procestes.
French. One of the niostsuccessful technological applications of

Very low cost was the preparation of an audio-cassette guide to the
use of French reference materia in the library. With a portable
player and arphone, the stude uses this cassettein the library
without inte firing with the con ntration of other library users.

Eccno ics. Programmed in truction, with its individual
self-pacing and,continual feed ck..has been utilized in parts of the
curriculum where it was notr; h used before. In Principles of
Econmics, a, programmed I ing approach was developed as an

_optiorral track. The prograrpfiled learning approach affords the
student less' independence thin some approaches, but does allow

' more free Class time for thediscussion of current economic issues
and problems and .for,further explanation of more difficult concepts.
Furthermore, the use of ojass time for discussion and
problem-oriented study, gives the studen,t a greater understanding of
the role that economics has in his life-arid makes current public
policy and government-economic roles and processes more
understandable.

Other changes,hive focused on giving the student a more active
rolp in educationaf aativities. Some of these are described in th
following four examples.

Peer Teaohieg. Peer teaching has been a means both of
inv lying Students in their own-education and of utilizidg a re ource
tha may often'be more effective. than faculty could be othe ise. One-
of e Ertglish faculty haS'been espbcially active in trying a r d
ev luating a variety of such procedures. He has used pee teachers

.. to ontribute ttl and -,feed discussions, make short preset Mons,
ev luite a set of,Student papers,and reflect class eval ationand
fe back. Hellas concluded that a barefuUselection if peer teachers

assi ants when combined withotlearly -ssed objectives
and e uatito proctIdures makes for a very valuable learning
e riencetfor all concerned: The 'same .professor teas alsobepn

,----rituch involved in the use 9f films, television, coMputing, and other
initructiondltechnology.and has foundthatihp More expensive
instructional medid are less clearly beneficial than peer teaching
arrangementsthat actually save instructional costs.

As a result a propoill,wasprepared.and, approved that the
Cbllege formally recognize peer teaching to the extent of providing
catalog nu-mberpnd description. That description reads:

,
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Peer teething is a type of individualized practcum offered-in;
sortie departments It offers properly qualified students the
opportunity to learn by stiaringwith a faculty member some of
the responsibilities of Aching a course The student does his
wbrkeunderitlee close saiervision of a faculty mem r in the =
apprbpriate department in a one-to-one relationshtp

The specific respeM5Tirties for peer teaching will va
depending upon the course and the faculty member th ,student
works with. By the beginning of the term in which the peer
teaching will be done, the student and the faculty member submit
on the proper form a definitive statement of the student's
responsibilities and what he proposes to accomplish. Approval
by the department chairman and area chairman is required. "

Teacher education. In maximizing the self-drectedness of .

student teaming, theefaculty had to incorporate ways for students to
gauge their own progress. An academic prograni that has provided
leadership in this way has been Teacher Education. auilding upon
several years of experience with learning -modules and with w''ayStif_
defining and measuring teaching competence, a professor or
education was able to analyze the experiences of individuals in the
proijranyand to usethat analysts in the preparation of a system for
planning Ina continual self-assessment by the individual student.

Art. An`art course for the non-concentrator and an Art Education
Course for prospective-teachers in the elementary grades were
specialty designed to emphasize physical maniputatiOn of materials
as a means of developing understanding and appreciation of
foncepts in art. Such an emphasis is practically universal in courses,
or fhose concentrating in art, and it seems equally valid for the

student whose interest m appreciation rather than in becoming an
artist,

Religion Curriculum. During the summer and fall of 1974. the
religion curnculum was redesigned. The previous curriculum had
included the same set of basic-requirements for each concentrator in
the discipline, with major choice available only after the standard----_____
requirements-hadbeen met. Recognizing-that students major in
religion, for different reasons, the department redesigned the
requirements so that each student ptepares an individUalized
contract to be approved by the department. Each student is assigned

1" a faculty member as contract supervisor. PeriodiCalty the contract S
reviewed by the departmental advisory committee. Suggested models
for,contiatts are in the CurricUlum Handbook, but these models
serve only as guides to the student and faculty supervisors each
contract is prepared.

1
Another concern in the Religion curricuJuM redesign was
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lack of coherence in the cticiice-of courakin the concentration on
the part of a significant numbeforstudents'The new individual
contracts are expected to show an inner coherence which the
previous relluttement system did not encourage To support this
concern for coheren the department normally expects each
contract to reflect ) a series of foundation courses which re
understood to be basic groundwork for the kind of approac used in
the pa,iculai-contract, (2) courses for depth in the type study
envisj6ned, f.) supporting courses in other disciplines, acid (4) .

courses wh h broaden the student's knowledge of the field of
religious stu y in areas which are not directly related to the student's-
major inter ts in the concentration.

anges throu out the educational proiam can only be
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Social Science Laborato . Development of survey research
methods, action research methods, peer teac:hing, modules,
self-directed learning, int rnships, and helping students "learn
how to learn" and how us on interdisciplinary

Critical Health !sees Course. Planning for inclusion of peer
teaching. )
Electronic Music and Composition. Created and designed to give
students alternatives in going about their work and to include
compositional exercises.

IntrOfluction to Religion. Redesigned around phenomenological
apprOach with a modular course structure.

English. Design of a new topical course, ,;'Fairy Lore in the Hands
(if the Serious Literary Artist," by examining "fairy genre" of the
Twentieth Century and working backwards-to the genre's roots if
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century liter Lure, thUs Beginning
with something familiar to the student-all helping him discozer
how familiar patterns developed in past literature.

I/Illation: Causes and Consequences. Created with further
',development of regional data base and construction of APL data
access and processig programs.

Athletic fro xploration of possibilities in intercollegiate
athletics women.

Music. Redesign of Opefatic Literature course from
fourteen-week format to seven-week format and incorporation of
new teaching modes.

Theories of Learning. Development of course contracts.

.
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Cultural Anthropology Develo
approach, including cassettes f

t of a modified module
sic of other cultures.

Introductory Music. Development `iiif media aides, including a
'series of transparencies selected from textbook diagrammatic .

materials and others formulated by khe instructor. .

Philosophy. introduction of the use 4f the computer, leading to-
the de'veloprnent of computer -based lmodules in symbolic logic.

Environryntal Biology. Redesigned to emphasize
interdisciplinary nature of problems, field experiences, and
problem-solving

It must be added that the great majon of these ,changes were
made in close consultation of a facu ber with one or more
student, co-workers. Further, this list is not complete; these are but

,examples of the Variety and range of changes made during the time
of the Project (Other changes are noted in the following chapter,
"The Impact of the Project on Faculty.")

Most importantly it must be kept in mind that these changes are
to be considered in view of what they say about students and their
role in the educational process. Many course innovations-have been
tried, some successful and others not All, however, hatelbeen
directed to vN. individualization and self-direction ftlebelief that
those are keys o educational effectiveness and more serious
igVolvernent of itudents in educational activities.

Progress Made Toward the'Goal
As noted earlier, the Project goal relating to students was

expressed thusly:

To foster student role change toward greateFself-direction and
more independent learning. all within the motivating fraMework
of meeting the needs and pursuing the educational goals of the

. student.

But have student roles changed? Is there greater self-direction
and more independent learning on the part of students? The
preceding section. shows that much has happened programme tally,
aimed at moving toward the goal. Much of the change has given
students a more participative and, active role inthe clasSroom

A key part of the program is the six-course core, and the special
emphasis on the freshman year. Referring to the freshman year
Courses, the Advisory Panel repOrted, "The btirden laid on these
courses is heavy."Moreover, the Core courses have a certain *
progression built into them, at least in theory. If one course does not
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fulfill its in ed function, it could mean problems for core courses -
that foll6W.

For example, Self-understanding was emphasized as a significant
_part of the first course, C/I. Yet the attempt to support this effort

through the integration of the Birkman Seminar in the course met
with djiappointing results. This frustratioo in thefirst course may
have affected the student's direction in later courses, both within and
outside the core. The core's impact on self-direction undoubtedly is
also affected, probably in subtle ways, by faculty morale problems.
Some faculty frustrations and feelings of inadequacy are most likely
transferred to some students.

On the other hand-, the_Individual Development program with its
mentor system seems to enjoy Overall success. The problem is in
Interpreting whether that success goes beyond personalized
education to activating student's in self-direction'. That-wasthe theory
iri-part,that students would have greater motivation due to matChin-__=___
educational activities to individual needs and goals, and self-direction
could thus take place.

But has it? Measurement of such afactor isdifficUft. To begin
with, definitiohl appear to- be a problem. In othermaterial, this
statement is found: "The Project goal of helping students to become
more skilled as self-directed learners is-served by supervisectpractiCe
in directing their own and others' learning," In responding to this, the
Advisory Panel reported: "Under the self-direeteci_curriculum the
student-may reduce the time it takes to complete a module or block of
content .. .." This response seems to equate the use of the m
approach within courses with self-directed learning, but selfzdirection
may involve a broader approach,

The report of the Faculty Review and Advisory Committee
showerhbw that group approached this issue and cams to some
resolution of it.

-= Definition of terms is necessary evaluate-progress toward this
goal. Self- directedness differs from individualization.
Individualization is centered in the mentor program, with the

g

student's having freedom in selecting courses and plannirig a
prograrm,S41f-directednessideals more with the initiation,,

design, and carrying out of courses and educational activities by
thestudent

students seem to interpret "self-directed" in at least two
ways. There is sorrte feeling that "self - directed" refers to the

. . student's pursuing -meaningful personal relationships with
individuals on. campus, especially faculty. In this sense, data
show the students want this opportunity and feel they get it.

Another interpretation of "self-directed" ns academic
44, affairs.-Here the data show that students have different vier.
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For example, Item 5 of the IGI (Institutional Goals Inventory) asks
if there is or should be an institutional goal "to increase the
desire and ability of students to undertake self-directed
learning." Student response on the "is" scale, on a scale el to
5, is 3.5, and on the "should" scale, 4.2. A difference of .5
appears significant. Item 8, to help students develop a sense of
self-worth, self-confidence, and capacity to have an impact on
events," can be related to self-directedness. The "is" scale
is 3.2, and the "should," 4.3. According to these items, students
do not see the College fostering self-directed learning to the
extent it should. The institutional data that show an increase in
independent and field studies may not be meaningful,-as the
increase could simply be because there is a scarcity of course
offerings in some departments during the seven-week terms due
to faculty involvement in core courses.

Other data make the student perception seem confusing.
The program report on the Heritage of Western Man sequence
describes students as frustrated by having to integrate material, .

lacking the maturity assumed necessary for the course, wanting
more structure, and being more grade conscious. Similarly, Items
75 and 78 of the IGI, concerning awarding credit for field study,
indicate student preferences for testing in such cases. These
factors can be interpreted as contrailicting a desire for
self-directed learning.

One way to resolve the apparent discrepanCy_beh4en data
that says that students do and do not want self-directed learninp
is to consider self-directed learning as a process. The report ot
the Austin Teacher Program describes laboratories as being
increasingly loosen ch.-year so that jhe student gradually-_____--=
moves into duties for self-direction. Almrallel can
drawn be een the Austin Teacher Program and the entire
educational program's efforts toward self - directed learning. Early
in the college career, the student may interpret self-directedness
as meaningcloserJapport with faculty, but this may eyolv
into academic self-direction. With this interpretat,
Self-directed learning involvinaiprocesS, the di event student
perspectives about self-directed learning and the desire-for that
kind of experience become less conthsing,Self-directed learning
can have different meanings at different points in the student's
college experience, and in turn the desire for self-directed
learning may fluctuate.

,

Thisidea that self- direction is a process for students may be an
important insight not recognized is distinctly before at Austin
College.tThis parallels what is already happening in Individual
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Development, as the Advisory Panel reports that program
moves frOm heavy involvement in the freshman year, with the
mentor working with freshman students in the development of
Individual Development contracts, to a senior year in which the
student, possessing greater autonomy, does not need the
constant availability of a mentor.

Conclusion
Certainly more human, more individualized education is a result of
the Project. This was confirmed in the In-Depth Interviews, and stated
this way by the Student Program Advisory Committee: "Because of
the Project, the feeling of concern for people is reinforced at the
College and expressed and made manifest in programs." And as the
Advisory Panel reports," .. the central theme of the curricular
restructuring seems to have been in making the,,courses more
adaptable for individualized instruction." ,

It is less Certain that the. next step has occurredthat students
have mov on to become self-directed learners in significant new
dimensions. As the Program'end Project Steering Committee put it,
"t Whin the Project that individualization could lead to
self-direted learning may be invalid." But there is another possibility,
also, and it relates to the experience of the Austin Teacher Program,
which in many ways was the harbinger of IDEAS at Austin College,...---

and which was mentioned by the-Faculty Review and Advisory
Committee. This possibility is tWfostering self-direction is much
more of a gradual process than was realized at the beginning of the
Project, and the rate of progress toward self-direction differs among
individuals. More work and program adjustments may be called for on
sequencing opportunities to lead students toward self-direction,
especially fo
faculty) w
experien
beginnin

tudentS (in the majority, according to some
need mor guidance in the beginning of their college

. Thus, there may, have to be less self-direction in the
, such as in freshman courses, with movement gradually

over the college years into more and more self-direction.
This in turn may mean that fostering self-direction is more of a

two-phase process than has been realized thus far. Faculty may need
to work more closely on supportive roles, on guiding students in the
early years. This would apply not only overall, as in educational
planning, but also within specific courses,and course activities.

As to the part of the goal relating to individualization and /Meting
individual needs and goals, there is no doubt that much progress has 11.
been made in a variety of ways; through course-by-course
restructuring, through the mentor system-and degree plan options,
and through the increased attention to personal values throughout
the core courses. There also is no doubt that the stuclent,,as a result
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of the Project, is exposed to and involved in a much`greater variety of
processei of learning, that he js more active in education, that he
does have a different roleproblem solving on contemporary issues,
working in an interdisciplinary manner with other students, peer
teaching, self-pacing, planning tdtal developniefit. These surely will
aid the graduate. in the fast-moving world of the last quarter of the

twentieth century.
Relative to the part of the goal dealing with self-directed learning,

however, questions remain. The Institutional Goals Inventory shows

that Austin College faculty and students see self-direction as *goal
of high importance. The attitudes favor self-direction, but it is difficult
to accomplish. Further program adjustrhekt4may be needed in the
future, especially regarding the sequenced pportunities for
self-direction.

In the meantime, many positive steps have been taken toward the
goal, There haseen progress in "combatting depersonalization and
building self7corifleence. And overall this gbal is one never has .

an ending point, for it will always be possible to foster self-direction.
On a continuum, it would appear that Austin College, through its
Total Institutional Project, has advanced far from other-directed
learning toward self-directed learning for the student.



C 3

Impact of the Project On Faculty

Statement and Amplification of the Goal Relating to Faculty
Student role changes could not come about without faculty role
changes So, a major effort, indeed the major effort of the Total
Institutiohal Project, was to influence and support the "changing
tasks and roles" of faculty. The direction of the change was
summarized inthe broad goal relating to faculty:

To- foster faculty development toward a more responsive role as
a human resource facilitating student learning and maturation in
a wide variety of contexts.

As was the case with the goal regarding students, this faculty
goal also involved a number of emphases within the larger objective:

a. To nurture faculty competence and sense of comfort with
broadened and different responsibilities, including a facilitator
role with students, serving as a mentor, recognizing affective

-aspects of teaching, and becoming awagkof and skilled in a
wider variety of teaching/learning approaches, such as use of
media, computer, group dynamics, and interdisciplinary
strategies.

b. To help the faculty bring emphasis to the student's total
education by dealing with, both extra - curricular and curricular
learning and by guiding the student in the active use of
knowledge, not just its passive acquisition.

c. To help the faculty member serve more as a resOurce.and411111.
guide instead of just an authority and to help the faculty membgr
realize tbat-he/she can serve the student by being a facilitatorV

--by-helping the student learn to direct his/her own educational
activities.

These were the major emphases of the Project in regard to
faculty. Faculty legislation of the new IDEAS curriculum had already
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signaled an awe enesethat student and faculty roles were changing
that in the cha ging context of,higher education the familiar goals of
service to the needs of students now presented new tasks and called
for new strategies. The proposal for the Project described the
intended effects on facUlty this way.

The faculty member will be relieved of the heavy burden of being
the expert and authority figure He will be able to devote more
time to personal assistance for students, as ntw strategies
relieve him of more traditional time - consuming asks He will have
the support and assistance of speciff service units as he
develops the most effective instructional design for his courses
and programs His confidence in personal relationships should
grow as he gains insight and understanding about himself and
others. He will haVe greater opportunities to work with colleagues
at Austin College and at othecooperating institutions, relating
his field of interest to other fields and to the issues facing man
today

The faculty member will have more opportunity for creative
expreSsion in his own research, in neii program designs
involving his discipline, in his January term courses, and in his
topical approach to Communication/Inquiry. Oppfirtuniti'es to
develop new forms of learning and new uses of edLicational
technology will be available to him.

Through his participation in educational research and
development, hie will gain experience and equip himself for later
roles of educational leadership as well as for professional
advancement in his discipline. He willlearn to evaluate and be
evaluated in terms of the new educational pro ram and its goals
rather th anachronistic standards of an ear ier era. He will have
a greater sense of participation and fulfill t as his life's work
impinges more directly and more meanincj Ily upon the work and
lives of others.

To be sure, many faculty felt anxietyfabo t the new roles
demanded of them and their colleague* in the IDEAS program, and
some had quite different notions of the issues.,But legislation had set
the direction, and the Project was designed to implement the new
roles, as indicated in the statement of.the broad goal and amplified by/
the sub-goals and proposal excerpts. Action was then set in motion,
to work toward the goal.

Apprbaches Used to Reach the GOal

The 2-2-1-4 Calendar
In the beginning of the Total institutional Project, the new,academic
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calendar was a strong and pervasive challenge fdr faculty change.
The new yearly calendar split the fourteep-week Fall Term info two
seven-week sessions, and nearly every course in the ourriculum
needed to be redesigned,in some degree. Consequently, once the -
calendar Change.wasepfroved as a part of the new curricular
program, faculty were immediately compelled to rethink their course
strategies.

Part of the rethinking was demanded by the new daily calendar
instituted with the seven-week sessions. With feWer classes,
scheduled, longer time blockscould be devoted to each' class period.
A class period of two to three hours was seen as likely to encourage
increased use of strategies other than the traditional lecture.

interdistipthiary Involvement Through the Core .

The new role for faculty was expected to call fo ,increased awareness
/ and skill in interpersonal.relationships, broadened competence in the

higher level of interdisciplinary involvement. The increased
use of varied educational media and instructional methods, and a

ry
,'involvement in Interdisciplinary studies was viewed not only as a
necessary part of the new role for faculty, but also as a context that
might encourage faculty to by new media and new learning method
To function successfully in a more responsive and less authorit ian
role, faculty would need to help students to become self-motiv ed, td
see their learning as self-realization pertinent to their liyes out ide the
classroom. In areas where faculty were not the "expert," asa
interdisciplinary core courses, it was felt they would be more kely to
try different roles.

The hope, then, was that there would be a serendipitous effect.
Tryingliew approaches in the 190 threatening core courses, faculty
would gain experience and acquaintance with theapproaches. Then,
having seen their value and benefit in,these core courses, the faculty
would be more-likely to try the approaches withiri the disciplinary
courses of their own fields :.

.The Main FoCus: Summer Resource Laboratories'
By fat and away /the Summer Resource Laboratory (SRL) was the
main activity of the Total Institutional Project and the primary
approach to reach toward the goal relating to faculty; Through the
SRL, faculty and students were most intensely involved in
restructuring courses, designing new ones, and otherwise working on
improved educational strategies. ^

Thioughthe SRL each summer the Project provided the time,
stipends, resources, and consultants for faculty and students to
effect program'cliange reflecting "changing tasks, and roles." The
SRL is described in detail in Chapter 1, but onapoint worthy of
re-emphasis here is the importance of the experiential factor for
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faculty. Participation in the SRL Was deemed at least as significant as
a new course or syllabus resulting from the-experience. As stated in
Chapter 1,

. . the most important factor for participants in'the SRL was
considered to be the process, the affective experience of
participation, rather than producing a certain course or creating
a particular product.
But the story at the SRI_ and of change is really d collection of

many individual efforts. Some of these are indicated in the previous
chapter, for almost all work in planning the new core courses as well
as in redesigning disciplinary courses was done in the SRL.

With 50-65 fecUlty, or roughly Ywo-thirds of the faculty, ,

participating in each SRL, however, even a Summary of faculty ,

involvement must b.e selective. Thus, the case study approach will be
used here, trying to use a limited but varied set of ciperieglices to .
indicate what happened in a more general fashion.

On the immediately following pages are gix.case studies af
faculty effbrts toward Change. These case studies are presented in
some depth to illustrate processes different faculty engaged in while
redesigning prbgrams and courses. The chemistry example speaks to
mare active involvement of students and adaption of a course to the
Seven -week format. The involvement of students is also aPpgent in
the philosophy case study, and it also contdins an account of a
faculty member's re-thinking the'use of a textbook and the faculty
member's personal response to the SRL experience. The Spanish
and psychology case studies give details of other individugeffops in
trying new apprdaches. The Modern Language 'study nOt only
describes the process of change for an entire dep rtmental
program, but also shows the "pulling together" pf the members of
the department. In the English case studY,,the fa9blity'member tells of
his attempts to indiGidualize a course and the impbact that has on his
own role A briefer Statement speaks to change, throUghout the
Humanities Area.

Chdmistry. A.Strong focus on learning-tbroughtdoing resulted
from.redesigning,the beginning course around a small number'iof

. specially devised laboratory problems. Conceived before the Project,
this approach was implemented'and refined during-the years of the
Project anti geared especially bathe new seven-week calendar.*

-. The following ratiorfale fo& the laboratory centered approach to
teaching chemistry is taken from materials used in the presentation to
the Chemistry Department's,gxecutive Council in December, 1971. .

A Laboratory Centered Approach to the Seven Week Term,

Introduction
The traditional approach to teaching undergraduate chemistry

_
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has been ye emphasis to the lecture as the primary learning `-
experien The laboratory has had only a subsidiary role to the
lecture. In fact the trend at meal/ large universities has been to
eliniinate the laboratory in lower level chemistry courses because
of the pressjire of large numbers of students. Yet chemistry isan
experimental science and its knowledge and theories grow from
laboratory work. There is evidence that a laboratory centered
learning experience iscloser to the true nature of science and
the way it is practiced and best learned. Expe'rience also
indicates that a properly planned laboratory can op a vivid and

`exciting way to learn chemistry. W'e believe that at laboratory
.
centered apprqach taligs advantage of the now 2-2-1-4 calendar

'which is being instituted at-Austin College* We,theretpre propode
..,_ a,Jaboratory centered apprbach for a seven, ek term in the new ;

calgndar. In this approach.the focus would e on a nu 'ber of
carefully selected laboratory projects the° Which st Ws.
would learn chemistry.. Lecture, use of tne ia'arui other
techniqueswould not be abandoried.but would play-esu6sidiary
role to The 1W:solitary eiperienbe.

Advantages of a La6oratoty Centered Approach
, We'believe that a laboratory centered approach is'in accord willi

the current understanding. of theliature of science, that it takes
full advantage of the new 2 -2 -1-4 calendar, that it builds on the
past experiencef the chemistry department and is an extension
of the directions of the program already undertaken (see for
example the preface of the current Freshmen lab manual) and
that it takes advantage of unique possibilities 91 our situation as a

, small undergraduate institution.
-

A current view of the natureof science argues that the .

fundamental unit of science is the paradigm. A paradigm is some
accepted example of actual scientific practice;-an 'example which

/rncludei law,-theory., application, and instrumentation together.
Such a paradigm cannot be fully reduced to component parts,
and it is the paradigm unit which is learned and is the.model for
further scientific work. "Ip learning a paradigm, the scientist
acquires theory, methods and standards in an inextricable
mixture." (Thomas Kuhn, "The Structure of Scientific

'Revolutions," the University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1962). If
ails view of science is correct, then a laboratory centered
approach is a perfect vehicle for learning science since the
laboraKiry experiment fuses theory, application, instrumentation
andtechnique together. A laboratory-centered approach would
be the very embodiment of the paradigni nature of science.
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The new 2.2-1- alendar makes possible a more concentrated
and intense stu ent involvement in learning during the seven

--week terms.'Th experience of th4 January term of erings in
chemistry indi tes that a laboratory centered approach works
very well in syr.tra situation. The seven week term seems to call
for more independent learning on the part of the students. We
believe that the laboratory project provides for more active
involvement and self learning from students than the lecture o_ r
even the lecture' supplemented with media, for media often.

*.involve the student as a passive learner. We thus believe that a
labotatory centered approach takes full advantage of the new
2-2-1-4 caleridar
study learning.

A laboratory cent ed approach is a logical extension and builds
on the direction of changes in chemistry over the last several
years. The general chemistry laboratory has moved toward fewer

z more intense,proje ts with good response from stu sand
faculty. The orgait4i laboratory has made use of stli e t selected
projects; In,Chemistry,51 blocks of material usually covered in
the, lecture portion of physical ChemistrOave been swicesSfully
taught through laboratory projects without any cover+ in

.lectyre. The January term courses 5A and 7A have shown the.
-possibilities.and advantages of a laboratory oriented approaCh
for the concentrated dnd intensive time.period. They have also
shoWittrow_effective such a l9boratory centered approach can
be in learning chemistry. Thus, inindving to a laboratory
bantered approach in the seven week terms we would be building
on a solid foundatipn,of experience.

The follbwing.brief desCription'of the fall freshman chemistry
course is taken from .a f972 NSF eqUipment grant prOpOsal

ith its associated idea of more independent

Theinew Introducjion to Ohemistry jChem.\15) is patterned after
the ioterimterm courses . (and) is built aiouvd five extensive
projects which ihvblve the laboratory, library, and presentation.
Background materials e introduced as appropriate in time and

he experimental data are collected,
on.an individualized basis.

scope for each project.
interpreted, and develop
Knowledge, theor.y., appar
the process of-completing

r
us and technique are integrated int/
be projects.

- In 19.68, the Chemistry facUlt first prciduced its own freshmati
laboratory manual, A Modern Introduction to the Chemistry
Laboratory. During the spring term o11-972, the faculty deVised and

. wrote several new. experiments for thtt Itrboratory manual to be used
. in the:fall term course: 1) The Stutiy of Solids, by X-Ray Poker
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Diffraction, and 2) Bonding and Structure Determination
incorporating procedures and methods utilizing infra-red and ihaSs
spectrometry). An Appendix, "Notes on X-Ray Powder Diffraction,"
was also palpared and incorporated into/the laboratOrymanual. Four
,modules on stoichiometnj utilizing the interactive computer Mode,
were purchased and converted to APL; directions for their use were
included in the 1972 laboratory manual.

.. The major mOdification, since 1972, in Chemistry 15 (Introduction
to Chemistry) was the inclusion -of more subject Matter material in the' classical lecture Mode'in the Fall of 1973, after a substantial majority
of students in written evaluations at the end of the 1972-73 year ..,
indicated a need on their part for more of thisype of material. At

.,
present, approximately one-half of the available time is utilized in the
laboratory centered approach in teaching/and evaluation. MiTior ;-,
modifiztions have included reworking, odifying, or substitution of ..

experMts into the laboratory. In 1974 the paradigm on crystal
structure was enhanced by making ava' able to the students a

module utilizing the computer for acre sing x-ray data file
information. With the help of two stud nt assistdrits,a faculty member'
examined the strengths and weaknes es of the course. Strengths,
such as thelaboratory orientation, paradigm apprbach and the
emphasis on investigation were retained. However, the lab manual . . .

,was reworked to make instructions clearer and to make greater use
/of the synthesis approkch. In addition, some use of media was added
to the courseand a bibliography of supplementary materials was
developed.

. While-the faculty and well qualified students ire pleased with the
current laboratory centered Chemistry 15 (Introduction to Chemistry)
Course, there is also considerable Concern regarding the number-of
tudents wbb fail to be adequately rewarded by the experience.

/These students seem to have limited ability to dealwith conceptual
information or to work effectively in a creative envrdhment requiring
greater student responsibility and involvement in the educational
process. .

PhifOsophy. A philosophy professor "developed a
!Ong-anticipated experiment in integrating the study of aesthetic

-theories with in-depth imiolliement in a riving art form":. Ali,

The resultant course format consists of a phase in/ hase out,
two stage approach to (1) contemn ary readings a

% discussions in aesthetics from th hilosophical perspective and
(2) analysis, casting, directing, and production of Elmer Ribe's
evressiOniitic (ree-fOrm drama, Ttte Adding Machine
(performance dates will be Oet. 29 and Oct. 29,1974).

This approach has involved me in the following undertakings; (1)/ .
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a course forma allowing for equivalent assignments for students
ose end -of-c, urse work is mainix research and those whose

fi al efforts will be *manly with the play itself; (2) an integrated
ies of lettures, r gt, and discussions from both
ilosophic resources and background on, as veil as

interpreta'ttve readings in Rice's drama; (3) a schedule of in-class
and extra-class time which again treats as eqUivalent efforts in
research and efforts in play production;, and (4) a method
allOwing for some involvement in play production for all members
of the class, as well as,proportionate and classwide involverrient
'n some on-going academic segment of the course.

Twci members of the class, as well as members of the faculty in
Media and in Theatre, have been co-consialtaffts with me
throughout the laborat&ry peribd on the several items above.

In t e process of developing the course, the s ect of a textbook
aro . As the faculty member later described it he

made-theitrst-o butinessthe of the textbook he
had used previously. ivas'one of the best .f its kind (Tillman
and Cahn, Philosophy Art and Aesthetics), composed of a
series of excellent cuttings from the philosOphiei of art of
thinkers from Plato, through Wittgenstein with helpful, but not

%- .heavily-interpretative head notes, idi3ally suited for illustrating in
.

depth both the development of aesthetic theories in the West and
he six or eight major schools of thought into which those

theorieican be showil to fit. in a word, it was a-perfect resource
for a content- oriented apptoach to thesubject. An .

. issue-or-involven0* oriented approach, however, was hardly
vryed at all by sucb a textbook, especielly in a course whose
format called for the radical teiescopingof background materials
in the service bf time spent on burrent issues in art criticism and
philosophy ofart and ori.the'study and production Of a full-length

play.

MOreltriPrOpriate to the experimental model, then; was a
. textbook (Lipman, Contemporary Aesthetics) whose selecticini
were limited-at the outset to a handful of "landmark theories"
from thii past in order to provide a rich and varied set of cuttings
from the writingt of twentieth century aesttsiticians and artists on
the Ickci dj aesthetic experience, thltcoitemal criteria of aesthetic
judgment, the intrinsic wdith and its objects, and the like.

- This faculty member was mv ed in several other activities,
r some group etiorls.artsome on his own, puring the SRL. He

luinInarized the entire experierice: 4.0r.

For one who detests committee meetings and is generally

. I

v.,
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skeptical of "team: undertakings of the planning sort, I felt truly
at home with the overall format of the 1974 Summer ResourCe
Laboratory.

I submit, moreover, that if has been a productive one for me, as
well as being the most stimulating and enjoyable work period.I
have ever spent at Austin College. In truth, it was a
mini-sabbatical.

,
Spanish. One faculty member submittedthis proposal for his

activities in the 1974 SRL.
... I ould propose, therefore, to plan a first-year course in
Span' h in Vihich students would learn first a certain amount of
voca ulary through such procedures as the reading and acting
out-of dialogues, the retelling of very short readings at first, and
the pl ying of gamesin general, using means different from the
strut re drills based on a grammar point which are commonly
used ay. Aftetthe students have learned some basic words
and nte1ices, with some advance help. they could go On to
retad all pieces 2f literature, newspaper and magazine items,
an o er similar materials in preparation for talks and
disiusiions in Class. Grammar would be introduced more
gra-auallY than in the conventional approach, with less emphasis
on wide coverage and mere on the mastery of the rnO essential
aspects.

.. During the Summer ResOurce Lab I would like to redesign at
east the first semester of 9Anish to focus my teaching of it on

following objectives morelemphasis upon aCqufting ability to
. nderstand and speak the language alld less stress on wide

average of grammar; a greater degree of mastery of vocabulary,
sentence structure, and those grammar.aspects essential for
performance at the steak's level of achievement; and less

.
adherence to time and text sequences and limitations.

. . the Llib 19741 uld plan to set.objectives which are at
least in part differe t f m those which we have now, to develop
methods and pros es to achieve these.new goals, and to

-,gather some of the materials needed to accomplish them. !would
Pcsearett the field o foreign language instruction, study and
select from texts and other instructinnematerialt available those
ttiat are helpful for my purposes, and devise &come new materials
and alas. I would probably need some.clerir-al assistance in the

-;-preparation Qf.study guides.and help from the media peop in
-Theixeparation of teething Viatetials, such as sibles,films, d
tapes. I would hope to complete the redesigning of the first
semester doutse by the end of the SRI. in time to be used during
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the fall. The degree of success of my project will be measured
initially by how much I am able to accomplish and ultimately by

the reception given the methods_, goals, and materials by the

students.

These particular...efforts resulted in a reformulated course in the
Spanish program,-Beginning Spanish. The Report of Activities in the

SRL explained further the development of objectives, content, and
materials for the new course. Attached was a copy of the of

the course. Later, this self-evaluation of the degree of personal ,

success was enlightening:
.. I feel more confident and more knowledgeable about ways to

implement the experimental course I will be teaching during the

fall. The SRL provided the time and the matertals for research
and the consultant gave concrete suggestions and served as a

sounding board.

PSycholOgy. Both new instructional approaches and n w
laboratory equipment-acquired through an NSF Instruction I

\Scientific Equipment Grant have facilitated major ch nges n the
curriculum in psychology. Fall Term of 1975 further
implementation of the plan sketched in the °flowing abstr t of the
1974 summer activities of the equipment project director.

The purpose of this activity was to create a curriculum hich will

enable 85% td 90% of the psychOlogy majors to develo
laboratory research and study skills so thit they can design
independent, original research While reaching 80% mastery of

the course material. k

.
To reach the, objectives,a shaping or pccestive approximation
process is being applied. In the introdlictory course, students will
run several experiments in addition to the.textbook content of the
course. The coarse will be taught using frequentjesatig, two
dtvortunities for remediation at a slightly decreasing
grade -payoff for each quiz, specification of weekly objectifies and
opportunity for peer tutoring outside of clasi.-In the second
Psychology course in the major sequence, Experimental
Psychologymore labs will be added, the testing frequency will

be decreased, the opportunity for remediation will be dropped on
quizzes and gradually faded on lab reports while the peer
tutoring and the specification of weekly objectives wille
retained. In the electives which constitute the third course ist the

major sequence, peer teaching will beropped, testing
frequency lowered and the weekly objectives will be made more

general. For those courses which are lab courses,aitudents will
be expected to generate more of the ideas for experiments:Tile

st .
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tfinal courses in the major sequence: Learnin'R Theories and
Personality, will both be taught traditionally wr majors in the

Learning Theories class rurming original resea h concomitant to
their textbook work.

he participant wrote weekly objectives for Introductory
Fychology and developeal a contingency management contract
fo the course and three labs in animal conditioning. This fall one

Ton of Introductory Psychology will be taught in the
n ngency management mode and both fall sections of

Intr uctont will use the learning labs. By the spring of 1975,
additi al labs for Introductory will be in use. Also by spring of
1975, o jectives for Experimental Psychology and Physiologic
Psychg gy will be written and,4h use, anti bo urseS will be
taught as ndicated in the procedur ed on the results,.
obtained it\ these courses d ng 1974-75, additional
implementation will be made for 1975-76.

\ ..
In material prepared for students, thepurpose and philosophy of

the "contingency Management mode" in the Introductory cqurse
were explained.

surpose and Philosophy

for many years evidence has Wien accumulating thlt the
traditional college lecture approach to education.was not
working. Students whose intellectual abilities were sufficiently
high to be admitted to college, and who expressed sincere
desires to do well have beLetatrar ing C's, D's and F'S. Further,
many professors have Oft ed that they wished theirciasses
Would do better so that they would not be faced with having to
give low grades to students who they felt were capable of better
work. If it is true that for most students the measures of
intellectual ability are reasonably accurate and that they are truly
interested in doin%well academically and if it is also true that
professors do not idti to give low grades, then there is a
break-down in the educational process.

The systehl which will be used this 7 weeks is a variation of
contingency management (CM) or peftonalized student
instruction (PSI) or minimal achievement. The tour previous
courses in which this variation was used produced very
promising results. Over 85% of the classes received either A Or B
in the courses. These high wades were not "given away' no/
were the courses cryp or "blOw-off" courses.lhe students in
these courses learned as much or more about Psychology as
thafents in convertiortal Psychology introductory bourses. In yl
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probability, at least 85% of the Psychology 11 class will ee(n'an A
or B this 7 weeks. Naturally, you cannot be guaranteed an A or
B-if yo expect to be given an A or B without meeting the terms
Of this c ntract, you will be most disappointed. The only ',Vick"
or innov tiontpf CM (this is the term to be used here) is that it
takes tae of what Psychologists have learned about
behavio nd applies this knowledge to getting you to produce
for the course.These itinovations are not sneaky or
underhanded; in this contract the entire system will be outlined

`S for -you.

,CM has several features. One feature common to all CM courses
. is a heavy reliance on written material rather than'on lectures for

b
s;

-. the communication of basic skills. A professor can only speak at
a rate of 100 to 150 words per minute; a student can only take
down between 20 and 40 words per minute while even the
slowest reader in college can read, in excess of 150 words per
minute and will'always have a written Copy-to review. Lectures
are given-(1) when-there is material which should be covered, but
which is not readily available in written form which can be

/ understood by students in an introductory course, as with recent
journal articles; (2) to introduce more'advanced material beyond
basic concepts w )iich assumes that the student has already
acquired the basics from the texts (this assumption will be made
in this course and'a failure of the student to complete assigned.
reading before Class constitutes a breach of contract); and (3) for
their motivational value. The motivational value of lectures will be
enhanced by the frequent uses of visual materials - experiments,
films, slides.

CM-systems usually deal with a level of achievement by requiring
a relatively high performance (coshmonly 90 to correct) on
small units of material with the opportunity to obtain remedial
help and retake the quizzes in the event that initial performance
is poor.-One of the main advances-of this feature is the
availability of remadiation as when'material-is difficult and/or
performance is unadceptable. The student assistants and
professor for/the course are available for answering questions or
explaining material at the posted office hours (outside office,
third floor, gdministration and by appointment). ..

A final common feature of CM is the specification of'the
behaviors desired (i.e., what we Vixpect you to team). Some
people criticize this, approach because it makes learning the
material "too easy..' Apparently these people feel thateducation
should be a guessing'garnein which the student must guest
what the instructor thinks is important. Research, ar practice in

78 - ,
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behavior modification. have shown that if the goat is to<iearn
certain things, it is best to speedy those things in advance.

Modern Language. Summer workshops with visiting consultants
were the focus of broad revisions in the curricularin communication
arts, music, and modern languages. In modern languages, tor
example, Professor Herbert Gross, Head of the Department of,
Didactics at the University of Bristol England), led a two-week
workshop involving all the Austin College faculty in that discip
Led by Dr. Gross, the Modern Language faculty spent fou five A
hours each day for two weeks in intensive training in the
structuro-global method of language teaching. Of particular interest
were the non-verbal cueing techniques in language learning and the
methodology of phonological techniques. The following summer, !'
progress made was reported this way:

In an effort to incredde proficiency in the use of the languageS
and in response both to increased student interest in
understandiny and speaking thelangi.Js and to current
emphasis on individualized ihstrustion and competency-based
education, the Modern Languages and-Literatures Program has
completely reworked its program. Moretimistor practice and .4

contact with the language and a decrease in the volume ót
different material to be covered are essential elements in the new
format. Many enriching materials will be employed to give the
student confidence in the use of the language.

Whereas ihthe program in use in 1970-71 the studnts were
expected to progress uniformly and evaluation was based on
whether the student could assimilate the optimum amount of

77

material and acquire the highesLlevel of skill, or fell short of that
high, standard, the, new program will expect that each student
arrive at a Workable skill in the language eta pace hioWhe
himself finds comfortable. Small group activity and Oiscussion
will place each student with others of like proficiency.

Stimulated by the opportunities afforded to the fa itylnembers
in theSummer Resource-Laboratories as well as by current -
findings impertinent journals and publications of the profession,
this departrgent has been able to develop a curriculum built upon
the Basic Language Series (14) Whidh will be the foundation for
me use of the languages in further study or will provide the
IthcIent with the type of skill he desires andcan use. Although
the.drastic drop in enrollment in languages which was one of the
effects of the dropping of specific requirements for graduation at
Austin College was certainly a forceful challenge to the
Department to make the languages as attractive as pdssible. we
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cannot emphasize too strongly that our major concern in the
develdpment of the new curriculum has betn to improve the level
of proficiency in the students as well as to satisfy what most
students have identified as their major interest in the study of
languages- understanding and using the language as a means of

Acommunication in the modern world . . .

The Modern Languages and Literatures Program Unit is
confident the future of the Program will be bright.
.Experimentation both with the methods and the materialS of the
qew basic series are being conducted by some members of the
faculty with success. The Workshop in Instiuctional Methods in

_.-Modern Languages-held last summer by ProfeiSOTHerbert Gross
of Bristol, England, as a part of the Project's Summer Resource
Laboratory, was effective in drawing the members of the faculty
to a consensus in goals and procedures to be followed.

The last sentence indicates another important result of the
Workshop, i.e., the unity it brought to the DePartinent:Thiwat
expressed in different ways by the faculty involved, as apparenfin
these excerpts from reports written by three'individual fa6vIty
members.

In regard to the Modern Langgage Department, I believe that the
SRL hit helped, create a climate more favorable to ,

experimentation and meaningful change. I just hope that we can
keep the Momentum going. I also feel that the SRL has provided
an qpriortunityjor communication among the members of'the

artmrti-4;mething that r have felt has been badly needed.

,IVithin our Worphop, both as a department and as individuals,
worked in harmony and with real enthusiasm, 'Which we

.3 II continue into the new year.

Herbert Gross brought our department together In coo
enthusiastrip the Workshop. I hope it will prove lasting.

English.pne faculty member spent part ofi'an SRL inapplying new
methods in planning the Shakespeare course.Apiong his activities
Were "updateckreading of criticism and primary texts; revision of
some personal notes to serve new teaching,methodology; reflec 'on,
on any experiences in the last three years; course plarining in line'
form." As a result, the Shakespeare course wafiedesigned and a
new 25-page syllabus completed. e was quite extnsive,
including not just assigamentsya the framework of the coarse; but
thought-provoking questions a statements about the yerbal p
relationships, and interpretpti s irk performance aboutvai*

In the first of the syllabus, = facOlty membemipoke to the student
-about-his concept of = course.
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Values and Intentions behind the plan for this course

Before describing specific topics and activities, I want to ask your
attention to my reasoning that developed as I re-thought this
course in the light of what I think is anew realism and concern
about stud its and their e ces.

I have seen three gen I, perhaps univetsatives in
; students who choo a course on Shal4peare's plays. (1)7
Simplest is toll, or increase familiarity with these classics of
our culjure. (2) hey also Want to assure themselves of, or
impro4e, the quality of their understanding by.contuiting critical
writings, fellow students, or the professor; the professor's views
may have an especially valuable r e, for in the process of the
term he Way profess the variou aspects of one personality's
ov'erafqesponse,to the plays pplied to an immediateraudience
whose concerns he knows 3) Students further desire to beCogie
engaged for a time with e works, in intellectuateiercise or
emotional and imagiri we involvement. A fourth benefit of the
ourse, is the prepa tion they receive for further reading, and

es ially since t is drama, for performan es they will see in
the f ture; in so' e cases, also, the prepare on may be for an
actual partici bon in productions.

Those go 'are all very general, however. And how an individual
needs wants to go about seeking them or more specifically

g them should not, indeed cannot, be embodied in a given
set opics, readings, lectures, and examinations. A student at

el has no obligEtlifttebe a universal man, regardless of
obvious value of a br.oad response to Shakespeare. Tests

signed to gauge one's approaqn to universal critic-hood would
be in danger of merely prescribing the teacher's values in his
erms'. A more desirable method of operation, then,,would be
maximize flexibility iA topic and manning% response. I thin
only qualifying restriction we have to keep in mind is the fast that
limited time and money give us a framework of one course with
one teac r and 35-50 students.

e

-1-at e give but a few examples of how my plan trieS to allow
idual flexibility-within the first three objectiVes above. (1)1

chose a plays for common reading, expecting that each of you
ve previously read, sit leeit one of them and no more

n 3-4 of them. You will real. 2 further plays, Choosing them
mm a group of 13. Which plays you write essays abouris your

Choice. (2) You will read an assigned .amou of criticism a d
scholarship, but you may, choose the dir ion fnd content/ t
90%. (3) For 12 discussions with smdll g oupstg,students, ou'
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will choose to follow only 2 of 4 possible approaches,
emphasizing words, ideas, dramatic structure, optheatrical
effect. Your discussions thus will be with students who have
similar interests.

Wit in the kind of flexibility planned for this course, hope that

students will be able not only to personalize adequately these
general objectives but also to find outlets for any other personal
goals some of you may have. Requests for exceptions to
specifically assigned activities may raise practical problems, but if'
not t will try to work something out with you. 0

a

Thiel, Ian allows, in fact urges, much initiative on your part. I
hope that is welcome to you, especially within a context of a
really high degree option. If you need more support from at
any time, please don't hesitate to seek it. I feel. ome changea in
my role as well. I have completed mostf my part in the
discussions by preparing the study.guides. I will be standing in
frcint of you talking less than usual, butithe lectures that are in the
schedule can be more complete and more forcefully mine than

the mixed recitation-and-lecture pattern I haVe often used.

Essentially Of of your responses (thought, s
the material may, follow out yo.ur own inter
be exposed to a minimal breadth of mat
breadtlf of my own views that I am'ab
of tests, you will write essays with o
scope to insure some variety in y
have been oriented this much

problem has been students'
independent effort and
Many students have come
work-in-progress an
rather than the las
need of more fo
absolute dee
that can be
grading s

, or en) to
ts, although you will

M andlo all the
express. Thus inst

;the barest specification of
xperience. When courses

dent interests, thew = = test
ufty in perseverihg wit

ing results, especrally o
learn that essays are

sofa continuing dia
cl; such an attitude can

insurancestruotures,
s for the essays and a chec

ctively evafbated as S or
for this course is a little d

clear, firm, -tali, and useful for learning.

rea-Wide Impact. In preparation for a fall 1974 NEH visitation;
irman of the Humanities Area described the SRL's impact on

and its value from an overall viewpoint:
ctut the provision of timeavailable.during the Summer

the C
that Are

. .

on an issue
.But I feel the

have built in
of other results

onsequently, the
went, but I hope

Resou e Laboratories as provided by the Project, it would have
been qu4te impossible to `conduct departmental course revisions

on such a massive scale, early every department Within the
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Humanities Area has by now utilized the support services of
media, evaluation, andthrough C/I preparationthe c-ompu r,
in restructuring course content as well as experimenting w and
adapting new educational processes. These efforts hav esulted
in (1) the review of all courses in programs in Human' s, with
several being restructured in whole or in part, and ith several
entire curricula for concentrations being redesi ed or under
development; (2) considerable increase in, ommunication, within
and among the departments of the Area and the rest of the
College; (3) a heightened awareness among teachers of common
objectives now being Oared More openly; and (4) a familiarity
with educational redesign, e.g. modular, teaching or contract
learning, which have been adapted to the varied needp of the ,

departments.

Among the most enriching features of the'summer Resource
Laboratory have been the distinguished consultants Made
available to department and individuals by the Project. To name
a few, the exchange ovided with Dr. Albert-Seay (Musicologist,
Colorado College) f r Music as they rethought their entire
program; the wor hop orb ided by Professor Herbert Gross
(University of Bri tot, Engl nd) in language instruction for
members of Mo ern Lan uage; or the presence of Dr. Rotiert
King (Bronx C ege, Ci University of New York) on
communication theory which has helped to lead to the redesign
of the Communication Arts Departmentall such efforts have
brough exciting people into our midst to sharpen the focus of
the I S Program.

Briefer mention of other faculty involvements in the SRL
illustrates further the impact the ProjecOad on Austin College
faculty, Different ways of organizing courses Were investigated by
many faculty. The following changes in Art, History, Music, Biology,

Economics, and Physical Sci&nce are illustrative examples.
Art. Art Fundamentals was studied and completely revised during.

the 1'973 SRI... The revised versionof the course featured a syllabut
which Outlined each problem in detail. This was, in a sense, a use of-
the modular system, in that a student might use Die syllabus and work,
at his own speed. There were advantages (self pacing is motivational
for some students) and disadvantages (lack of 4Velt.saturation which
comes from w king with others in a.studio envi6nment). , ,
Subsequent aluation of the ravisedCousflivemoveti most of the
modular a eCt and brought the students back into the group studio
si tion

H' ory. Two European history courses were indNidualized and
aptad for use in the seven-Week term. in turning to ttje use-of a
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new, methodology, modules, the faculty member allowed his clatses

to restructure the courses was decides that "Origins of Germany"
would be organized around the theme of "attempts at unity" while
the course on twentieth Century Eurdpe would take a topical
approach. Students then volunteered to research and write modules
which were later critiqued and relined by others. Thelaculty member
then wrote syllabi for the use of the modules. The modularizing of
each course has given students more freedom to pursuetheir own
interests. Although there are deadlines to be met, there is enough
self-pacing to give the student experience at budgeting his time
effectively. This forthat moves the students away frorn rote learning
toward a more integrated understanding of the subject matter.
Although the format now requires greater student effort, particularly
in the area of self-respOnsibility, most students agree that they are
forced to learn more. Thii design has also helped to redistribute the
instructor's time so that he isavaike to provide more individual

attention. --
Music A modular design was investigated and adopted for the

series in Music theory. The faculty member developed, used, and
refined twenty-one module for two courses. This process involved
writing performance objectives, constructing learning activities, and
developing examinations, and instruments for evaluatinglfie modules.
This modular design was revised and extended in the next SRL. The
faculty Member collected evaluation sheets on each module and

. dummarized the si§nificant changes suggested bystudents. Each of

the twenty-one modules in the two theoq courses was then revised
ski tested for any additional errors or ambiguity with the assistance
of a music concentrator who had taken both Courses undera
traditional lecture sysnm. ,

Biology. The genetics'course was redesigned to be more student
motivated and student paCed. After considering cjifferentzmodels to, .

student paced, student motivated learning, the faculty member chose
i modularized, competency based, self-paced approaCh. Twelve .

meidulet (learning actiyity units) were developed covering materiel
eqvivalent to a one:sernester lecture course. After one year of using
,the modules, the response GP students to this approah has beer).

. overwhelmingly favorable. Students indicate severejeadvantageS: (1)
although the course is primarily self motivat d, it.iS strucIured to
include considerable student-teache , studentStudent interacliOn so,

students do not feel isolated-and alt ated tegher and'
other students; (2) students can Wok af,th pace thereby
reducing the presture imposed tix\tleadlines rid competition; (3)
students prefer the competency-based apy oath (knowin what
expected of them) and the iminediatte fe acit and reinforcemen
concerning their performance on corn tency tests.
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Biology. The faculty member attended the American Institute
of Biological Science minicourse on module making at the.
University of Massachusetts. On his return, he worked with a student
colleague in constructing two audiotutorial self paced modules for
possible use in the cell biology course. The modules were used in the
course and met with such student enthusiasm that the participant
decided to modularize the entire laboratory for cell biology.
Accordingly, the dext summer the faculty member developed
additional modules on instrumental procedures and made the cell
biology lab entitiely-self-paced.

Econqmies.. A faculty member developed an effective innovative
teaching device that would immerse stu
introductory economics and provide
could develop skills in independen
materials in economicsl.le did t
approximately fifteen project
complete at their own pac
individuals or can be u
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munication Arts programs.
sophomore-leVel American

higtory course represents the most important curricular change made
Mgt/ is program. The actual implem ntation of the change in the fall
seMester of 1972 coincided with t e implementation of the IDEAS
educational program:The depart, ent had acted within the OPENS

went beyo
e History and Co

restructuring of4th

planning framework, and! tlecided Ito Otte' the nev4 coarse as soon as
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0 public/private sector of preparatory eduqation (K-12) had the
resbonkibility for acqUainting students with the history of the United ,

States, more particularly a rather.thoroUgh knowledge of the factusal
content. Thus the department turned from the traditional survey of
American history, a year-long study broken into, two semesters of
work, and offered instead the new."Studies in American History,"
which seeksto examine American histbiy critically and in-depth from
selected perspectives; for example, the diplomatic heritage, the social -

heritage, the cultural heritage-the black heritage, the tole of women
in AmeriPan history.

In restructuring Completely the former traditiOnal survey which '

the curriCUlUm had offered, and (coupled With the new
calendaryearly, weekly, and daily) in changing their teaching
methodology, the taculty produced a series Of courses which meets
the needs of history concentrators, and also better,meets the
requirements of non - concentrators by offering topics suitably related
toiheir individual needs. Moreover, under the new format
seminar/discirssion.methods increased at the expense of lectures,
and greater student involvement resulted. Simulation games created
and conducted by the students, history prqjects (batiks, paintings, -`
decoupages, sculptures, original Poems, short stories, one- act.plays, ,
collages, taped recordings) as supplements to analytical papers and
book reviews, and utirriation of student teaching assistants in
con nction with the Austin Teacher Programaft were developed in

pekod 1972 -1975. Finally, much greater use was made of the
media center, particularly in bringing flails and clips into class at
warranted by particular dimensions of American history being

X
studied. .

Communication Arts. The Communication Arts Depktment -.-

recognized the need to do more than make superficial changes. With
the support of'the Project Office, the Department's Program Advisory
Committee, and a select group of studerftkwho were concentrating in
thellepartment, authorizatiorto bring in a consultant was give&-The
consultant was to come to the campus and review the total program
of the department. Prior to his coming to the campus, the students,
functioning as an act hoc committee, evaluated the department's
courses, activities, faculty, teaching methodologies, ena relationship
to the College. Their reactions weredrafted for faculty resporise. In a
joint meeting, the students and faculty discussed the evaluations-and
recommendations. By the time the consultant arrived, both faculty.
and students were corwinced that major Changes were necessary.
There seemed to beagreementthat a proper response to the
College's commitments required ereview of the department's
'philotophy, the development of a coherent rationale for the
department's responsibilities and relationship to other disciplines,
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and a reordered curriculum. .
The consultant, Dr. Robert G. King of the Communication Arts

Department of Bronx Community College in New York City, was
greatly impfessed with the grouncjWork of the faculty and students.
He and tirraolleagues in New York City had just completed a
five-year study of the very matters of immediate concern to this
deptment. His recommendations in coordinaticin with the work of
the faculty and students in the department eliminated the need for a
protracted period of study and redesigning. One faculty member
described the process of redesign:. -

Each course was considered separately. Each faculty member of
the working team, was asked to research the courses assigned by
.meansdf investigation of new texts and neW,Ife mats forth
communication process as detcrib in our'
beginning,seminar,

We then brought outlines of general
objectives for the courses for revie

v a revised forrp.of syllabus was arfiv
writing two courses and studying an

,JJ

.

wo4ras specific'
'ision,

d on

f-

Mr. King did indeed help with the suede t tion:
There was a mat deal of animated diseussii gflith resulted in
some comPrairise.dt was a healthyostim lating Session!,.

, '4,
.._ I was very excited about our total projee , which is to revamp.

update, And in some ways, simplify much °tow program. The
coverage in each course iSmiuch clearerand the endproduct,
hopefully, is afar superior program.

And some efforts involved new and:growir4Programs, as in the tilp
. -

case of a Sociology course and Asian Studies.

Sociology. The faCulty member updated library and m,edia
resources related to the study of criminology anti designed a
.criminology cdfirSe that would combine theoretdal learning with
-experiential learning. He examined library- holdi s related to .

criminbidgy, legal processercrimipal investigatiOn, law enforcement,,
deviant behavior and penology and ordered new iibrary and media

c,

materials to make the collection' more current. He then Structured the .-

criminology course around the seminar wheretudents discuss basic
theories of criminology and their own interests. In tddition, the
faculty member contacted law enforcement agencs, penal
institutions, and judges in order to arrange studentexpoture toeach

Hie institutions that deal with the area of criminal justice. , *,

'Asian Studies. During the life of the Project, .the primary growth
o this program has been due to the increase in library andmedia
m erials related to Asian Studies. The area has been, immensely

\
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strengthened through the supolernentaty f*EH library grant ar t e
match fig funds from me Can( Foundatiat One faculty rrietritier nes
sPertp:Oressderable time te SRL vielinng *ides and fims preparing
ecripts and searching t*bl3Ggrapnies and publications 10e new or
needed matenali to add to the collection

As already noted tne invorvernentt of 50-65 faculty each summer:
over four years are too numerous to here But to fit out a
tittle more broadly. a testing of several o will be given
bere

011910.3 Program. Preparations of detailed report on
Intnsbtutional television operations and needs in support of anri
intennstitubonal cooperative program in Classics.

American Philosophy. Redesigned for presentation over
iniennstitubonal television.-

phrand Aesitistics of Music. CieiterViriduang-the
preparation of extensive biphography, and designed with a research
paper as an important part of the course for the student 4

Immunology. A new course created.
Beginning Calculus. Redesigndd on a self -paced basis, with

study guide containing objectives, problems, and study hints.
Introductory Economics. Revised, Including areparation of

educational media materials.
international Rela6ons,Redesigned with faculty developed .

international relations simulation game that combines some aspeils
of the moot( UN concept with the peer teaching end group rese
attributes of Policy Research.

Social Science,kboratory. On-going computer storage and
analyses of regional economic data, pel)rJeaching, tel

. modules, slide presentation on the role of the Labirat&y.
-Biology Program. Computer applications for biological reprint

file, isotope records,' testing modules, statistical deb" analysis,
student performanance surveyi, experimental data .records.

Chemistry Program. Qualitative organic tab simulation; compOter-
aisisted instruction (CAI) in introductory chemistry, crystallography
data reduCtion and compound cross-references, statistical data.
analysis, reection surfaces, quantum mechanics plications
in physical chemistry.:

.
.

Mathematics Program. Computer use for crypt raphic analysis'
and interpretation, numerical analysis program se , demonstrative

.--aumetical analysis.
Music Program. Diiielopment of computer II programs

expanding the student's understandings of scat and modes.
Physical Education Program. Evaluation an analysis of fitness

tests. _ /
Sugness Administrationministratiop Progoim. Syst analysis simulation, v

.
I /

.
. .
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CAI zi hna=Ice ¢a bank on loc.* arid rag ix-brio:me
The exerivies grtenAwe -Pot rz #1.-Aoruger case-roes--amd tie

bneger kstings. by ro -wars Tnchstle an faci.i4/ inyorverrients to the
Summer Resource LabiKatones A vanety of other projects were
undertaken by individuals and groups. rangin:g from the general, such
as an indrviduers becoming acquainted with media usage, to the
more specific. such as a faculty member's working with his student
co-leaders to plan a course. The examples that are given here are
intended to show the breadth and rfa1 ety of faculty involvements in
the SRL's.

Progress Made Toward the Goal
The Project goal relabrig to faculty was expressed this way:

acu evefoprnent toward a more responsive and
supportive role-as a human resource- facilltattrtgsturant-toarrtag-
arld maturation in a wide variety of contexts.

AN the course revisions and developments mentioned above may
be well and-good for their own sake. In terms of the Project goal,
however, faculty development is the central issue, and not new
courses. Thus, the chah9es must be examined for what they say
about faculty.

Certainly the Austin College faculty have been actively involved
during the years of the Project. The type of involvement, indicated in
the examples giVen throughout this report, shows substantial
progress toward the goal. Many changes have occurred in response
to concern for the individual student and in recognition of differences
in needs, styles of operating, and ghats. Thus, the student as more
choices, both Within particular courlses and throughout a ole 4".

program (as ir designing a concentration). This type of ch ge
seems to inditate much faculty moVement in the direction i dicated
by the goal.

At the same time,.with individualization has come, in many
instances, a different role for the %gutty member. Students are

ks. Thif role change is alsoepparent in
Working mare on their own, with correspondingly,serving

. more as guides d resauri
many of the c reforms. .

In the are = of instructional methods,-othhr data support faculty
development. I the spring of 1972, planning for the first in jhe series
of Summer R urce Laboratories, included the drafting of a set of
twenty phr of varied Scope to mmunicate both the purposes
and some of e processes of the L. -Five of these twenty
"objectives" It rather directly Ith faculty development in the area
of instructib I methods: s

To pr 'de faculty with a we range of experSnces In various
types and approaches to jiving.
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To he family acquire sk4ls in various teaching rneitiods and
tecprowes and tn utilizing educational technology

To provide unclerstandmgot the potential of educational
technology and give tac.urty the opportunity to develop skills rn

upng media and the computer_

. To help faculty acquire skills in alternative methods of defining
Astructional objectives.

To help faculty acquire skills in developing and using modules

The planners of the Total I tonal ProjeCt were aware that
previous informal surreys had ealed a great variety of
teaching /learning methods and tyres in use at Austin College.
Hardly any strategies would be entirety new tot campus.

broad -scab al development to support the "Changing
Tasks and R in igher.Educatiort refeffetto in the subtitle of
the Project. ial attention was paid to vales "learning modes"
during the era Summer Resource Laboratories, and progress was
reflected a collection of abstracts of individual faculty efforts and in
reports on program development.

ecognizing that other forrns df evaluatioh and riportinircould
no be counted on to provide systematically foi:information on this

ntl of prograrn development, the Project Office devised
questionnaires based on a preliminary set of faculty abstracts in Q.?
1975. The items on the questionnaires were a cumulative list of the
instructional methods fadulty said they wereintroducing, expanding,
or developing as they worked in e. urse-08 n n i n g duririg the
summers. The intention was to find out how important and
wide-spread these methods and strategies had become and to what
extent they Might indicate the directions of significant change in the
educational program.

Each faculty member was asked to respond -concerning each
course taught during the Fall and Spring Tern of,1974-7 as to which
if any of the approaches on the list were significantly used with that
particular class. Then the Program Director for each of the 21
curricular programs was asked to sumiAarize the results for his
program and to indicate which items on the list had been significantly
increased since`thet,970-71 academic year. The cover memorandum
to Program Directors attempted to focus this inquiry on two broad
questions:

. What is theIDEAS at Austin College educational program like as
to its approachei to teaching and learning?

In this respect, how is it' ifferent from the Austin College
curriculum of 1970-71? 1
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Frofrithebeginning it was recognized that a Survey would
have pertain limitations of scope and, The approaches
listed on names included, so hat arbrtranly, onty
those in the preliminary set of abstracts (there was no
menaon of lectunps, for example) Although jaculty were invited to
add to the list and many did so, the additional items were so variously
worded t they could mot be r asonably summarized: Both the
quelporinair fer faculty and t ose for Program Directors celled for

i personal ludgm= is concemin significance, deliberately avoiding
I. any attempt to define for the e pondents what might pro r

constitute either "significant u e" or "significant increase. hus the
result is a composite picture faculty and Program Director,

. - perceptions regarding a parti l list of strategies, resources, and
methodologies.

_ di/.Tr 1-ihWT tr- - .111. -7 r-

items. The Pict ethat emer es is one of markeincreases in
nd student-active modes o'f instruction-and in the

varied uVe of educational mebia and technology" The most dramatic
,(//increases were in peer teaching, self-pacing, alternate assignments

or atterriate learning tracks in the same-course, games:
and such media as audio tapes, films, slides, and film strips.
Somewhat less ctram'atic but also impressive y.fere4he increases in
student-originated projects in courses, task-Vroup approaches,

instruction, and* of computers, transparencies, and
videotaping.

Independently derived data are available on media use and
production and on interactive computing in the records of the '

Educational Resources and Interactive ComputinqServiceUnits of
the Instit4tional Project. These data. confirm the jUdgmentwor
program managers concerning the radical inwe.e in the' use of
educational technojogy. Media records indicate n increase in All
categories of services ranging from aratio of t ee-to-one to a ratio
of eighteen-to-one duringthe period of the project.

The Interactive Computing Service Unit reported that to5
different programs made major academic use of interactive

the Project.
trpduction of

01-:thaeptf
educatiOal
n to thet/I '

computing-as compared with only marginaluse priori
Applications included use of testing modules and the i
data retrieval applications. The unit's Principalobject
Ipromoting and assisting in the use of computing in th
programappears to have been well realized.. In addit
familiarization pfogram, between one foUrth and one
faculty make occasitinalsuse of interactive computing
to their needs. Attitudinal changes are difficult to a, , but.
reasonable progress is evident in developing an ope ess aid
receptivity to computer-based methods and materials hroughout the
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TABLE I
SURVEY BF INSTRUOVONAI METHODS USED IN THE

21 CURRICULAR PROGRAMS AT AUSTIN COLLEGE 1974-75

instructional Method

Use of educational technology
Slides and/or film strips
Transparencies
Audio tapes
Cinema (movies)

s' Mad programs ,

Mo. of programs Reporting Sign1111-
revering cant 111011111110

. cant use In use conipared
'1574-75 1110-71

tJUrttNUTEt

SinttitEttiOn-games
Videotaping
Live televised instruction // Laboratory; "learning by doing" 16

Use of peer resources
Peer teaching
Group interactive methods

Task group approach
Discussion group approach

Use of problem solving approaches
Use of prbgramed instruction i/
Use of self-pacing competency- level'materi

',Use of alternate tracks in the same course. 18

Use of choices among assignments in course 19
Use of learning contracts

18 12
16 . 10
17 13

8

4

Use of student-planned courses
/ 'Use of student - originated proprojects in

courses ,

Use of conference mode
instruction other than
independent study

Of the twenty-bne cum
crease in the use of this method. resource, o
1970-71 For two of these ComMunicatio
Policy Research there were no compar
others C,ommunication Arts and Geogra
radical expansion and refocusing since 19

individu 'zed
n directed and

urses

14

15

10
10
10
9

14
11

12
7

7

15 10

14 7

ular programs,' the number shown reported a significant in-
ategyy in 1974-75 as compared with
try- ommuracation /Leadership and

rot curricular progritrns in 1970-71 Two
'c Area Studies have undergone very
ft Tpn other programs have been funds-

, mentally redesigned throughout. with varying degrees of curricular revision in the re-
maining programs
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educatiOnal program.
'These separatopeports of the Media and Computing Uoits

reinforce the findirigs of the Instructional Methods Survey All results
clearly ntiate the main conclusiOn there has been broad-scale
acuity t in the direction proposed and fostered by the

4 nstit Project.
n a more general way, results of the Institutional Functioning

k% In and the Institutional Goals Invrtory show that faculty and
std perceive innovation as a commonplace occurrence at
Austin College. The specific nature of the innovations occurring is
trot idtintif(ed in the Inventories, but that should be apparent from the
earlier narrative of this report.

In regard to the SRL, ell evidenCe inAcates that it was an
nvanwhelming cur.nese. In the In-nepth Interviews hnthtficillty and
students cited the'SRL and_this_w_as supported
numerous times-in reports of individual faci.ii-dn their SRL
involvements. An excerpt from the report of the Student-Program
Advisory Committee-illustrates their feelings:

The Summer Resource Laboratories have been very Valuable. In
fact, it is considered suicide to discontinue them ... One
indication of the value of the SRL is the-amount that has been
accomplished each summer, not just in programs, but in the
renewal of people.

Thus, some Students have seen a change in faculty. It appears that
the institution's resources were marshaled effectively, and that the
primary approach used to reach the goal was well received.

-Further evidence of role change is woven throughout faculty
accounts of their experiences. In various places faculty acknowledge
a shift in the use'of their time. Not that any savings in time have been
effected by the Project, but some faculty have indicated that they
now have add take more time for individual assistance to students. In
turn, this out6omepuggesrat faculty have restructured courses,'
and that the restructuring iebeen done in such a way that faculty
roles are more facilitative and supportive.

Problems do remain, one of which is the concern among some
faculty about the extent df their, involvement in the interdisciplinary
core courses. This concern is related to overall workload problems.in
general. The report of the Program and Project Steering Committee
expressed itthis way:

.Ifiroughout the program reports a common theme, perhaps the
number one issue, is time for faculty to do their work .

Related is the expressed frustration of hiving to meet
interdisciplinary demands, with a resulting loss of competence in
the faculty member's area of expertise. Faculty feel they should

o
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give priority in the use ottfrne to their own di/Moline. The
perceived reduction in effectiveness in the discipline is due4o
both an overall time problem and tfie involvement
interdisciplinary activities. The frustration-in being unsati4ied in
one's activities can be debilitating. Also, individuals differ in their
ability to carry on different kinds of activities simultaneously.

Certainty, part of suph a response is natural during a timed, peak
activity, such as the TotaKr,stitutionaLProject. And'the resistance to
core involvements may Also be natural in an e oational program that
has so recently-institutionalized new ones. e resistance may

.decrease on its own as time passes, an other procedures are
instituted that affect overall workload ee next chapter). On the other
hand:some adjustments or lessenin of core tasks may be necessary
in t. e future.

ConclusIbn
As with student role changes, recise documentation of faculty
change is difficult. The case tudy approabh has been used in this
chapter to try.to provide so documentation. The many instances of
individual effort on the part f the faculty membereoannot be denied.
Ag the Faculty Recliew an Advisory Committee observed:

In regard lb the thr goals of the Project, there are some
feelings that the fi t two (st dent andfaculty) have been
achieved, although doc,ume tation is difficult. From an ,

educational poi rit of view, techniques have been followed that
sliquid lead to fostering self-directed leaining and facilitating the
maturation of learning., The use of the techniques can be
doaumenteci.

a.
Moreover,lostaring faculty development is also a process, as is

fostering student self-direction. Perhaps the Austin College faculty is.
not yet to the point on the continuum where there is ease and
advanced capability facilitating self-directed learning on the.part of
students, but progreR:Spes seem to point towitid that direction.
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*-c-Chcipter 4
410

of the Project On the
Institution

Statement and Amplification of the Goal Relating to the Instituttoit
The role of the institution, and change in that role, were considered
crucial in the Total Institutional Project. An obvious faCtor was,the
need for the College to be supportive of the Project activities
undertaken by students and faculty. But there was a fundamental
concern for sustaining the spirit of renewal beyond the period of the
eroject so that change could become a built-in mecha9ism of the
College's operation. The Project goal relating to the institution
expressed this concept:

To develop and implement College-wide structures and modes of
operation which will enable the College to maintain a process of
institutional self-renewal on a long-term, continuing basis.

Many items were included in this broader goal, each a significa t
factor in itself and at the same time a necessary constituent part of
the broader goal:

a. To combine many reform and self-renewal programs, some
common and others uncommon, to forge a unique 1

comprehensive effort involving all members ofan institution and
coordinated from top to bottom (rather than segmentally) over a
four-yea( period.

b. To use multiple means simUltarieously to change an
institutionnew calendar, Summer Resource Laboratories for
retooling courses, infusion of consultants, new govepance and
management systems, new reward for faculty and staff.

c. To work bn administrative role chances and administrator/
faculty relationshipslcpncurrently with educational role
changes and facutty/itudent relationshipi.

d. To strive to gain acceptance of educational research and
development as a part of the career responsibilities of liberal arts
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faculty members and as a means of meeting the future needs for
educational creativity and dership on a broad basis.

e. To dovetail current ti - and finance-limited reform efforts
with newly developed on oing programs so that they become
part of igstitutionalized str ture9 for renewal.

f. To institutionalize the po ntial-for continuing renewal not just.
by lines on an organization chart but also bey nurturing the
capabilities and talents of individuals.

Several of these sub-goals were stated in a ge eral way at the
time the Project was conceived. In the ori nal pfoOosal, the impact
of the PyojeCt on the institution was seen th

This project will ar Austin Colleg
way: \ '

trengtheits
mmcoitment to pi ning and to purpo i I change.-The

.oOntentrated effort-On -srelatively sho. period at t' ) on a _ '

bornprehensive project.(inVolving all aspects of the in itution)
will Providelpitual benefit Ind support for all parts of t e project.
Such concentration, however, demands intensive work and
productivity, Atistin College is ready for jhis peak level ot activity
in order to sustain the significan't progiess and momentum which'
have already developed. _-..

The Colleg&will continue to fulfill its role of educational
leadership17i the Southwest and service to higher education
through this project. The College will be able to aid other
institutions and be benefited ,ltdelf. Media and educational
techndlogy will beiused Wang with cooperative interinstitutional

`programs.'
to establish effective and economically feasible

programs.' .

I

More tlikin anything Le, the quality of the Austin College'
programwittpthe impact of the humanities in elevating value
consciousness of the entire program and the impact oflhe
scieri'das in providing rational methodologies and resources for
all, programs 'will change the substance and the style of the
educational process in significant ways.

. .

.Science and humanitie&education wine improved within each,,
discipline and area. Each eiistingtourse in the sciences and- ,

humanities will be completely redesigned in terms of the ne

. approaches and project goals or will be replaced by new co
or programs. These programs will be individualized to meet
student needs and less formal approaches will be used in bo

'This paragraph refers to interinstitutional partsof the Project which were no -funded--
-,

and thus were not undertaken.
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on and off campus progra

A set of process to effe
goals for ed ion and a
be developed and tested.

harrge in education in terms of new
of new evaluatiOn procedures will
example, the evaluation of faculty

for promotion and tenure must be responsive to the new roles
and the new program. Institutions must understand better the
processes of purpoieful change and strategies for cooperation
and evaluation if they are to survive in this crisis time for
educational institutions.

,',Thti s much was envisioned in regard to the institution. This in
turn called for a variety of approaches to strive toward the goal.

'Approaches Used to Reach the Goal

The "Total" Aspect of the Project
The "totaraspect referred to the attempt of the P o =ct to be
all-inclusive, to involve all parts of the institution in ge. The hope
was that a synergistic effect would occur whereby m change
would take place than would be the ca
projects. It seemed that too often e
because everything else in the lar
Moreover, the total approach mea

-brought together and dealt with as
specializ d isolated indepe

a series of separate-
orts in one area became "lost"

er framework continued as usuak,...
t that all the pieces would be
a whole, a marked contrast to the

ence that ordinarily exist in a
college ith its de ments, course , and special operations.

Tot ass also i cluded an ttitu e or way of thinking about the
College an program, itude xemplified in working
processes. It w do we" e hasis on working together, with
all realizing that ev onshared c mon goals in advancing the
College, that all were 'n it togethe . The climate became one of
working together and change.

Further, increasingly the economics of operation was becoming.
a factor. Separate operations had the potential to accumulate costs
and problems that could be almost impossible to handle. Thus, an
approach was needed thatitould be more flexible and move more
quickly to make impact on the entire institution. Technically, the
Project appeared as an operation outside the mainstream of the
College's yearly activities. Most Project involvements came in the
summer. During the year, the Project Office monitored progress,
worked on plans for the next summer, and had direct relations with
advisory groups and individuals. Operationally, hOweverTthe Project
was much More complicated and even seemeda paradox. In one
sense,\ it was a separate undertaking given high priority, and in
another sense, it was the basic operation of the College, With the
educational program already legislated and being implemented by the,



..
,

Project, the Project'tkas integral to the everyday routine of the
College; yet it was new, subject to experimentation, change and
improvement. Tbelegular college program with faculty, students, .

deans, and committees was involved, with individuals performing
usual functions, but also, ith people studying and evaluating what
was being done and planning next steps. Rolei were changing and i

the frustration with the mix of the old and new roles resulted both in
attempts to perform n w roles or techniques and in slipping back into
old patterns. Thus, t Project was operating the College "as usual"
in terms of the regul r schedule of events, and simultaneously it was
also providing a whole new impetus for change. This mixture was
symbolized by the existence of the Program and Project Steering
Committee, a group of administrators who assured the fusing of
Project and regular activities. Such fusiri_g underscored and provided '
a means for the totalness of the Project.

And the totalness of the went beyond strictly
Project-related activities. Impact c e on other College operations,
primarily through the participation of the Project Director and the
Project Coordinator in the regular Governing Council, Committees,
and Workshops of the College. Furtht, the Project Director, as Dean
of Educational Research and Development, was responsible for
processing proposals for other projects, such as Student Originate
Studies and individual faculty research.projects He alsdwas a
participant and counselor in procedures for the development of
career plans for individual faculty (explained later in this chapter).
Thus, the Project Was truly a major resource activity for identifying
issues, providing ideas, and maximizing opportunities for the'total
coll e operation.

Offf of Educational Research and Development
Prio to the beginning of the Project, Austin'6ollege established the
Offi e of Educational Research-and Development. The position of
De n of Educational Research and gpvelopment was created and
fill d by Frank Edwards. He was'also named Project Director in the
pr posal to the NEH and the NSF.

With the creation of this Office and pOsition, the College
r cognized the important role of creative leadefship fie the Project
a d for striving toward the Project goal relating to the institution.

us, a Project Director was not just simply named. I d, a
sition was created that would have broader and Ion asting

mifications for the College; with the Project directorship being one
f the responsibilities involved. .

The role of the Dean of Educational Research and DevelopiTlent .

as defined in terms of responsibility for-educational planning and
development, for providing leadershi nd information on issues and

... .
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trends in higher education, and for helping to maintain a climate of
creative develbpment for ideas and innovations dealing with
educational problems and issues. The Dean of Educational Research
and Development coordinated the planning o ucational projects,
proposed programs, and assisted in the pre ation of projects on
college-wide prOgrams and issues. For exa le, he Worked with and
assisted faculty in ttte development of research and educational
projects,,coordinating-these prior to the submission of proposals-He
assisted with the proposals, the evaluations of the research, and the
operation of projects where required. In this and other ways he
served as a resource person in the Career Development program and
represented the College in many interinstitutional cooperative
projects. By being an-ex-officio member of the College's Governing
Council and a member of the Executive-Office,-the Dean had the
opportunity to make input and help raise issues so that the College

.woyld be kept aware and in a climate of creativity and innovation.
, The creation of the Office of Educational 'Research and

Oevelopment illustrated a problem'that many others in complex
'organizations had identified: the tendency fOr routine operations to

,/ absorb the time of the line-operating executive, leaving inadequate
time for planning and creativity functions. The experience of Austin
College over two decades confirmed this tendency as a problem,.
Consequently, in each period of the College's major curricular and
program revisions, eeparate committees and task forces Were
organized, thus separating people from their regular operations for
the study and creative p anning. (The traditional self-study process

, for reaffirmation of accr ditation is designed along this same pattern
of separate committees nd planning operations.) Thus, the central
leadership for the Total I stitutional Project was likewise separated
from the mainstream of n-going operations:through the
establishment of the ffi e of Educational Research and
Development. At the a e time, the Office was related to the building
of a stronger and m re reative operating structure and process for
the College.

Consultants, the Adv ory Panel, and the 125th Anniversary'
Commission
Basic to the Project was the use of a variety of people to bring to the
College an impact from the broader world of higher education.
Consultants were certainly important in the Summer Resource
Laboratories, as they brciught inforination and ideas as a resource for
the College's Project.

A second approach has involved-the use of recognized
authorities to critique the Project in light of their background and
understanding; This was expressed structurally through the Advisory
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Panel, described in Chapter I The use of the Panel was a test of the
hypothesis that using consultants collectively over an extended

riod of time would be of breteer benefit to the College than using
em only singly or for a lint* time

The Panel's liaison role to tr* fun ng agencies was very loosely
construed by the Panel and was oc primarily in guiding the
evaluation of the Project. With the Panel, outsiders who nonetheless
had become familiar with the College and.versed in the progress of
the Project were available for help, in formulating evaluation plans4md
for actual participation in evaluatio9.

This experiment .in the use of consultants was a most helpful
device. It not only gave the College better use of consultants over a
three-year period, where continuity and getting to know college'
and one another weril extremely helpful, but also the t effect of
the Advisory Panel was beneficial, with the interplay --e n the
differences of °pillion that surfaced as issues were fa being
instructive. The liaisorTiole to the funding agencies brought degree
of objectivity and "arms length" evaluation to the process. in Mb
regard, thePanel was especially helpful in identifwg criteria and
establishing procedures for the interview part of tiTe evaluation plan.
The Panel's own evaluation of the Project is contained in a separate

, report submitted to the funding agencies.
A third approach to these of outsiders occurred during the time

of the Project, though it was not directly a part of it. This was the
25th Anniversary Commission ofOlustin College. Created by the

rd of Trustees, the Commission was composed of 125 people with
arious backgrounds and areas- of-expertise. Some had particular

i teres0 in programs, while others had special constituency
lationships. .

The Commission accepted a three-part charge from the Trustees, .
M to review the College's educational program and to make
recommendations for plartnieg next steps, (2) to broaden and
trengtheri the College's constituencies, and (3) to focus attention on
ustin College during its 125th anniversary celebration. To
ccomplish these objectives, the Commission was organized into two
ets of cOmmitteespiogram c mittees and constituencies v

mmittlais. In addition to mission and its functrats, there '
as also a campaign p celebrate t 25th an iversary.

1Conducted by t 'stees, the Develo t Com scion, and staff,

?help

campaign ht to raise 512,5' m' n, much of hick was to
?help endow and nderwrite the pr rams of the

For the Total nstitutional Pr t and the 125th nniversary year
to cbincidewas a rticularly Urdu, 'us circumsta . It gave'an

. unusual opportun ty to communica to the constitu cy groups the
complex and in ative, programs ich were emergi from the

, .



Project and its installation of the IDEAS educational program. For
example, there were several specipl events which provided
communication and education for the College's constituencies.
Publicity material for the 125th anniversary added to the broader
public understanding. The 125th Anniversary Commission concluded
its-work with a report to the Board of Trustees entitled "Bridges to the
Future." This report and related Commission matenals have been fed
into the Project processes as additional critique and, suggestions for
consideration in efrogNeain adjustment.

Professional Development of Faculty and Staff
Prov ng resources for personal renewal certainly was done through

e Project, especially its Summer Resource Laboratory. This was
so considered apart of the College renewal aimed for the

institutional goal.
At the time the Project began, the College was in the early stages

of planning and developing a Career DevelopMent Program whereby
faculty and staff needs for growth would be coordinated with the
institution's needs. Self-fulfillment of the individual's own professional
goals was to be facilitated through the continuous support of the
College.

The Total Institutional Project and Career Development Program
were related both substantively and philosophitally from their
beginnings. An early statement of that relationship came during an
April 13, 1972, meeting before either of the Project's supporting
grants was awarded and before the Austin College Board of Trustees
had taken official action to approve the Career Development
Program When a question was raised about possible faculty
reluctance to participate in one of the self-assessment and retraining
pr res of the first Summer Resource Laboratory, the Project
Dir or's response was an unequivocal expression of the
re ponship:

We should not present the Project and the summer activities AS
Something apart from the continuing relationship of a faculty
member to Austin College, In the Career Development Program,
-that type of growth will be infused into the relationship sill whole
-and not as a separate summer activity. -

The Project will be the strongest way for a faculty member to get
at \he business of.Career Development.

. Or, e another way, the concept of the SRLthe College's .

helping utty develop professionally within a framework of joint
that meets the needs of both the individual and the

be institutionalized in the Career Development

1 1 0



, Career /Development emerged from the College's concern-for
faculty and other program personnel in today's changed situation in
higher education, changed in terms of the concept of tenure, job
markets, evaluation, obsolescence, creativity, salary and economic
conditions, and new roles and career requirements, especially in the
small liberal arts college. These all combined to bring new thinking
about faculty and staff, the key to the quality and creativity of the
Coliegeand what itcan do for students.

Accordingly, a task force was appdinted to work on these
problems. As a result of that and other staff work, the Board of
Trustees took 'Major actions regarding the College's personnel policy,
all interrelated and in some ways touching on the Career
Development Program.

There'was a reinterpretation of the College's concept oftener's).
Professional development of the faculty member was built into the

.Career Development Program and required of all faculty, tenurecrand
non-tenured, and other program staff personnel. In this way the
College began assuming the risk of keeping a f4culty creative rather
than relyifg on turnover of young faculty. It wag the risk of having a
high percentage of tenured faculty and the risk of having higher
salaries fir older faculty. Careful evaluation and standards-for
promotions and tenure would be needed, and tte decisions and
administration of these judgments would have tb be handled carefully
because Of the long-term implications fpr the quality and creativity 8f

the fac . At the same time, the changed job market situation with _

the surpl of doctorates meant alternative career develbpment plans
were ially important.

A n compensation standard was designed to insure that the
College would build in salary levels that would be realistically
competitive. The rntillaum target foF average faculty compensation is
the mean compensation in twenty other institutions specially ed
for a balance among the various types of colleges and univdfsities
with which Austin College competes for faculty. Salaries of individual
faculty are based on the contribution that the faculty member makes
to the College and on the merit of that individual's performance and
-contribution, adding to the security of the new tenure policy.

The Career Development Program itselfbecarrie a process for \:,
each faculty member to document-his understanding of his present
role and responsibilfty al Austin College. Career planning ind
evaluation became the key factor in promotion and tenure question*.
The faculty member must be specific about his personal goals and
plans for professional development, and propose a specific plan for
the next four years. He works out the career developmeht plan with
his Program Executive (Area Chairman), and there is also available a

development courfselor. appointfid frOm the tenured faculty,

l
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and others to assist the facul ty member in thinking through and
planning his career development. This process is done on a four to
five year cycle and a basic element in the individual's self-renewal
processes incorporated into the total program bf Austin College.

The Career Development process takes somewhat the same
approach thainthe College uses with students for personal
goal-setting and educational plans and applies a to faculty. It also
attempts to match the personal goals of the individual with the
institutional goals and priorities and educational needs. When both
personal goals and institutional goals are Coordinated, the personal
fulfillment of the individual contributes also to the development and
the success of the College. This process then results in the
individual's plan for short term study leaves, special projects, writing
a book, research, sabbaticals, etc. The individual's plan is
coordinated with the College's plans, schedules, and ability to help
underwrite portions of the specific plans. The plan becomes a
conscious and specific effortlor the personal_ growth and .

development of the individual faculty member in the context of the
College's capability. .

In terms of the Total Institutional project-the Career
Development Program attempts tO proificierin a more personal way for
the individual faculty member to Continu4professional development
along some of the carefully considered d relevant ways that were
part of the Summer Resource kaboratoty. (Even*group approaches
either during the year or in the summer are still possible.) The-- . '

Summer ResOUrce Laboratory was very important in initialing faculty
into processes of personal goal-tietting and evaluation. ..

Thus, what is happening in highereclucalion, what is releVant for ,
the College, and what is relevant.for the individual are all parts of the .1

context for the continuing career development concerns. Career
development becomes the-essence of fighting the problem of
obsolescence. With the career development process really working,
both for the individual and for.the institution, it is one of the keys to
individual and institutional self renewal.

Goal-setting, Evaluation, and Renewal on the Program Level
One of the meld signiScant contnbutions of the Project to long-term ,

institutional renewal was exposing faculty to and giving them
experience in the process of goal-setting and ev in relation to
programs. This came about through the Su cce
Laboratories, first in regard to core program then wig; respect
to departmental programs. In the original proposal to NEH and NSF.
there was a management and structural element to deal wjth these
issues and to institutionalize the piocesess. Thatelentent. hpwevei,
was not funded. A ,6 ,
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Yet the College knew h to deal with this basic problem. Thus,
without Project funds, th Col e expanded on what had begun in
the Summer Resource L borat ries in terms of program renewal.
This was done by desig ng and installing new governance and
program management systems.

Austin abllege has a history-of concern for effective operational
structure and management, and a great/deal of experimentation had
occurred over the past two decades or more, In more recent years,
however, the change process had greatly acceleratedchange in the
conditions and responsibilities of college operations and
interrelationships, in fast-moying external conditions, and in the
imposing of legal restraints ind affirmative action responsibilities.
Neither the former faculty goverilance in the "town hall meeting"
approach nor the authoritarian approach of a president,
characteristic especially of the small liberal arts college. seemed
feasible any longer. Any combination of the two did not really suffice
to.deal with the modern problems of a college and its leadership and
management. Related was the changing role of Trustees, both in
terms of corporate and legal responsibilities and liabilities, as well as
constituency representation and participation, and in heavier burdens
of institutional finance. Such changes created new concerns for ways
to preserve the values of the former systems and ways to design a
structure and management progranYthat provided for creative
programs and leadership and also for effective but flexible methods
of operation adequate to deal with rapidly changing conditions.

the OPENS there was agreement that, although \
l i e study of . - --, .., and structural problems, there

after program changes had beenbe no *lion until a

:-z-
I f. IF-SE t

legislated it was understood thatlegislated through the regular
the stiicture was to be basically er of the Board of Trustees'

ethod of sharing its respo . I ... for goverhance with faculty,<-1\ic_
administration, and students. A. ingly, the issue of structure was
a matter of recommendations by the President to the Board after
study and staff work had been handled through members of the
College community.

Thus, after the new educAtional programs had been legislated in
1971, a process of study and eseerimentation was undertaken-
regarding the problemslef structure, governance; and management.

different Models for gbvernin boards were studied. Related were
In meetings and faculty and students during] 973,

struggles with different ifitalgement philosophies and techniques,
such as management by o*ctives and program budgeting, and with

* paradoxes related to management, such as the necessity for change
versus the natural human tendency to resist change, or the
reconciliation of broad participation with strong and responsible -
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leadership The Board of ustees established a Committee on
structure and govern ce, and it both worked omits own and
reviewed the proceSses of various other committees and their work

Finaliy, all the studies and staff work were consolidated, but no
char direction seemed to emerge Thus, a Board of Governing
Councils was established as an experimental way of t some = al
approaches in relating all of the then existing as
bringing in certain other individuals T oup once a
month for an entire year, r what was h mg nationally in

_terms of col ance and look, anus alternative = ,

ng to find a structure and ign that would be
appromatitior Austin College. This process proved to be a very
one for gaining understanling attout the complexity of the pr
However, it was also frustratir*because there ed to
theoretical model that came to gnps fund
and at the Same time was practical in the Aueet , situation.
Through some additional staff work, a different approac

'designed. This approach considered the governing process more
from the standpoint of individual program units and used them as
building blocks to design the system The Board of Trustees then had
to define the structures in such a way that it could share the
governance responsibility. This resulted in the establishment of the
Governing Council and the Program Management system.

Four elements are Invotved in the new governance structure and
in the Program Management Systems These are a comprehensive
partnership style, program operation and processes, basic stance
and policy,lind sharing of responsibifity.

\ a Comprehensive Partnership Style =

As mere cooperative approaches are employed in the
teaching ming sithationso too are similar strategies being
adopted in he operational side of tie College This
comp( = = srve partnership style means that a total approach is
taken in rd to the College's organization and structure.
Everyo from trustees to students to constituencies-r6 is-
involv for effective and efficient use of human and financial
resou es. There can tht4§ be a creative and individual force,
yet al a coordinated mix and team. Prcicesses can be

° inst lonalized so that the College has an identity and role Of
its n, and still there can, be capitalization on thelndividual
in we and crietoef eople.

ad-Piocesset
...:=-Kerterlherotiram Mantigement $p.oach and fitting it into

* -

e broader governingsnit cture is-defining each "program" or
operating unit byfunction or assignment and then considering
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how to put those program units together is.selfding blocks for
the structure. Basic also is the striving toward a creative
approach in each program unit where it counts most and,where ,

the people most ncemed with the program are. The "Program Vi

Director" is r nsible for the program unit and has an advisory
committ or input and evaluation. Each program unit assumes
the assn ad responsibility, setting goals required to carry out
the program activities, and defining both the necessary %

resources to accomplish the tasks and evaluation procedures for
determining how well it was done. This operation calla upon the
faculty to serve the College and carry out its operation at the
broadest base and as the crucial point of quality for the individual
program. .

Administrative units for programOperation and coordination.
are grouped into four areas or divisionsHumanities, Sciences, ,
Sociiitciences, and Edticational Advisiiig. Each area is headed
by an ecutive responsible for thei5rogram budget and '

operation of the division. The Program Executive shares as
appropriate with each program director the tools needed for
carrying out the ptogram and the challenge to have a creative
program of excellent quality.

A matrix type of structure is a part of the Program
Management system to increase understanding of the
interrelated nature of the many programs and staff assignments.
Fundamental to this matrix is the concept of multiple
assignments (the "wearing of two or more hats': and indeed
being responsible to several people for different phases of the
program). It also provides a home base for each faculty member
in his field or discipline program. The matrix is also a method of
identifying thd number of multiple assignments and the workload
for the individual faculty member, Ond keeping both in a proper
'balance.

,The coordination and communication regarding the program
are trteinitial responsibilitrattia Program Director and the
PrOgrEim,Executive, although the Administrative.Secn3tariat is
ultimately responsible to see that staff work it completed and the
overall institutional goals and stance of the College are being
met. ..

One of these other devices is an administrative coordination
group, the ,Administrative Secretariat. Composed of the foul
Program Executives, thestiean, and,the College Secretary, the
Administrative Secretariat lathe Official and College-wide way"of
documenting and communicking decisions by program units.'"
'Also, budget and other resouraiyare brought to bear through
the Secretariat and its relatedixeCative operations.

. 'tk:
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The Program Management System is designed to produce
for each program unit a statement of understanding about its
assignment, a statement of its goals, program activities or tasks
to accoiTpliSh its goals, an inventory of resources requested and
made available to carry out its program, and an understanding of
the evaluation process and reporting of its accomplishment: If
this succeeds, then much will have been accomplished. And the
accomplishments will be a direct outgrowth and extension of the
processes initiated by thaProject.

Further, the Program Management processes are scheduled
on a short-range (this year and next) basis as well as a longer,
five-year basis. Results are tote coordinated and summarized by
the Program Executives. Thus,- the Program Management System
has the potential to produce a full statement of the College's
program and operation, the type of statement us to the
regional accrediting body. Accordingly, with th elp.of the
Southern Association of Schools and Colleges, Austin College is
using its Program Management System as a non-traditibnal
approach to self-study for 1965-1975. Much work done for
evaluation of the Prqject is belniused in the non-traditional
self -study ,Austin College believes that this approach is more
appropriately focused and will demonstrate the quality of the
program in meeting more theKthe traditional standards of basic
accreditation. It may also, with the help of the Southern
Association staff in analyzing the procedures and results, provide
some clues to a better approach for the'self-study process in the
creative liberal arts college.

c. BasicStance and Policy
'Basic changes in program or policy, especially as they affect

several program units or the fundamental stance of the College,
must go through the proper legislative channels. A program
change Within the program units responsibility which does net
affect others, can be made by the PrOgram Director, with the
coordination and assistance of the Admin%trative Secretariat.
All changes are reviewed by the Administrative Secretariat,
and any major change in the educational program becomes 'a
legislatisie matter for the Governing Council. While the Program
Director, with any assistance from his advisory committee and his
Program Executive, does the staff work for the legislative
process, the Adlninistrative Secretariat determines the adequacy
Of that staff work on the legislative matter (and also on some
.college-wide matters with .,a task force or other committeework
required before it proceeds further,in the legislative process).
When adequate staff work has been accomplished, then the
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matter goes to the Governing Council.
The Governing Council is composed of elected faCulty and

student representatives and includes administrators and staff
representatives. Also, a Trustee-in-Residence and the President
are ex-officio members: There are two safety valves in the

. legislative process. One is an elected Faculty Review and
Advisory Committee which serves as a "watch dog" for the
faculty on legislative matters, especially those dealing with
curriculum. ,This committee has the right to ask for
:reconsideration of a legislative matter or even to ihitiate an
appeal procedure. Such procedures mely evolve after, faculty'
'discusSionS and go to the Board of Trustees..A.seocind group is
the Student Program Advisory Committee,tbmposed of elected
students and officers. The student grOup functions in a manner
parallel to that of the faeultycommittee, with particular interest in
matters affecting campus life.

Any item, within a single unit or not, which affects the basic
stance of fhe College must go from the Governing Council to the
Board bf Trustees for cOnsideration.The &lard of Trustees thuS

,

. retains legislative responsibility-fop major policy items.
.

d. Sharing of Responsibility
Institutional leadership and administrative matters were

carefully considered by the Board of Trustees, especially after
they considered the role of Trusteel in providing the contint*

3 corporate responsibility. and leadership necessary for
perpetuating the role of the College. A considerable amount of
diScuestoRincused 2n the way the Board itself operated-, how the
Board was staffed to carry out its operations, and how much -

delegation and sharing of responsibility was possible in terms of
-campus operation. Thus; as seen in the principleS already
enunciated, thiGoverning Council was created to serve as the
on-CanitItis legislative body. For the parallel operational side, an
Executive Office was established composed of the President and
other designated executives. The Adthinistrative Secretariat was'.
designated as the device for coordination, communication, and
expediting of campus operations.

A separate Corporate Office.was also established, composed
of the President and certain other executives, to be concerned
more closely with the operation of the Board of Trustees, finance,
construction, and development. These activities are broad
corporate and institutional matters where Trustee involvement is
more crucial. The corpOrate executives work with the Trustees
and &So call oninany 'of the administrators and faculty membe
within the college campus community to assist with corpora
matters.
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In both the Corporate Office and Executive Office, the
concept of the multiple executive or team approach is used ThiS
means that although the President is responsible, his/
responsibility is shared with the other executives for their
respective areas of responsibility They operate both indiVidually
with multiple responsibilities delegated by the President, and
collectively as a multiple executive team. This same principle of
shared respoWsibility and the team approach applies at other
levels in carrying out the various program operations of the
College.

One of the significant principles througho the thi 1! - nd
design of the structure and of pr ement has been
the use of students and sharing of = sponsibility with them. The
traditional student government wa abolished a number of years
ago, and undoubtedly the flue e of students in the

igovernance process and in the oject has been significant.
Students are involved in each of t program advisory
committees, and their input at that level is broad and significant.
And there are other more obvious and more specific
involvements of students. These include the Governing Council,
the Residence Halls, and the Student Affairs Office, staffed by
students and a part of the community living operation. Another is
the Student Development Board through which students are
involved in the development of the College, both in terms
student recruiting and funding. These student invol ants are
seen as significant educational opportunities for rrying
responsibility not otherwise usually encou91er6d by students
during their college careers.

- The interest in self renewal is cially evident in the
Board's sharing of responsibility in the structure and the program
management system. However, it is also included in the Board's
own cycle of review and evaluation. The Board is a working
group, and each year it examines a major part of the College's
operation. Over a four-year period, the Board studies the entire
College program and operation. That kind of involvement at the
highest level helps to assure renewal.

The Program Management System attempts to buildin the
planning and creativity at the first line of program operations.
Because the risk is high (in terms of the experience70 business,
government, and the College itself) in instituting 'planiting and
creativity at the operational level, the College has treated the
office of Educational Research and Development at isafeguard
to insure the continuation of creativity Yet why shouldn't the
people who know the problems best, and who are the source of -
many of the best ideas, be able to give the creative leadershiprlf
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the system is proper, it ould encourage that type of creativity.
Such a broad based effo is worthwhile: and creative
procedures, forces, and adership are possible.

Progress Made Toward the Gal
It is important to keep in mind he broad goal concerning the
institution:

To develop and imolemen College-wide structures and-mudesof---
. operation which Will enab the College to maintain a process ci
institutional self-renewil n-a ldng-term, continuing basis.

The preceding section tempts to show that "structures and
modes of operation" were indeed developed and implemented. One
of the modes of operatibn concerned the totalness of the Project, and
evidence that the Project was indeed total came through the In-Depth
Interviews. There faculty indicated that it was not apparent which part
of the institution benefited most from the Project. This result seems to
indicate that the Project had a pervasive impact throughout the
College.

But as for continuing renewal, more is needed. Obviously, the
Office and position of Dean of Educational Research and
Development are crucial for the College in terms of its educational
creativity and leadership. Both will be maintained. Although the
position is vacant at the moment, the functions are shared by several
people in the, interim before a replacement is made. The Board of
Trustees is serious about this kind of educational leadership and has
already made proposals for the endowment and financial
underwriting of this position and program. On a broadir basis, the
function is now supported with a large group of facultand staff who
have had experience and acquired skills in educational creativity:

In terms of outside review and input from others, two new
programs are emerging. First, a new constituency program will
involve alUmni, the church constituency, parents, and residents of the
local area. This program is being implemented at the present time
and has particular significance in that the Trustees are also adjusting
their structure with advisory committees for each constituency group
reporting directly to the Board of Trustees. The program for each
constituency group then will be carried out along the lines of three
objectives: (1) getting understanding of the College, of education, of
programs; (2) providing external leadership for the College and
providing opportunities for involvement of constituency groups;. and
(3)AproViding students with the opportunities of educational-choice,
and providing money, both in terms of annual giving and in terms of
long-term endowment and estate planning. This program will work to
proVide a truly interactive process of mutual understanding and
service between the-College and a very, specifically identified group



s *,
of individuals who believe in and are concerned about education and
who are in turn served by the College,,This re-organized and
re-vitalized constituency base will serve as a foundation for the future
development of the College. - ..

Second, the Board of Visitors and Advisory Panel concepts are
being fashioned into a grdup of advisors and visitor ho will assist
the three major academic areas of the College: Scien ocial
-ScienCesrand-Humanities-This prograrn_willte further drei .and installed,rieid year.

1

All of this effort ,emphasizes the total institutional approach to
-,

knowing what is happening in the area of higher education and the
impact that it should haVelhrough'critique, advice, and consultants
on a continuing basis. The College can benefit by being aware of
those issues, while at the same time identifying the constituency
group in order to have an impact on them-by providing programs
relevant to the needs of the constituency. Such two-way interaction
can help assure the self-renewal, relevance, and perpetuation of
Austin College.

Regarding the professional development of facyty and staff, the
Career Development Program.is now fully operiatiohal. In addition,,
outside funding has recently been secured toiupport the/program.

., The Advisory Panel identified both strengths and weaknesses of the
current program. Also, however, it assessed the priority of the

rogram for the College: 0,-

Career Development fortunately is being considered topriority
-* for funding efAiistin. This is essential both from the aspect of

self-renewal which is a basic principle on which the college is
operating, but also because of the continuing neviskills that the
faculty wi ha e to acqUire in order to maintain the changes that
have alrea place and the continuing change that is how
also a b: procest at the college. I,

G tting and evaluation of programs will be continuing
thr gh the Program Management System and new governance

tem. The System will be installed fully through the College's
Non-Traditional Self-Study now underway and scheduled for
completion, for 1976.

Frustration in the governance and management systernstomes
out very strongly in the In-Depth tnterviews, and the Institutional
Functioning/inventory shows a relatively low rating in the item
"democratit governance." But it must be remembered that
governance\ and management changes were delayed purposefully for
one year so thaducational changes could proceed. Further delays
were caused bY lack of funding, solved only recently with the
securing of a grant from the Kellogg Foundation. Thusthese systems
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still need time to mature opOrationally, thougkitcan safely be

reported that the structures are now in place.

Conclusion
As the Faculty Review and dvisoNCornmittee noted, this

lipstitutional goal concerns projection, and progress toward it really
7.an be assessed only with the passage of time.

, There are, structures,/present -at all levels of theCollege, though

some in different forms, to contipue on amore routine and regular
basis the dynamic of renal generated by the Project. Progress in
implementing these st*tureis should dome now that the focus of

attention is on then)/
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Chapter5

Strategies and Insights: An Overview
In this overview section, it should be noted that although this report

-describes the Austin College Total Institutional Project around three
broad goals, still there were many overlapping approaches that
applied to more than one go). For example, interdisciplinary
approaches were obviously relevant to both student and faculty role
changes, and structural changes involved every level of the
community' Six interdisciplinary core courses were installed,
evaluated, and redesigned with the support of the Project, Individual,
courses were redesigned in nearly every department, and some
departments restructured their whole curricula to promote amore
active and individual learning process,

One of the major overall issues is-concerned with reporting and
evaluation Austin College has tried diligently to collect "hard data"
to substantiate what happened during the Project Several different i
consultants were used in this area, and countless meetings were
held. There were participant questionnaire evaluations of three
Summer Resource Laboratories and'of most subdivisions within
these laboratories, as well as evaluative reports by the leade ship.
Diiring two Summers each faculty participant evaluated his qir her
progress against goals set in the process of application an
n goliation, and during one summer student interviewer conducted

evaluation using sampling techniques. Each core courst uses
development evaluation by student questionnaires and leadership
reports each time it is offered as a bass-for further curricular
revision Each faculty member's performance in each,course is pow
routinely evaluated by student questionnaires. Also, each academic
prqgram is evaluated annually under the guida e of a Program
Advisory Committee and in relapon"to a serof- rograin goals subject
to the review of that Cfrimittee.-The Prqjecre,Advisory Panel had in l
on-going evaluativwfunction as well as an important role in
summative evaluation and reporting.'fihe Panel reviewed preliminary
plans for summative evaluation andgave advice concerning
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alternatives and implementation, supervised the In-Depth Interview

procedure conducted by professional interviewers, and
independently prepared their own oral report to the campus
community and written report to the funding agencies and the

College Further evaluation procedures Included annual
administration of the IFI, IGI and other questionnaire instruments,

Laod reviews of preliminary evaluation materials by separate groups

representingresenting student, faculty, and administrative viewpoints Other
rtinent materials inCludee set of abstracts of faculty activitiel in

the Summer Resource-Laboratories and a survey of status and

change in instAictto ethods
There is abun nt evidence of more individualization, pf the

more active participation of students, of a broadening of t scope of

student development with which faculty are involved, of mo varied

and more student-active modes of instruction and learning, a of a

rapid growth in th.e acceptance and use of evaluative procedures

throughout the Co Ileglitst observers see moderate success in

fostering student self ion; and the increases in participation,
evaluation, and accountability seem to promise achievement of the

goal of continuing institutional self-renewal
Still, the documentation of role change is difficult outside the

case study and illustrative example approach used in this report

i Au Win College can claim to know very little for sure as a result of the

,Project evaluation It is difficult to document attitudinal changes

without longitudinal studies Perhaps the comparativ&studies
anticipated in a separate intennstitutiorial part of the original proposal

might have given more definitive answers, but that part was not

funded and might have been premature And there will always be

more to be done in regard to each goal of the Prbject. They will never
be attainable once and fie all It is a process one we will never

complete Yet, we do haveliome evidences and even feelings about
what has happened so far Others, many others, have already asked

us about these feelings
It was originally intended that a section of the report would

present the perspectives and subActive evaluations of Dr Frank C

Edwards Project Director and Dean of Educational Research and
Development until his untimely death in .141y of 1975 The special .

perspectives of the College President would then haVe been in a

separate section Because the President succeeded to the role of
Project Director when the Project was nearly completed this section

serves for the two parts originally planqed, pulling together and

meshing the insights and perspectives of various leaders of the

College and the Project.
Here we want to relate our thoughts and feelings abOut t has

happened For some of the items mentioned, there a e no dal rom ..
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strict evaluation procedures to either confirm or deny what is written
But the conclusions are based on our experience and we.think we
can support these from that experience and our understanding of rt
With that perspective we here lift out what seem to be the most
significant factors among the programs and processes of the Austin
College Total Institutional Project

A.

Programs
As indicated earlier in this report, pr m changes have been
nuperous and, in some cases, quite dramatic Much has been done,
and this is reported primarily in Chapter I of this report We do not
attempt to repeat that here but we do want to express some insights,
concerns and feelings about particular issues and programs

Liberal Arts Philosophy Throughout Its history Austin College
has affirmed and reaffirmed the value of a liberal arts education
Today, too in the IDEAS program the liberal arts are dominant
During the course of the Protect however there were times when the
concept of liberal arts education faded into the background
Similarly some felt that the encounter with the arts and sciences"

:was not appropriately emphasized to students Too often ertner
the arts or sciences were neglected in a student s program This
perhaps was quite normal during a time of intense activity and focus
of attention on educational role changes and corresponding
development of alternative instructional techniques But perhaps
also this was a failing of tFle Project Now with the Project
conclusion, effortS are progressing to recognize anew the liberal arts
education and what that means for the student and the College
program such as faculty involvement on core and interdisciplinary
courses

Mentor Somewhat surprising is the degree of success of the
mentor system In the beginning the role otymentor was viewed as
one requiring sensitive skill and demanding new training for the
faculty That retraining has apparently been quite successful But r

the success" the mentor is surprising it is a most welcome surprise
The mentor is key in many ways to the IDEAS at Austin College
programthrough the personal reiationship with the student and the
impact that can have on the student s entire view of college and
through the mentors guidance in serious educational planning by the
student, especially in the situation of increased degree options and
decreased prescription Thrs one-to-one relationship of mentor and
student is a source of real strength for the entire program

Freshman Year Calendars and Core The supportrv*, integrated
approach to the student's first year on campus is still viewed as a
pOtenttal for achieving new educational effectiveness The new
calendar arrangements and the _core course:S, with their
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contemporary and value-oriented emphases are considered crucial
Dealing with self-understanding is critical also

Berkman Method and Seminar There ras been not a little
disappointment co?iCerning the B rkman tecnridue and Its failure to
be stimulating to students There are some no cations that ineffective
use and follow-up have been part of the problem FacbIty use as by
departrfientai groups showed better results St II a technique to
increase understan"ding of sief and others such as the Birkman can
be most useful for some students.

instrtsc.tional Methods Modules c mloetency lejels peer
teaching media, the computerall th e and othersare used more
commonly throughout the educationa program nowi The faculty
know much more about different instructional meth ds but still nave

rt,more learning to do too For example >ve have lea ed that the
effective use of media does not mean lust adding aLfilm to a course

VI fact in some cases students have beer turned off by media. lt
could be that media are useful when thought of as teaching devices

but not as effective her, approached from the viewpoint Of learning
Much of what i.e have learned can be summarized by using one

more exarrplthe Austin Teacher Program Inaugurated in 1968 it is

tne College s award-winning five-year teacher education program
ending in a Master s degree for the student The future teacher gets a
thorough grounding in liberal education as does any other Austin
College student At the same time, the prospective teacher observes

in public schools and progresses through various participations,
Including analytical discussions of teaching methods work as a
teacher aide and gcadualty to larger tasks in actual teaching to an

internship ih full day-to-day respohsitoility for instriktion Experiences
are videotaped and analyzed by the student and peers Ineffective
how-to-teach courses prevjously offered are eliminated The

Teacher Education faculty guide the students by facilitating peer
interaction anokby holding indivieual conferences in which learning
contracts,are fdrMulated and modules are selected to obtain

Thus It is e to see
competencies i

that some of the Austin Teacher emphases

C" are common to t Proppt and IDEAS program These include a
thorough ground r5 1iberal education as a foundation,
individualization dcfrn0 ency levels student involvement
experiential learni t in 'new approaches (modules), attention to

affective feaWres no pee interaction Moreover now the Austin
Teacher Probram i dusting in ways that may--signaT also the next
step for the larger p ram modules-are being used more on a_
suppiementl basis. and Were is'to be more structure for beginning
students with gradua0.rnovement of the students into doing more on

their own
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Processes

All along processes have been emphasized in the Project The idea it
that the way something is done is just as important as what is done,
perhaps even more important This relates tosttitudes, to the
recognition that responding sensitively to affective dimensions of
behavior can be an incentive and important motivation

Accordingly, the way the Project went about stimulating change
may be the key to what happened Some of these ways have been
rdentified throughout this report and are summarized here

Coordinating Institutional Strategy Austin College had an
institutional strategy in going about the Project, and there were three
main parts embodied in that strategy First, the Project was seen as a
time of intense activity when substantial extra resources would be
pumped into the College But that hump" of resources would enable
the College to become skilled so that in the future it could undertake
further transformation in a more routine manner not requiring the
extra resources. Second, the creativity and planning functions were
separated from operations (through the Office of Educational
Research and Development) to assure that the needed leadership
and stimulation would be provided And third, the Project was total,
One aim was to make styles in the operational segment of tbe College
philosophically consistent with styles in the educational program so
that efforts in owe area would neither be at variance with nor be
undercut by what was happening in the other area

Emphasizing Process The TaCTI.Jal participation in the Project by
nearly all faculty was seen as the crucial part Of the Project If faculty
could become skilled in or learn to accommodate t rt the processes of
change, then future concerns for "products" (cou es, programs)
would take care of themselves Part of that phasis
involved all members of the campus, including su stantial numbers of
students, working together and participating in the Project The
reinforcement and psychological support of mutual efforts were
significant and had a synergistic effect the total effect was truly
greater than the surn'of the parts

Installing a New Program Since the IDEAS at Austin College
program had to be installed through the Protect, there were concrete
situations in which faculty and students could try new ideas And the
new calendar arrangements (weekly and hourly) forced
reconsideration of coiiloses and methods Similarly, expanded
interdisciplinary resporlsibilities exposed faculty to different
teaching, leaning approaches The new; program, calendar, and
interdisciplinary emphates did much t 1 stimulate educational reform,
reform that might not have 'woccurred hout these three related
factors

I.
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Setting Goals, Evaluating, Reporting For the future, perhaps no
experience was as important-for faculty as the Project's constant
requirements for individual and program goal setting, evaluation, and

reporting This process became quite tedious at times, probably all

tired of it But it was effective for in-course monitoring of the Project
as well as-summative evaluation And, of course, people became
more skilled in these areas

Critiquing Critiques of what was going'on by outsiders were a
further stimulator -of change Not only did this prevent Some mistakes,
but it also reinforced many in what they were about and thus-urged
them on to further renewal efforts The Advisory Panel was especolly
helpful here Though the Panel did not perhaps function as
cohesively as a group as might have been desired (attributed in part
to busy schedules which prevented attendance/at some meetings),
nevertheless its impact was substantial as "The Advisory Panel" and

through its individual members
Communicating Throughout the Project there has been

substantial communication between Austin College and others in
higher education inquiring about the Project It has been difficult at
times because of the concepts involved and program terminology.
We thought we gave the programs conceptual names that
communicated the essence of the program, but these are apparently
difficult for others to understand Still, this_conarnunication process
has benefited the College, as responses from others have reinforce
people's effOrts at 'renewal

Flexibility and Openness to Ideas. Through all the adjustments of
_institutional Structure and strategy and the emphasis on proceSses,

,,evalidiation,,,and communication, the-flexibility and resiliency Of the
institution and ifs'people have been tested and developed And the
courage of the College and its people has been further, tested by
disappointments Perhaps the greatest challenge to our flexibility a
openmindness has been the need to recognize that some appeal'
ideas have not worked and need to be put aside:and that the tas1.9 of

personal and institutional renewal W111 never be completed.

People
,The-yea's an processes are so important is beause the hekt-bf
education se 'PeOpie, thinking and feeling hunian beings. And people,
their attitudes and roles, have been the heart of the Project Peihapi
the most important part of the Project has been its eMphaeit on
dealing with people's attitudes, feelings, and needs.

Students. All the concern about programs and processes is
--ultimately for the benefit of the student This does not mean that the
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student has to like all programs and processes, for edupation
involves pushing, challenging, stretching the individu 's limits.

But the old prescriptiveffiethod does seem to ha e lost Its
usefulness for today's changing situation, for stude s are more
diverse in their backgrounds and needs when they ome to college.
This was an assumption Austin College took seriovisly when IDEAS
was planned, and it has proved valid. Individualization is necessary.

On th other hand, another assumption does not seem to have
proved valid, and that concerns the maturity of students. In planning
IDEAS, Austin College was told y others that in the future the
graduating high school student ould be farther along than his

...`4411vcounterparts of the past and able to handle different educational , -4-,

tasks. Thus far, Austin College as not seen this on a general basis.
One indicator of this is the curr nt nation-wide trend of lower scores
on the Scholastic Aptitude Te As a consequence, the College is
having to work harder at movin students toward new educational
roles.

.

A related factor is the concprn of today's,student with vocational
preparation. The tighter job market throughout the country increases
anxiety in this area. But the mo e practical emphasis is hard on the
liberal arts in general, and incr ased efforts are needed tc:explain
the long-lasting values of liberal education.

Together,,these issues are placing greater difficulties than had,
been expected on initiating student role change. Austin College is
committed to that role change as a necessity for living in the modern
world and will continue to pursue it, but additional steps may be .

needed more than at first thought. . .

Faculty. Faculty are theCrOx of the institution's effort to have an
impalt on students, and thus the reason for much of the Project
being fticused on faculty develOpment. This focus, however, has-
placed a heavy workload on faculty,,due,in part also to theitOtalness
of the Project. If less had been attempted in the same amount of time,
the workload might not have'been ils. severe; but results might have /
been disproportionally less. Thus, there is a dilemma to be faced
concerning time: do you attempt s andrisk scattered, possibly
short-term results? Or, do you take total approachend face the
issue.of workload?

Another source of anxiety among faculty has been Ifeir general
role in the institution. With the new governance and program
management system, the faculty does nothave the same
legislative role with respect to curricular affairs. Though their
elected representatives on the Faculty Review and Advisory
COrnmittee may initiate,a-reconsideration or appeal, curricular
legislation is theluattionof the Governing Council where students,
faculty; and, administrators represent the whole campus community.
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Althou h some see this change as a loss of faculty ower, one of the
effects has been to spread more of the decision m ing to the

) progr level.where the individual faculty member now have greater
authoiity than under the former system, I

Thus, the role change for faculty has been considerable. At the
'same time, that role change has been consistent, as in both
educational and governance areas the faculty are involved more in
the cooperatoie How do we a roach of working together. And that
'approach is a necessity for the s all liberal arts college today.

Adrrwnistration. Much of the s me philosophy that applies to
faculty role change als8 applies to ole chap fOr administrators.
The role of the President is crucial, and in a ay symbolizes the issue
concerning administrators.

The role of the President and other administration leaders has
had to change as the conditions and the various stages of program
and institutional development have changed. It is clear that the earlier
traditional authoritarian role of the President is unacceptable if not
impossible in toda 's very complex situation. Yet the necessity foryr\

leadership and visio of the challenges of the future are still essential
for theeducational p ogram, and for the institution that is able to
continue to meet the changing educational needs of its constituency.

The complexity of today's situation with its increased rules,
rights, legal requirements, and outside entanglements of an
institution, require a variety of expertise and flexibility, and an ability
to act priimptly that was unknown in an earlier day of educational
management. There is also currently a concern for accountability that ,..
requires an efficiency and effectiveness in operation and .,in the
utilization of resources as arplied to a clear purpose of the
institution AA of these new pressures bring into question the
adequacy of earlier concepts of college governance sometimes
involving adversary relationships among the faculty, students,
administration, and trustees, and often hamp ed by the inertia of
standing committees and by a cumbersome leg' tative process.

A personal\ forceful style, demanded by the ifferent
circumstances 4 the past and effective in those ti es, may simply be
out of place in a tp Ore cooperative "do it together" mework.
Moreover, the futu0 of the institution is at stake. Others at all levels
must assume educ-tional leadership if renewal is really to be a
built-in, routine operation. Thus, the President must build a team and
hofie others will assume some of the load he has traditionally
assumed.

One factor concerned allstudehts, faculty, administratorsand
probably cannot be emphasized too much: the sheer frustration
involved in change. The Project created some real struggles for
people; ther= ere a,ifes and pains for some individuals. Any

;-'
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institution considering fundamental change must be aware of the
personal stresses that will surely be apart of the change.

POltlog It All Together: A Self-
eople, processes, and progra
bout. But it was not conce ned

each of these. Rather, the rue p
to extend a climate of cre tivity
permanent. A'ustin Colleg had e

0-

ewal System for a College
sthat's what the Project was all

nly with one-time change regarding
u ose of the Project could be said

on ampus and to make that climate
x ibited an active, exciting climate of

reform and innovation for two decades, attested to by campus visitors
over the years. But that climate often came with extra duties added to
already heavy burdens of responsibility. Could the major upheavals
and cycles of change be avoided and a more even pattern of
renewalfor people, processes, and programsbe established on a
more systematic basis? --

Coming out of the Project, Austin College increasmgly sees
renewal as involving a number of different items. No Single item can
guarantee self - renewal by itself. But together they can form a system .

that holds great prqinise for bu'ilt-in renewal. The elements of such a
Self-Renewal System for a College. drawn from the experience of
Austin College and its Total Inititutional Project, are identified below,

Iristitr{tional Commitment. (a) The Board of Trustees must be
comMitted to the concepts (*change and self- renewal for the
institution. (b) The Board of Trustees must have a thorough
understanding of the College's role, its educational objectives, and
the necessity of meeting t e educational needs of a well-defined
constituency. (c) The and of Trustees must have the understanding
and the willingnessto involved and provide the necessary
assistance and resources for analysis, planning, and program review.

At Austin College, the institutional commitment is affirmed by the
Board of Trustees. The Board is a working Board and is involved
deeply in operations affecting the College's stance and perpetuation.
One evidence of this involvement is the fact that the Board issues its
own Policy Menu*, detailing the role of the College and operations.

A major part of the Board's commitment involves a new
constituency program. One Board ting each year will be devoted
to a particular review of the College he constituency groups.
Advisory Committees of theCollege't programs receive from the
constituency groups their suggestions and recommendations.

Another part of the Trustee's commitment is expressed in a
Bo rd of Visitors designs to-assist educational program
de elopment, particularly in the three academic areas of the
College7Sci es, Soci I Science, Humanities. This Bqard of Visitors.
Will give a q lity critiqu to each of the program fireas. Reports will
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be made, not only to the areas, but also to the Board of Trustees.
The above two factors could almost be considered a Separate

element in a self-renewal system, i.e. providing ways for those outside
the College to, mane an input and have an impact Such outside
critiques bring stimulation to the campus

A final factor in the role of the Board of Trustees in self-renewal
concerns "safety valves" in the form of communication devices built
into the College's operation. These are structured appeal procedures
through the Corporate and Executive Offices, and special f

communication opportunities provided for the Trustees with faculty
and students.

Leadeltrhip and Structure. (a) The Board of Trustees must be
certain of the designation of proper leadership and assignment of
responsibilities, to maintain a team approachand broad participation.
(b) The Board of Trustees must create specific structures and make
clear it is sharing its responsibility with administrators, faculty, and
students, with proper arrangeffients for accoirtability.

At Austin College, the Executive Office and multiple executive
approach are used to maintain and cultivate hat leadership in
institutional operations. Involved in the sam way but on a different
level is the Corporate Office. The leadership of the College 4S reviewed
as a part of the Trustees' four-year cycle, n t only to see to what t

extent it is measuring up through its evaluation, but also to see to
what extent there are sufficient backup and - ional resources as
replacements are necessary. Related e peed for sufficient
admihistrative leaves and other ns of renewal as a part of the
executives' career develo nt. The-BOard of Trustees is especially
involved in this lead, ip evalu n and p jection. Another factor
in this leade ole is the rnal leade ip given by Austin

C°Liesai:, autives acuity, to other etilutions and to
associatioo operatio is is factor not ly in thearowth of the
individual, but al =writt1 ability of that pe to bring back to the-
institution-understandings, insights, and rein icement concerning
what the College ts,doing vis -a -vis others.

Creative Climate with Basic Trust and Mutual Concern and
Commitment. (a) For renewal, there must be mutual concern and
commitment on the basis of trusting one another that decisionaand
outcomes are in the interest of the total College. (b) The creative
Climate of mutual concern, commitment, and trust must be supporte4
by rewards and recognition given on the basis of service to the
College community.

At Austin College, a heritage of twenty years of creative
experimentation established the current creative climate. Careful
recruitment of faculty is important in sustaining that climate and .

expanding it. Continuous consideration of the needs of the future,
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especially for the College's co tuenoies, is also related;
mutual concern are nourishes by having many involv
problems of the institution an de a the f
institution concern

A Cycji rogram and perations Review. (4 The Board of
Trustees must establish a pr gram and operations review cycle to

.. awe that one phase of the College be reviewed in depth each year
and-trial on some regular cycle every phase of the College be
reviewed with necessary changes in p rams and poligies, (b) There
should also be an annual evaluation of t i ge programs and a
budget review.

*At Austin College, the Board of Trustees has a four-year cycle of
view in,which one phase of the College program is examined in

epth each year by the Trustees. In their Summer Workshop, the
oard of Trustees reviews in sequence over four years the

development program, the business affairs program, the educational
program, and the executive leadership of the College, including the
board's own operation and extension of the Planning Guide. This
cycle serves as a base so that the entire operation of the College
must prepare for this review. Past operations over the previous four

'years must be explained arid reported, and proposed policy chan§es
must be recommended to the Board as well as specific plans for the
next four years. The staff and faculty processes in getting ready for
such a review by the Board of Trust are in themselves a discipline

Trust and
ng the

re of the A

and self-renevial.process. Ther
in the budget approval

Program Ana
prftram, th
the es

view of the program each year
ess. 7

, Prpjection, a d Creativity. (a) For each .
must be definition f program unit responsibility,

shment of goals and tivities, specification of the
re- rces required to carry ou these goals and activities, and
xaluation and reporting. (b) nstitutional analysis with in utional

research and educational creativity must bring to b educational
trends and problemson the Collegesituation ancipply these to th
future and changing needs of the constituency. (c) Efforts mu
continue to measure rrogramsagainst a total institutional approach,
the College's goals, and projections.

At Austin College the Office of Educational Research and
Development with the position of Dean of Educational Research and
Development, has beep established to assure the bringin f extra,/
creative pressure to,the oiffipus. That kind of creativ 1p-sr/kV,
by this Office, and. it alsp is a respurcb to individua kfcif fffeir oWft;.
professional derielopment and self renewal pracesseeas that relates
td the College's priorities. This Office Icked up by a second office,
that of In utiOnal Research. It cerned with the collection of
data '-ler arious kinds of ev:,,,,:tio processes to show where the

f
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institution is in terms of those data and larger trertdtw: it also lyzes

special problems that may be identified through the Office
Educational Research and Development or the executiv eadership

of the College.
Also involved at Austin College is the Progra

System. Its advantages are a broad based invo
students in the creative processes, specifi4
each year, and four-year protections (als
the Board of Trustees on the educat
provides a routine and an opportu
getting specific answers to wha
quality of the program. This i
Board of Visitors and its r
Program Managemen
evaluation proces
the level of th
the Admi
id

anageinent
ment of faculty and

nning andevaluation
eared tOthelTeporting to

I program). All Of this
for raising issues and for

ould be done next to improve the
'so related to the concept of the

ew of educational programs. The
stem provides the primary basic input and

rough which self renewal can really happen
4ividual program. Included also is the functi of

alive Secretariat in coordinating the many': arate

r progiam renewal.
The c ination of program renewal comes t

legislative processes. The Governing Council, mposed of
representatives of faculty, student, staff, d administrati n, deals
with lathe legislative progra adjustm is that are mede. Advisory
and Review Committees pr ide a -ans for broader invo vement of
facuky and students in cussio and debate, as does t use of

task forces and committees1;13 f the proper development Of legislative
pro sals befbre they are = bmitted to the Governing C uncil. j

, Changing Roles a Individual Renewal. (a)i'he in titution must'
anhave programs, w ) shops, and summer la atories for team work

d individual orts. (b) There must be system of career

developme ith indiVidual goal -sett and professional
, -

advance
-

ugh

ent.
Austin College, the Car r Development Program is a-key

fa, or for the renewal pro for the faculty and (brogram staff
rsonnel, and efforts,afe underway to get the Career Development

Program underwritten with specific endowment. The College will then
have the necessary resources to' enable it to fulfill ItS fulttion of
helping to deal with ob olescence and to keep alive the cievity of
the faculty and eta

Outside *stance for Installing a Self-Renewal System. (a)
'Tilers must be readiness of the institution with rfeople open to
problems and o ortunities. (b) Extra people arenot necessarily
required, bu ra work is, and extra resources for the do- It- yourself

poor° ch. (c) The use of the right outsidepeer'influence and
exper nce cap provide help and shortcut the process of installing a
self-r newel system. 1
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At Austin College, the Project was .a major factor in developing its
self-renewal system. The added resources especially of consultants
and the Advisory Panel, were helpful. Still, the College was readyit
had already legislated the new educational' program and was
committed to it.

In essence, others can share their experiences, but the-focus is
, still basically self-renewal. This Os a process. All outsiders can is

/ use their experience and understanding to make suggestions, and
then hopefully others can delve into renewal in aneasier and better'

/ fashion.

Conclusion
Self-renewal is really what Austin College is trying to
students for, living in a world of constant change w
demanded and alternatives and options must be
entire College as an institution has its own s en
faculty and staff are also demonstrating the conc
individually, then not only should the ins bon b
position, but also it should be creatin :model th
to its students. Planninglor renew/al/not just by i
programs and reelravding organirational charts, b
the talents-and abilities of indiGidualsthat has
the Austin College Tots) InStitutional Project.
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